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*And I heard him exclaim 
As he drove out of sight, 

"Happy Holidays to all, 
And to all a good night. 



Human Sexuality 

Painful swelling: see a doctor 
BY DR. DONALD BROWN 

Dear Dr. Brown: 
I am a 41-year-old man with a swelling in 

my scrotum. It's been getting larger and 
larger, and gradually more painful, but I'm 
afraid to have it checked up. Could it be 
cancer? 

Response: 

There is a possibility it could be cancer 

but cancer of the testicles is more often 
associated with teen age males and those 
in their early 20s. 

From your description, it sounds more 
like a cyst - a fluid filled sac that keeps 
expanding. This would explain the gradual 
increase in pain as it starts to put pressure 
on the testicles, which are extremely 
sensitive to touch. 

I once had a client who let this go on for 
four months before coming for help. The 

pain was so great he was only comfortable 
in the fetal position. I immediately 
referred him to a urologist, who drained 
the cyst and relieved the pressure within 
five minutes. 

Whether you have cancer or a cyst, 
prompt medical attention is highly recom
mended to relieve both mental and 
physical anguish. Any cancer, by the way, 
can best be treated when it is detected and 
treated early. 

Politically Speaking 

SGA concerned with feedback 
STEVE CAPELLI 

S.G.A. VICE PRESIDENT 

I sincerely hope that the entire student 
body has seen some of our published 
evaluation advertisements. The Student 
Government Association is concerned that 
all students fill out the faculty evaluation 
forms. 

During the past few weeks I've spoken 
with a number of faculty members in 
regard to the expected student response 
Some professors felt that a majority of 
students will fill out the forms and that the 
program will be an accurate measure Of 
the courses at Trenton State College still, 
there were those faculty members who 
explained that students are laxy, apathetic 
and unconcerned with improving their 
education. These faculty members felt that 
this program is a waste of time and money 

There are quite a few students who put 
a lot of hard work to complete this 
program. There are even students who 

sacrificed days and grades to provide 
fellow students with a perfect opportunity 
to be heard. These students who worked 
so hard don't want a pat on their backs, 
they want results. 

IT IS THE belief of the Student 
Government Association to divise a 
college-wide evaluation. We were tired 
and insulted of seeing how poorly depart
ment evaluations are administered. There 
are departments that have a low percent
age of instructors handing out evaluations. 

There are departments that allow 
professors to see the evaluations before 
anyone else does. There are professors 
who admit to weeding out the bad 
evaluation forms before submitting them 
to the department chairperson. Frankly, 
this is a disgrace. The best security is a 
job well done! 

Students, if you want to improve the 
education and overall reputation of this 
college, fill out and return the forms. We 

are the first N.J. state college to do this. I f 
we don't receive a large amount of student 
input this program will never be fin: 
again. 

Please note that this program was never 
developed to hurt individual faculty men 
bers. We felt that students as consumers 
should have an opportunity to judge their 
product/course. I hope that the stu dent 
body will fill out the evaluation forms in 
responsible way. 

Some additional facts: 
*1. Forms will be mailed out to a ll 

undergraduate students on Jan. 8 to home 
addresses. 

*2. The number of forms mailed wi 
directly coincide with the number of 
courses each student is presently tak ing. 

*3. Completed forms will be m ailed 
directly to our processors. (Return 
envelope enclosed - postage pre-paid) 

*4. The results will be published in 
April for all students to read free of 
charge. 

Travel tips 

Florida: the perfect holiday trip 
BY KEVIN KORBLL 

Well, finals are upon us, and that means 
the semester break can't be far ahead. 
What better way to get away from the 
rain, snow, and cold of N ew Jersey than to 
head for warm, sunny Florida! 

If you plan on taking any form of mass 
transportation this season and have no 
reservations, you have missed the boat, so 
to speak. 

Airlines and Amtrak have been booked 
for months for the holiday rush. You have 
a somewhat good chance of getting 
reservations for the Easter break, but 
you'd better act fast. And now is the best 
time for making those reservations for 
next Christmas. Don't forget - you can 
always cancel. 

Don't give up on this holiday season, 
though. The only thing that can hold you 
back is a devastating blizzard, lack of 
wheels, or lack of the license to operate 
them. 

YOU CAN MAKE the trip in a little 
over 24 hours. (If you want to bring a potty 
along, you can make it in less time.) 

The traveling group should have at least 
two or three licensed drivers so a switch 
can be made every few hours. 

As far as eating, the best thing to do is 
bring unperishable munchies with you in 
the car, and make short stops at diners and 
fastfood joints. 

You might prefer to take it easy and 
stop at motels for one or two nights. Keep 
in mind that: a) this adds greatly to your 

expenses; b) motel owners tend to be 
prejudice against college students (they 
think that we are heavy" partiers or 
something); 3) motel rooms, like a seat on a 
train, can be scarce unless reserved in 
advance. 

You might find a cheap, rat-infested 
place off the beaten track with some 
vacancies. 

IF YOU CHOOSE to stop at night, 
you can expect to get between 350 and 400 
miles a day. If y ou leave your house early 
in the day, you should easily get to the 
Carolinas. Another day should see you well 
into Florida by dark. 

Leaving the area in the evening, you will 

Stranger than Fiction 

N E W  J E R S E Y  
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Too much heaven 
BY GEORGE McDONALD 

The trumpet sounded at two a.m. 
"Oh, damnit, not again," groaned the 

captain of the company, rousing himself 
from his slumber, struggling to get to his 
feet. 

"What did you say?" said his ever alert 
understudy, who was standing at attention 
even before the second note left the lips of 
the trumpeters call to fall into parade 
formation. 

"Nothing," the leader replied, now out of 
bed and straightening his white tunic. 

"I thought I distinctly heard you to say, 
'Damnit'." 

"Nonsense." 
The whole squad was now at attention 

on the barracks floor, standing straight, 
but looking rather sleepy. 

The leader's understudy quickly in
spected the company, making sure every 
tunic was snowy white, and every face 
scrubbed and clean shaven. 

"I think we're ready sir," he reported to 
the Leader. 

"GOOD. THAT WAS a brilliant idea 
of yours for the company to bathe the 
night before and to have their tunics and 
robes pressed in case the Old Man should 

want to pull another of his midnight 
parade stunts." 

The whole company winced at the 
Captain's obvious irreverence. 

"Well, let's get on with it, shall we?" he 
said. 

"Yes Sir," answered the understudy, 
and acting as parade leader, he marched 
the company out of the barracks towards 
the parade grounds, where the phalanx 
was already forming. 

The Lord of Hosts was already seated on 
his throne, drumming his fingers on the 
arm of his chair, apparently very im
patient. 

It was hard to look at Him directly. 
Deliberately, he liked to glow a Fierce 
brilliant white color so that his servants 
could not look at him in the eyes. It was not 
becoming for them who were lower than 
He to gaze upon Him as an equal. 

The phalanx finished assembling itself, a 
mighty army whose number could not 
even be exceeded by the stars in the 
universe beneath them. 

The Lord of Hosts gestured to his 
trumpeter. 

He blew two short, signal notes, and the 
praising began. 

"Alleylouyah, Alleylouyah!" roared the 
phalanx, and they marched and counter
marched before Him. 

HOUR AFTER HOUR this went on, and 
the Lord of Hosts literally beamed with 
pleasure, turning every color of the 
rainbow. Occasionally He caused it to 
thunder, and He sent lightening strokes to 
arch out over the swaying phalanx. 

Six hours later, He attained bliss. He 
gestured to his trumpeter, who blew one 
long note, and the phalanx marched to a 
halt before the throne, falling silent. 

Tears filled the eyes of the Lord of 
Hosts, and in a cracked voice he cried, "My 
children...I love you all!" 

That was the cue. "And we love you 
too!" cried the phalanx, the number of 
whose voices the stars in the universe 
below them could not exceed. 

The Lord of Hosts stood before them 
silently, and then slowly, reluctantly left 
the stage. 

The Captain marched his company back 
to its barracks. His understudy was too 
filled with emotion to give orders. So was 
most everybody else in the company, 
except for the Captain, and did he not 
detect an occasional disgruntled look in the 
eyes of some of the older angels? 

The company crawled back into their 
bunks, and most of them fell deep into 
blissful slumber. 
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' a Nationwide search begins 

Brower to step down in 1980 
BY RON BARTLETT 

He's been at the helm for the past ten 
years, guiding Trenton State College 
through the most intensive expansion in 
it's 123-year history, and now the smiling 
gentleman from Green Hall is ready to 
step down. 

President Clayton R. Brower has 
announced that he will retire on Jan.l, 
1980. The memcrandum announcing the 
move came out of Green Hall late 
Wednesday afternoon, and it's sui.denness 
surprised all but a few members of the 
campus community. 

In his prepared statement, Brower gave 
two main reasons for his decision: The 
college "needs and deserves" a change in 
the presidency over periods of time to 
remain responsive to a changing society, 
and next year seemed an "appropriate 
time" to end his 32-year career as a teachei 
and administrator. 

"I felt the time was coming, for both 
TSC and for me personally, ever since T 

•"reached the seven year mark," said 
Brower. "Originally, I thought I might like 
to return to teaching, but then I realized 
that would be a bad move." 

"IF I WE RE teaching here, I'd probably 
be over at the Student Center all the time, 
saying hello to all my friends, and I might 
get in the way of th e next fellow," Brower 
added. "So I've decided to retire from the 
campus scene completely." 

At present, Brower says he is uncleac.as 
to how his future energies will be spent. 
He has been a member of t he New Jersey 
Chamber of Commerce for the part five 
years, a member of the newly formed 
Mercer County Ethics Board and an active 
community leader, but he insists that he 
has made no commitments thus far for 
1980. 

"I have no ideas on any new area, 
absolutely no job," said Erower. "I'm just 
cutting myself loose. And I hope I can get 
to play golf more than the seven times I 
did last year." 

Brower took over leadership of the 
college under the worst possible circum
stances in 1970. As TSC's fifth president 
in just nine years, he was forced to deal 
with a large-scale and growing unrest, 
both campus-wide and nation-wide. 

While the Vietnam War, the Kent State 
shootings, and a tense racial situation all 
weighed heavily on the national scene, 
TSC was being divided by turmoil of its 
own. 

Brower said the next step was to 
establish quality standards of admissions 
after this growth period. He's extremely 
proud of the fact that 21 percent of this 
years freshman class were in the upper 10 
percent of their high school graduating 
classes. 

And, of course, the physical develop
ment of the college in the past ten years 
has been extensive. The Travers-Wolfe 
residence halls, Holman Hall, the Educa
tion Building, the additions to the library 
and science building, the nursing building, 
and the Student Center, have all been 
under Brower's rule. 

WITH THE BITTER resignation of 
then-president Robert Heussler, Brower 
stepped in as acting administrative head 
on the second daj of the faculty supported 
student strike in February 1170. After 
serving a year as interim president, he 
took over the permanent position, but the 
fireworks weren't over yet. 

A Cambodian peace strike, bomb 
threats, and arsonists on c ampus coupled 
vith the disenchanted faculty to cloud 
Brower's first few months, but time and 
patience served to erase these nerve-
wracking times. By sticking strictly to his 
outlined goals, Brower has witched the 
Hillwood Lakes community floi rish. 

"First we sought to stabilize the college, 
then to enlarge it, both physically and in 
curriculum," said Brower. "At first we 
went through some tremendous growing 
pains, but we wanted to establish a 
momentum, to make TSC a strong multi
purpose school." 

President Clayton R. Brower: "They'll be looking for a bright-eyed and bushy-tailed 
individual who will provide leadership. 

THE OBVIOUS QUESTION now is, 
who will be the next president? 

Under the direction of the TSC Board of 
Trustees, a search committee will be 

established during the next year to 
evaluate candidates for the job. 

While the search will be opened to 
candidates across the nation, Brower said 

he will not participate in it, but he plans to 
prepare a list of recommendations to the 
Board of Trustees concerning outside 
support for the college. 

"There will be an intensive search 
process," said Brower. "They'll be looking 
for a bright-eyed and bushy-tailed individ
ual who will provide expert leadership." 

Test conditions spur anger and some cheating 
BY GWYN JONES 

Last Wednesday the post tests for the 
Basic Reading and Math Skills were gi ven 
in Kendall Hall. Conditions, according to 
most who had to take those tests, were 
almost intolerable. 

Six hundred fifty students without 
enough room to spread out, took their 
tests in dim lighting, writing on their 
knees. It was cold, too, but that is to be. 
expected of Kendall, and people were 
talking out loud, and some were cheating. 

"We knew from the beginning tnat tne 
situation would be far from ideal, said Dr. 
Anthony DiG;orgio, director of academic 
and personal development of Wednesday's 
testing. "But I don t think they (the 
students) were as cooperative as they 
could have been." 

DiGiorgio said that at the beginning ot 
this semester he was aware that there 
would be post testing for the basic skills 
labs, and tried to reserve all the large 
lecture halls for the testing. However, 
they had already been reserved. 

DiGiorgio approached those that had 
reserved the halls and asked if it would be 
possible to have the halls for the testing 
date, but he had no luck. 

According to DiGiorgio, there were two 
alternatives. The first was to give the 
tests in individual classrooms, but this 
presented two problems; it would be a 
"mass administrative hassle," and the 
testing conditions would not resemble 
those under which the tests were original 
ly given, namely, a large group. 

THE SECOND ALTERNATIVE was 
Kendall Hall. DiGiorgio almost didn't get 
Kendall because it too was scheduled for 
something else. However, that was able to 
be postponed until after the testing. 

Tne administering ot the tests, under 
the supervision of Dr. Debera Libkind, 
was very unorganized, according to many 
students. The testing was supposed to 
start at 3 p.m., but didn't get underway 
until after 3:30. 

DiGiorgio said that he knew there was 
nothing to write on, so he tried to get 
lapboards, only to find that they had been 
discarded some time ago. 

Said Barry Furrer, one freshman who 
took the test, "They took too long to pass 
out the material. And she (Libkind) wenV 
"There wert catcalls and the students 
were just uncooperative. When Dr. 
Libkind tried to explain, they booed. They 
made the situation into something much 
worse than it could have been." 

STUDENTS HAD MANY things to say 
about the testing. 

Opinion 

Administration is apathetic 
to students' inconvenience 

BY TONY M1RENDA 

Everybody hales exams. 

But the rotten conditions under which 
the freshman class had to take the Basic 
Skills test is a sign of poo r planning by the 
administration and is inexcusable. 

How can anyone write an essay while 
having to bend over and write it on his 
knee? 

Why should students have their eye
sight impaired by having to take the test in 
Kendall Hall where the lighting was 
inadequate? 

wnv snouirt students be forced to write 

on their knees when there are lecture halls 
with desk tops available on campus? How 
valid can the results be when they packed 
the students in like sardines, and The 
Signal has received evidence that cheating 
had occurred'' 

Apparently the administration was 
cutting corners, because they did not feel 
like having a second form of the test 
printed up. The administration did not 
want to pay more proctors, and that is 
probably the reason that they didn't split it 
up into two separate lecture halls. 

To sum this all up, the administration 
did not care about the inconvenience to the 
st udont« 

"There was an essay for 20 minutes, you 
had to write on your knees, there wasn't 
enought light, and we had no instruction 
on w hat to bring with us," said freshman 
Jim Patton. 

"It was really bad," said Terry Van 
Selous, also a freshman. "It was crowded, 
it was cold, and people were talking and 
giggline " 

Said treshman Colleen O'Neill, "You 
should have been tested on only what you 
did bad on." 

"The test was a joke and so was the lady 
in charge," said freshman Greg Powanda. 

"IT WAS CROWDED, not enough light. 
They should have had it in a larger room or 
in the class itself," said freshman Ed Lauk. 

"The light was so bad, I couldn't see 
when I got out of there," said Patty 
Csorba, another freshman. 

A student admitted to cheating saying, 
"I cheated, everybody was able to cheat, 
it's not a valid test. It took away from 
happy hour." 

DiGiorgio maintained that the tests 
were valid. "Some people did cheat," he 
said, "but most people didn't." He 
continued that the validity of the tests was 
affected only for those who cheated. 

"We had ten proctors." he said, "and 
they did all that was humanly possible. 
With the crowded conditions, 1 heard that 
it was more difficult to dissuade people's 
eves from wandering." 

Libkind was unavailable for comment. 
"Wc can tie faulted for not reserving 

lecture hall- last spring." DiGiorgio said. 
"But we already have the rooms for next 
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On being a murder-case witness 
BY L.R. DELGADO 

A murder committed in a motel room 
leaving few traces, a bloody corpse in a 
vacant lot in South Philadelphia, and court 
room proceedings to discover who the 
murdered is... 

This sounds like a Perry Mason show, 
but for Connie Holmes, a Trenton State 
College student, it is a reality. 

Holmes, a junior electrical engineering 
major from Levittown, Pa., is a witness in 
a pending murder trial in which Constance 
Harmon of Northampton Twp., Pa., a 
former civic leader has been accused of 
shooting to death her allege lover, Yves 
Bordes, a Haitian. This incident occured at 
the Mall Motel in Trevose, Bensalem 
County, Pa., last Aug. 28 between 1 a.m. 
and 3 a.m. 

Harmon has been charged with firing 
three .32-caliber bullets into the back of 
Bordes' head, and then dumping his body 

in South Philadelphia. 
HOLME'S A CHAMBERMAID at the 

hotel where the murder occurred, said she 
was cleaning up the room that Harmon had 
allegedly checked out of when a woman 
entered to return a pillow case and sheet 
that she had taken from the room. 

Holmes was unable to identify Harmon 
in court as the woman who returned the 
items. She testified that the woman had 
"straight, darkish hair," but Harmon is a 
blonde. 

"I didn't find out that the murder had 
happened until the police notified me three 
or four weeks later," Holmes said. "I 
didn't read anything about it in the papers, 
and I saw a small article about the body 
(Bordes') being found in Philadelphia, but I 
didn't connect it with the motel." 

Holmes, who worked at the motel for the 
summer, said that on the morning after the 
murder, she and her partner cleaned the 

room where the incident occurred. She 
didn't know at that time that the murder 
had happened, and didn't notice anything 
unusual while cleaning. 

"I wasn't really looking for anything 
unusual." Holmes said. 

HOLMES SAID SHE was "shocked at 
first" when finding out about the murder. 

It was a weird feeling knowing that 
someone was just murdered there a couple 
of hours before," Holmes said. 

When the Bensalem police first contact
ed her, Holmes was "scared and surpris
ed."She said she didn't know "what the 
heck was going on," and thought that it 
ivolved something like a traffic violation. 
She had never had contact with the police 
before. 

The police would sometimes "drag her 
out of class" to go and see the district 
attorney, Holmes said. The police also 
came on campus to question her and show 

ZODIAC 
The event marks the first time in 11 

years that the topic of UFOs has appeared 
on the United nations agenda. Some of t he 
best film footage of reported UFO 
sightings will be shown to the delegates. 
UFO experts, including J. Allen Hynek, 
Jacques Valle and former US astronaut 
Gordon Cooper, are also scheduled to 
address the session. 

The special UN discussion session is 
being convened at the request of the 
nation of Grenada, which has been 
pressing for the establishment of a 
full-time UN agency to investigate UFO 
phenomena. 

No alimony 
for lesbians Identifying 

UFOs? 
(ZNS)--A United Nations special 

committee will convene a hearing Nov. divorced in 1972, but were reunited a year 
27th, to decide if t he UN should establish laler, although they never remarried, 
an agency or department to investigate Their 1972 divorce agreement had 
UFOs. stipulated that the husband make 

(ZNS)-A Minnesota district court judge 
has ruled that a St. Paul man may stop 
making alimony payments to his ex-wife 
because she is a lesbian. 

The unidentified couple were reportedly 

"Lifetime alimony payments of $130 a 
month until his wife remarried or died." 

In 1976, the man introduced his ex-wife 
to one of his female friends and the two 
women developed a close friendship. One 
day the man reportedly came home and 
found the two women engaged in what he 
called "compromising activities." 

The man then told his ex-wife to choose 
between him and the woman. When his 
ex-wife chose the woman, the man moved 
out and refused to continue paying 
alimony, charging that the nature of the 
relationship between the two women gave 
"lifetime alimony a new meaning." 

Judge Joseph Summers agreed with the 
husband and handed down a decision last 
week allowing the man to stop making 
alimony payments. The judge stated, "The 
defendant's lesbianism is a materia) 
change in circumstances which justifies 
terminating alimony." 

Penzias at graduation 

Seniors not happy with chosen speaker 
BY SARAH MAHAN 

Ninety-nine of the 100 members of the 
senior class polled this week by senior 
class president Karen McCartney were 
opposed to the choice of Nobel Prize 
winner Arno Penzias as graduation 
speaker. 

Penzias. a trustee of Trenton State 
College, received the Nobel Prize in 
Physics last week for his work in cosmic 
microwave radiation. 

An invitation to speak at graduation was 
extended to him by Dr. Ernest Rydell of 
the college relations office after the 
members of the college community 
relations committee unanimously selected 
him as the commencement speaker at their 
Nov. 8 meeting. Penzias has accepted the 
invitation, according to Rydell. 

Although she was not present at the 
meeting where he was selected, 
McCartney claimed to have told the 
members of the committee, which included 
three students, that the seniors objected 
to the selection of Penzias. 

"OF THE 100 students I pol led, only one 
knew who Penzias was. None of them 
knew why he had received the Nobel 
Prize." McCartney said yesterday. "The 
students wanted someone well known." 

"I made Karen's objections known to the 
•••immiitee." said committee chairman 
Robert McLaury. "I asked the students if 
the\ wanted the vote held over for another 

meeting at a later dale. They all said no." 
Greg Ciaola, s tation manager of WTSR 

and a member of the committee, said that 
the selection of Penzias had been by secret 
ballot and that none of th e students on the 
committee had objected to the .choice of 
Penzias. 

Ciaola added that no special pressure 
had been placed on any of the members of 
the committee to select a particular 
candidate. 

"Each member of the committee was 
free to suggest names," he said. 

A LIST (IF 14 names was assembled, 
including the names of former President 
Gerald Ford, TV new personality Geraldo 
Rivera, congresswoman Barhard Jordan, 
Bella Abzug, and writer James Michener. 

Edward Stawieki. Student Government 
Association vice-president of community 
relations and a member of the committee 
said, "The committee was aware of her 
(McCartney's) objections at the time of t he 
selection." 

The members of the committee then 
ranked the possible speakers by secret 
ballot in order of preference. According to 
the minutes of the committee. Penzias led 
the list, followed by Ford. Michener. N.J. 
Supreme Court Child Justice Richard 
Hughes, Rivers and Jordan, in that order. 

McCartney claimed to have told Rydell 
and the other members of the committee 
prior to the Nov. 8 meeting of the seniors' 
objections to Penzias. "I reported the 

results of the committee's vote to Miss 
McCartney before the invitation to Penzias 
was sent," Rydell said, "and I recall no 
objections from her at that time." 

"THERE ARE NOT two sides to 
this," said McCartney. "Rydell is not on 
one side and the seniors on another. He 
knows how we feel and we know what's 
happened." 

While acknowledging that it was 
"probably too late to do anything about the 
problem this year," McCartney 
emphasized that she was raising the 
problem to guard against a recurrence 
next year. 

"The students must have more input to 
avoid this kind of problem in the future." 
McCartney stated. "It will be up to the 
class president. He or she can take a poll of 
the seniors or can handle the selection him 

herself." 

her pictures concerning the murder, to ge 
any possible leads. 

"At the time, it was a big pain," H olmes 
said, who was in the process of ch angin; 
from a nursing major to electrica 
engineering at the beginning of the 
semester. 

"I WAS SCARED when I found o ut 
because I thought that she might co me 
after me since I had talked with her a nd 
she had seen me," Holmes said. She said 
the only exposure she had to murder was 
from television and she didn't know how to 
react. But she was reassured by fr iends 
that she would have been put under 
surveillance if the police had anticipated 
any sort of difficulty. 

Holmes found herself nervous on th e 
first day of the hearing, which was held in 
the first week of October at the co mmon 
pleas court in Penndel, Pa. 

"I didn't know what to do or expect," she 
said. But instead of lasting one d ay a s 
expected, the hearing lasted a w#k, with 
Holmes being one of the last to testify. B y 
that time Holmes said she was "apathetic" 
and wanted to get her turn over w ith so 
that she could get back to school. 

"I was really calm by then," she added. 
What scared her the most, Holmes said, 

was seeing the press in the back oi the 
courtroom writing down everything that 
she said, and also seeing the defendant 
(Harmon) staring at her. 

"I COULDN'T REMEMBER if it wa s 
her or not," Holmes said. "So many people 
came and went at the motel, I really 
couldn't remember. She (Harmon) looked 
kind of relieved when the description I 
gave didn't fit." 

The trial will be coming up in the middle 
of next month at the Bucks County-
Courthouse in Doylestown, Pa. Holmes 
feels that she will probably be more 
nervous because there will be a jury at the 
trial, and also that the defense attorney 
may try to impress the jury and may "pry" 
more at her than at the hearing. 

Holmes said, "It will definitely be a relief 
to get it (the trial) over with." 

Holmes consulted Jay Rosner, TNI 
campus lawyer, because she was unsure as 
to what would be happening at the 
hearing. 

"He was really good in helping me out, 
Holmes said. "He helped straighten things 
out and contacted the district attorney. 
He (Rosner) said that I was important to 
the case and that I should really he there 
He said that I would be a part of th e chair 
that the DA needed to pull the sto ry 
together." 

COMMENTING ON HOW the police 
treated her. Holmes said, "They w'e'e 

really nice to me. Some of them (police 
put pressure on me by being insistent 
about being at certain places at certain 
times. But some said that the case wa s 
important to them, and that schooling 
came first because it was important to 
me." 

Since most of the newspaper reporting 
was done in Pennsylvania, Holmes sai 
that not too many people here (at TSt 
know about the case or her involvement 
She said that she wanted to keep it 
secret in the beginning because she wasn 
sure about what was happening. 

"My suite knew the whole story. 
Holmes said, "and the people on the flow 
knew something was going on because 
was getting calls from the state police 

"My friends were interested in what was 
going on," Holmes contnued, "but there 
was only so much that I could tell. 

Holmes described the situation as an 
"experience she won't forget." . . | 

"I learned a lot about how the crimini 
justice system operates, and met influen 
tial people from the courtroom," she "" 

"I see it as a learning experience that 
not everyone can go through." she said 
"And it's also something to tell 
grandchildren someday. tierselt. granacnitdren someday. 

^The Student Government Association' 
%. 
% 
% 
% 

wishes all a Happy Holiday Season 

and a successful New Year. 
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l- Petty theft increases in public places 

1 ^ 
Staff Photo by John Mitrano 

R. Thomas Hagaman, community relations 
officer for TSC campus police. 

BY RON BESS 

Thet isn't unusual on campus but 
numerous acts hav occured in the last two 
days, according to R. Thomas Hagaman, 
community relations officer for campus 
police. 

Over the past week, Trenton State 
College has had an increase in theft of 
student and faculty belongings. Most often 
the thefts have occured in public places. 

Friday, a woman in the Student Center 
had her back pack stolen while 
unattended for a few minutes. The pack 
consisted of a small amount of money, 
books and pencils, said Hagaman. 

In the Education Building Monday, two 
unattended faculty offices were robbed of 
a cassette tape recorder and $70 in cash. 
The faculty members told Hagaman that 
had left their offices for just a short while. 

THE FOLLOWING DAY a woman 
had her brown suede wallet taken from her 
bag in the reference room of the library. 
Hagaman said the belongings in her 
pocketbook were moved all around and the 
leather wallet containing $11 dollars was 
gone. 

Mrs. Fradkin, the reference librarian, 
said that more thefts occur at the end of 
the term. "Maybe it's because of the 
pressure ad and need for money towards 
Christmas. It's unfortunate though it 
happens all the time right in public places. 
People have to be more careful," said 
Fradkin. 

Wednesday, in the library, two more 
thefts occured according to Hagaman. One 
woman reported a calculator stolen. 
Another woman had her wallet stolen 
The same day two wallets were found, and 

a purse was found on the stairwell in the 
library, according to the library 
watchman. 

"I used to handle thefts but now I'm 
confined to the main door area," said a 

watchman. "1 used to roam the library and 
I would bawl out girls who would leave 
things out. I Theft has been going on ever 
since I've been here, which is 13 years," he 
said. 

With just a week of school left before the 
holidays a theft can be very disrupting to 
school work. People are under pressure 
and some let it out. Damage was 
reportedly done to fire alarms in Cromwell 
according to Hagaman. 

Hagaman said, "Oriented type students 
have pressure but don't carry 
malicious acts. Students are getting tied of 
dorm destruction. All malicious work one 
is payed for by the students cause it's 
tacked on to their bill." 

Bobby Seale: 

I heard the sounds of agony and bones cracking 
BY MARIANNE CLARKE 

Bobby Seale, co-founder of the Black 
Panther party, talked to the Student 
Government Association (SGA) last Wed
nesday, reflecting on his past life and 
outlining his new homocide prevention 
program. 

Seale said that his interest in homicide 
prevention began when he was asked by a 
publishing company to write a book on the 
pros and cons of strengthening the gun 
control laws. 

He said he reluctantly began to research 
the subject and found that more than 60 
percent of homicides are "conflict moti
vated," in that the violent act occurs in a 
moment of a nger where one person loses 
control of himself and kills the other 
person. 

Seale said, "99 percent of the people 
involved in conflict motivated homicides 

know each other. Many times they are law 
abiding citizens. They are husbands and 
wives, neighbors, relatives, and lovers." 
In 95 percent of the cases there has been a 
previous police report of assault filed, 
Seale said. 

SEALE BASES HIS program on these 
statistics. He wants to institute commun
ity oriented research projects that would 
evaluate reported assaults as to whether 
they are conflict motivated or criminal, as 
are robberies and muggings. 

Seale said the conflict motivated 
assaults are indicative of maladaptive-
aggressive behavior. This involves a 
response which has its routes in the violent 
upbringing of ch ildren. 

He said these people should be identified 
when the first assault occurs. They can be 
treated through therapy and subsequent 
homicides can be avoided. 

"In 19631 became incensed when Martin 
Luther King and hundreds of people were 

Stereotyped Brewster 
House is not at all 
like what you hear 

BY BILL FELLOWS 

Brewster House often has a reputation 
for being some type of C ommunistic state. 
This view is shared by many people sho I 
spoke with about the house. Their 
answers ranged from "it sucks" to "I don't 
know." But in questioning them further I 
found out that they hadn't even been to the 
house. 

The only thing I knew about Brewster 
was that the members of the house share 
cleaning chores and went on trops with the 
money they had saved on maintenance 
costs. But there is much more to the 
community than the mutual cleaning and 
when I attended Brewster's open house 
last Tuesday, I was about to find many of 
my predetermined prejudices destroyed. 

The concept of the house is called an 
Intentional Democratic Community (IDC), 
which means that every person has a say 
about what is going on. This is far 
different from the other dorms where the 
resident's opinions are voiced through a 
community advisor. The IDC gathers it 
strength from the opinions of e very house 
member at its mandatory weekly meet-
ings. 

There is a closeness in the house, a solid 
rapport between the members of the 
house. On the day I vsisited the house ther 
were people drifting in and out of the 
living room setting near the entrance, 
conversing with each other quite freely. 

I KNOW THAT on many floors in other 
dorms there are serious personality con
flicts that would inhibit this type of 

having a nonviolent demonstration and 100 
mounted policemen rode into the crowd 
committing acts of brutality. I heard the 
sounds of agony and bones cracking," said 
Seale. 

Seale said he fought to eliminate police 
brutality. In 1966 Seale and Hughy 
Newton founded the Black Panther politi
cal party. 

SEALE SAID, "THERE were approxi
mately 25 percent hard-core racist cops 
that were responsible for police brutality. 
He and other members of the party 
purchased guns and mounted them in their 
cars so they would not be concealed, and 
tried to protect the people from the police 
by being witnesses to the execution of 
police duties, Seale said. 

Seale has recently completed his auto
biography, "A Lonely Rage." He said he is 
the victim of a violent upbringing. 

"I can remember my father beating me, 
he said, "and I remember thinking that I 

only wished that I were bigger than him so 
that I could kill him." 

Seale said he thought that his own 
violent behavior came from this time in his 
life. "We teach children how to hate. Even 
the little baby that you spank and then 
cuddle is learning violence." 

Seale said he had been indicted for 
murder and conspiracy to murder and 
explained that he had been on a speaking 
tour at Yale and had been sleeping at a 
friend's house at the time of t he murder. 

He was also indicted for crossing state 
lines with intent to riot in the Chicago 
Seven trial, but explained that he was in 
Finland when it occurred. Seale said his 
main criticism is that he cannot run a 
homicide prevention program when he has 
been accused of t he crimes he is trying to 
prevent. 

Seale said he has experienced the 
problems of the conflict motivated person, 
but also that he was aquitted of all the 
charges. 

openness. Sue Waldman, a resident of 
Brewster, explained the reason for this 
openness. 

"The fact that we meet once a week and 
communicate. It is very hard to live here 
without communicating. But there is also 
a certain amount of privacy. It balances 
out well." 

"We like to consider ourselves a family. 
We consider it our home especially when 
We clean it. We try to build a high trust 
level," explained John Breheny, second 
floor C.A. for Brewster. 

This trust is gained by annual retreats 
and different projects around the house, 
including values clarification exercises, 
assertiveness workshops and other trust 
building exercises. 

According to the application for Brew
ster, "The success of the community 
requires the commitment and involvement 
of all its members, to realize its goals of 
openness, trust and intrapersonal 
growth." 

POTENTIAL MEMBERS OF the 
community must complete the application 
in order to be considered for entrance into 
Brewster. Questions on the application 
pertain to involvement in other areas, how 
you handle personal relationships and 
self-evaluations. 

"By applying, it seems snobby but 
basically we are trying to get people who 
are committed to other people," Waldman 
said. 

The applications are screened by a 
committee consisting of three Brewster 
residents and Val DeAngelis, the graduate 
assistant for Brewster. 

"We are looking for commitment to the 
community. The interview can be as 

The International Association of F oreign Students, a club where foreign 
students can get together and share similar problems 

structured or as unstructured as desired. 
We look at their ideas, expectations and 
why they are interested in Brewster. It is 
not as formal as the word screening is 
meant to be," Waldman added. 

During the open house, there was a slide 
show, refreshments and residents avail
able to speak with people interested in 
talking about the house. It was pointed 
out that anyone is welcome to visit the 
house anytime but there is no guarantee 
that there will be people to answer 
questions. 

UNFORTUNATELY, ONLY THREE 
people took advantage of t he open house. 
None the less, the members were optimis
tic that there would be more people 
interested in joining the community when 
they start recruiting in the spring semes
ter. 

Why aren't more people interested in 
Brewster or at least less negative? One 
member of the house said, "There is a lot of 
rumor that people are strange here. They 
see Brewster as a group and they don't like 
the group. Instead of fin ding out about us 
they attack us." 

Waldman added, "If I have a friend they 
see me as the exception. The people on 
'the outside' think the big thing we have is 
the cleaning, but there is much more." 

All is not roses at Brewster however. 

They have their problems but they are 
much harder to solve because they require 
the opinions of th e 44 residents. 

"It does get frustrating, there are 44 
different people who voice their opinions 
and everybody has good points. It is hard 
to weigh them," Waldman said. 

BREHENEY ADDED "IT is a high level 
problem because the basis is already 
formed and you have 43 people to hear. If 
we have a problem we encourage openness 
in t alking about it." 

"A lot of our problems are values. 
Sometimes they are normal problems but 
we can't go to a C.A. or G.A. We have to 
solve the problem ourselves," said Jim 
Weber, a Brewster resident who had 
joined our conversation. 

Despite these problems, everyone I 
spoke with was happy living in the house. 
I had the feeling of being welcomed there 
as I was greeted by hellos from residents, 
many of whom I had never met before. It 
seems as though their motto of "sharing, 
caring and growing" also applies to 
visitors. 

Applications for the house are available 
in the Allen office. Even if you aren't 
interested in living there, stop by when 
you have some free time. It might break 
some of the stereotypes you have heard 
about Brewster. 



Editorials 

Pub snubbed? 

It has become a tradition at Trenton State that students gather together 
on the last Thursday of each fall semester in The Pub to wish each other a 
happy holiday season and to celebrate the end of a trying two weeks of 
finals and crammed term papers. 

But thanks to various members of t he college's Green Hall beauracracy, 
there will be no traditional get-together in The Pub this Thursday. 

This is because certain administrators (no one seems to know exactly 
which ones) feel s tudents will only ge t drunk and destroy the dormitories 
after The Pub closes on Thursday. It seems there was a lot of vandalism last 
year on the last night of the fall semester and college officials are afraid the 
same thing will happen this year. 

Bob Carr, manager of Th e Pub, says he would be more than willing to 
open the college's main gathering point for the last two nights of the 
semester. However, he says the college will not allow The Pub to be open. 

This faulty reasoning on the college s part causes us to wonder if t hey 
really do know the actual stituation on campus. Obviously, drunk or 
impaired students are more likely to do damage to the campus than 
"straight" undergraduates. But the thing that bothers us is what the scene 
on campus is likely to be like if The P ub closes. 

Does the administration think closing The Pub is going to stop students 
from getting together to celebrate? 

Well, if they do, they are mistaken. 
All that is going to happen is that students, mainly dormitory students, 

are going to go over to Paul's Liquors, or another local booze su permarket 
and buy h ard liquor, rather than the milder beer and wine The Pub offers. 

After they secure the 80 proof goodies, the resident students will sit 
around and get even more intoxicated than they would have in The Pub. 

And any buffoon knows the rowdiness that will follow. After all, there are 
no bouncers in the dorms. 

The Signal never condoned violence, but maybe this time good ole TSC 
will learn its lesson. If t he college thought it saw a lot of da mage last year 
when The Pub was open, wait till this year. Something tells us there is 
going to be an abundance of Animal House-John Belushi types running 
around TSC Thursday night. And Bob Carr and his staff will have n othing 
to do but laugh. 

Gordon in '80 ? 
When Clayton R. Brower took over the presidency of Trenton State 

College ten years ago, the college w as experiencing its worst period of 
struggle ever. 

His predecessor Robert Heussler had just resigned in the wake of a 
faculty-supported student strike and the campus was torn apart by 
dissention. 

Now, some ten years and countless changes later, Brower and everyone 
associated with TSC can honestly say the pieces are back together. Trenton 
State is a team of individuals once again united with the common cause of 
making the college a place of quality higher education. 

And although this newspaper has criticized President Brower for some of 
his political views and actions which differed with popular student 
expectations, it still is the first to admit Brower has been unselfish and 
considerate when the well-being of th e college is concerned. 

So it is at this time, we would like to say that Brower's dedication and 
hard work will not , and should not g o unnoticed. 

Trenton State is no longer a teacher's college as it was when Brower took 
office. And old "S hady" Clayt deserves a lot of c redit for changing this 
college into a better place to learn. 

Good job, Clayt. Your presence will be greatly missed. 

'Intro to...' 
For a great part of th e last two years, Art Steinman, president of th e 

local American Federation of Teachers, has criticized various organizations, 
mainly The Signal and Student Government, for acting in bad faith. 

Steinman said The Signal ran editorials without speaking to him and that 
the SGA often talked behind his back regarding the faculty evaluation issue 
(if you are not familiar with the issue, put this paper down and ask yourself 
where vou have been sleeping: for the last year). 

Well, T he Signal has been informed by several reliable sources that 
Steinman has been doing a little backstabbing himself re cently. 

It appears that he has been interupting his classroom lectures and 
inserting cheap shots against The Signal in place of his normal class 
material. It seems faculty evaluations are such a real threat to Mr. 
Steinman that he has changed his course syllabus to include "Intro to what 
The Signal does wrong." 

If THAT is n't acting in bad fait h, what is? 
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Just *accep 

Aw, shucks 
To the Editor: 

As you get ready to complete your v?-y last :/eek as Signal editor I would like to 
congratulate you on a job well done. 

The college community may overlook tne amount of work and coordination it takes to 
put together a weekly newspaper. It is more often assumed that every Tuesday 
afternoon a stack of newspapers will be nearby to read. 
" Greg, all year you managed to keep the press rolling and the issues surrounding the 
college open to all. Your support of many Student Government Association projects 
have been extremely helpful and should not go unnoticed. The special attention given in 
promoting the news concerning Faculty Evaluations should pay off b ig. 

There will always be criticism of any newspaper ,but how many of those who criticize 
would take on the challenge of being an editor. I assume even fewer would take on the 
responsibilities you did as full-time student, writer for the Trenton Times and editor. 
You gave it your best shot and succeeded. 

Thanks for the 30-plus issues. 

Steve Capelli 

See you at lunch 

To the Editor: 
I'd like to comment on how pleased I was to receive so much positive feedback from 

students in regards to meeting the administrators in Decker Hall on Dec. 6th. The trend 
for many students to be reluctant to meet administrators and faculty on an informal 
basis is being broken. I'd like to thank Mr. Bridges, Dr. Lonesome, Dr. Klepper, Mr. 
Kovacs, Mr. Barnes, Ms. Fleishman, Mr. Schultz and all of the students and staff who 
took the time to learn something about each other. 

Another outreach program to the faculty that the residence hall staff in 
Decker/Cromwell is trying to promote is an Apple Polishing Lunch. A number of 
students have supported this program by bringing a faculty person to a complimentary 
lunch by signing up in Decker Office. Last month Kathy Green, after inviting Dr. 
Chukumba said, "It was fun. I will do it again." Joanie Dollinger said, "It was good for 
me to get to know Dr. Goldstein on more of a personal level." He also enjoyed being 
invited into a residence hall. Carol Minarchenko felt that it brought her closer together 
with Mrs. Blicharz, from the nursing department. Dr. Lillian Wright enjoyed a break 
from her busy schedule to talk with some of her former students. 

I am very happy to see that students are beginning to take this opportunity to get to 
know faculty and administrators on an informal basis. They are people too: I invite you 
to join our program on Dec. 13th. See you at lunch. 

Janet Worsfold 
Graduate Assistant in Decker Hall 

More Clayt kudos 

To The Editor, regarding younger students: 
Yovl a re probably wondering who this alien is, with grayish hair, twice your age, 

conservatively dressed, that has invaded your campus, classrooms, cafeterias, and even 
your college library. That's me, the older student at TSC. In fact, quite often I'm 
imsiaaen ror a teacner, stall memDer or somebody s parent, i am just a regular student, 
older no doubt, perhaps also working or raising a family, but nonetheless, merely a 
student. 

"What on earth, at your age, are you doing here?" you might ask. The very same 
thing you are doing here, pursuing an education with the hope of getting a degree. 
Again you might further ask: "Why are you seeking a college education so late in life 
when half of v our life is over?" Good Question. But I cannot answer it with one word or 
one sentence as I would like to. You see, 20 years ago, a college education was a hard 
thing to come by. Funds were scarce and my parents were not so affluent at the time. 
Neither were there such easily available programs as grants, government funding or 
loans as there are now. Times have changed since and opportunities have arisen. A 
college education to me is simply an opportunity that I cqulH not afford years ago. Under 
different circumstances, it's more than an opportunity, it's a real challenge -especially if 
you are working, raising a family, and hitting the books all at one time. 

Although I have more mileage and life experiences behind me than you, I do not 
consider myself more intelligent than you. Please try to understand that I can learn 
from you and you can learn from me, for education is not strictly a one-way street from 
teacher to student. Be mindful, you are the hope of the future, I am the struggling 
present. By getting my degree, I might improve the present and hopefully avoid making 
the same mistakes of my generation. When it comes down to the nuts and bolts of 
learning, we have a need for each other in college today. 

In closing, I have a favor to ask of you . Don't respect me so much but accept me. If I 
seem little old fashioned, more serious-minded, unable to participate in your 
extra-curricular activities because of m y other responsibilities, and appear even out of 
place (for I may not be wearing blue jeans or the latest hair style), don't take this amiss. 
I am still marching to the beat of the same drummer, namely, education, improvement, 
progress, and finally graduation. 

Sincerely, 
The Older Student 
Eugene A. Emery 

Thanks, Joe 
To the Editor: 

This letter is in reply to your article on 12/12 entitled, "United does it again." For the 
last two years, I have watched this paper ignore the intramural soccer program, and in 
plain words, I'm pissed off. For some unknown reason flag football and intramural 
bowling seem to gain all the attention and we are left in the shadows. Somehow, this 
does not seem right. 

In a conversation with Joe Perone on 12/5 he stated that I should write the article on 
our championship and submit it. Well, I did. I wrote a short article on the game giving 
everybody on the team some sort of credit. After all, when a team goes two years 
UNDEFEATED with a 15-0 record, you would like the school to know who they are. We 
even went so far as to make sure a photographer (Jason Sobel) was there to get pictures. 

On M onday I find out the sports editor never got my article. I go to his office, and 
where do I find the article...in his mailbox. For five days that article sat in his box. Is this 
any way to handle a paper? I doubt it. 

Instead of gi ving us the kind of a rticle that was written you chose to instead, write 
your own, 29 lines worth of fill up space. But why should we complain? After all, flag 
football received 96 lines and bowling 44 lines plus a schedule. This does not include the 
two football pictures that went with the story. Jealous, mad yes. What do we have to do 
to get some attention around here? We're not asking for miracles just a fair shake in 
your paper. 

How about it, 
Joe Knowles, TSC United 

To the Editor: 
Last Wednesday, Dr. Brower announced his resignation at our Student Government 

Association meeting. Just moments before he had spoken to the faculty senate. The fact 
that our president wanted to address both the faculty and students typifies his genuine 
concern for all. 

Since the time we took office, Dr. Brower has always kept his door open for us. We 
have agreed and disagreed on various issues but we never failed to feel the respect and 
interest our president has given us. , , 

Dr. Brower is always working on improving the Trenton State College reputation by 
stressing to outsiders our quality institution. He has focused a considerable amount of 
attention on strengthening the college from within. This college under his competent 
leadership has undergone significant changes educationally and archetecturally. These 
changes have been for the best. 

Dr. Brower, even though we will have graduated before you leave office, we realize 
that the college will be losing a great administrator and personal friend of the entire 
community. 

Sincerely, 
John Wandishin 

Steve Capelli 

Amen, Joseph 
To the Editor: . , T . . , 

Many of the faculty support the student evaluations of the faculty. I ceitainly do. 
Therefore, all students are urged to fill out the survey you will be receiving in January 
and return it all at once. An honest answer, thoughtfully worked out, and not written in 
spite or anger, will be of g reat help to faculty and students. Please cooperate in this 
important endeavor. 

Sincerely, 
Joseph V. Ellis 

(Associate Professor of History) 

P.S.-You're good at giving out criticism but can you take it as well? 

EDITOR'S NOTE: By publishing your letter, The Signal proves it can take your 
criticism and much more.-CFV 

7 been raped* 
To the Editor: 

I can't believe what is happening at this institution. Students are actually being 
conditioned to accept low-level standards. 23 THOUSAND dollars missing from the 
police department; food conditions found by a state agency to be potentially hazardous 
to your health; elevators that are constantly broken forcing students to battle as many 
as ten flights of stairs several times a day; broken glass always strewn about commuter 
parking lots; instructors unfit to teach even high school level courses; or locker room 
facilities with such a poor level of maintenance it's embarrassing to host visiting 
athletes. 

At any one time during the school year, problems such as these are always present, 
making the college an aggravating and frustrating experience. How can we be asked 
repeatedly to throw more and more money away on what's publicly being 
misrepresented as a higher education? How can we put up with being made to settle for 
less than what we pay for? 

When I think of these issues I feel as if I'd been raped. Who is it that thinks they 
can get away with shoveling students all this manure? Does anybody in fact profit from 
stealing from us? I think the answer is yes, but our problem is we don't know who, and 
we feel powerless to stop them. All of us ar e outraged, upset, and pissed off. Yet we take 
it. We are stolen from, robbed daily and don't seek restitution. My q uestion is why? 

If w e are the ones expected to run the world in years to come, 1 feel sorry for the 
future. 

one tired senior. 
Gary Fedyschyn 



STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
ASSOCIATION 

PUBLISHED 
FACULTY 

EVALUATIONS 
Your evaluation of faculty will be published 

before pre-registration in April. 

SUPPORT OUR SURVEY 
J) On January 8th you will be receiving forms to 

evaluate your professors as well as their courses. 

RETURN THE FORMS 
YOUR PARTICIPATION IN THIS PROGRAM 
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Student project a talent show 
the duo performed several songs in which 
they displayed ability as vocalists as well 
as great technique on their instruments. 
Their "set" included a medley of popular 
songs follwed by "Lucky Man." The two 
were the best liked, too, from the way the 
audience applauded. When they had 
finished and Lavis got up to announce the 
next performance, the audience demanded 
an encore. They were so insistent, Lavis 
had to comply, So Caphan and Parker did 
"Tangerine"-a great rendition of it--and 
left the stage to an enthusiastic crowd. 

In second place was Dave Greenspan, 
also from TSC. A singer-guitarist, it was 
apparent from his first song ("Mr. 
Bojangles") that he would be among the 
top performers of t he evening. 

Greenspan's musicianship was evident 
in his skillful guitar playing and pleasant 
voice, but his attitude as a performer was 
good too. He was always relaxed, and it 
was clear that he was enjoying himself. It 
seemed as though he was singing for the 
sake of singing. His songs included Harry 
Chapin's "Cats in the Cradle," "The 
Boxer," by Paul Simon and an original 
song "Within My Reach." 

Each winner will perform in the Rat 
npvt QPmpetdr 

PAM CUTLER. A Franklin High senior 
was judged third. Another singer-guitar
ist, Cutler performed twQ.of her own songs 
which left no doubts as to her abilities in 
that area; those songs were good, as was 
Cutler's performance as a whole. Her 
strong voice carried well, and she was easy 
to listen to. 

She finished her set with Bonnie Tyler's 
"Heartache," explaining that she was 
having trouble with hoarseness and it 
wouldn't matter with "Heartache" because 
Tyler sings that way anyway. Cutler 
seemed completely at ease and sang with 
much feeling. 

The contestants were judged on the 

stnff Phntn hv Dennis uempsey 

Bob Caphan on electric guitar 
basis of musical ability, showmanship, 
song appeal and originality. They could 
achieve a maximum of five points in each 
area per judge (there were five judges). 
The three highest scores out of a total 
possible score of 100 points were the 
winners. 

According to Lavis, the judging was 
very close. "We had eleven winners and 
not just three," he said. "Everyone had 
talent. Just because they weren't in the 
top three doesn't mean they don't." 

"SOMETHING LIKE THIS gives people 
exposure," Lavis continued. "It gives them 
a chance to play out, see what people think 
of them. And of course tonight was also for 

Car.tinrzed on page «-rteen 

More to cameras than meets the eye 

BY GWYN JONES 

There was a lot more to the folk and 
Country-Western Music Talent Show in 
The Rathskeller last Thursday than folk 
and country-western music. 

Starting out as a project Jim Lavis was 
doing for his public relations class, it ended 
up as a fundraiser for the American Cancer 
society, netting approximately $70 for the 
charity. 

Eleven-a.cts were featured in the show, 
offering a variety of music that wasn't 
limited to just folk and country-western. 
Almost every group performed some 

original songs as well as such well-knowns 
as "Norwegian Wood," "Cocaine" and 
"Send in the Clowns." 

Most of the participants were Trenton 
State students, but a duo from Rider 
College and a senior from Franklin High 
School also entered the talent show. 

WHILE THERE WERE a couple of acts 
that weren't as high-caliber as the rest, 
most acts displayed a lot of talent and 
potential, and all were well-received by an 
audience Lavis described as "extra-spe-
cially quiet for the Rat." 

First place winners were Bob Caphan1 

and Jack Parker, both students at TSC. 
On twelve string guitar and electric guitar. 

Staff Photo by Dermis Dempsey 
Jack Parker, above, and Bob Caphan were the guitar-playing duo who won the contest. 

BY KARLYN FEDOSH 

The history and technology of photo
graphy interests William Thomas, asso
ciate director of the media and technology 
center, who is a collector of old and 
interesting cameras. 

Part of his collection of 20th century 
American cameras was on display at the 
college library recently. 

The collection of Kodaks, Universals, 
Arguses and Anscos traced American 
camera technology from the 1900s to the 
1960s. 

Thomas has been involved with photo
graphy for 20 years now and it was this 
interest which spurred him to begin 
collecting cameras about eight years ago, 
although Thomas has only begun to think 
of hi mself as a serious collector within the 
last three or four years. 

THOMAS HAD BEEN a free lance 
photographer for a number of years and is 
still involved with photography in his 
position at the college. 

Thomas started out as a casual collector. 
"You start out, no matter what you 

collect, shotgunning. I would see some
thing that would appeal to me, and I would 
buy it," said Thomas. 

Thomas said serious collectors have a 
method to their collecting. The collecting 
is done in an orderly, systematic way, and 
collected items must be researched. 

"People consider you not be a serious 
collector even if you have 1,000 cameras in 
your collection. If you're not interested in 
researching these things, you're not a 
serious collector," said Thomas. 

Thomas, who is especially interested in 
American cameras, explained the origin of 
cameras in the U.S. beginning with George 
Eastman's first camera in 1888. 

IN 1901, THE first Kodak box camera 
was on the market. It cost 25 dollars then, 
(which was a small fortune), and took 100 
round photos. 

The photographer would send the whole 
camera to Kodak, and for 10 dollars, the 
pictures were developed. Kodak, at this 
point already prided the motto, "You push 
the button, we do the rest," which 
encouraged the spread of p hotography. 

Thomas' collection consists of over 200 
cameras purchased from other collectors, 
and believe it or not, from flea markets 

Thomas says his most valuable camera is 
a Pony Primo-a large bellows camera with 
a large format (5 by 7 inches). 

Thomas, who says he has an affinity for 
large format instruments, calls this camera 
"the American Beauty in photography." 

The instrument is beautiful to look 
at-made of polished cherry wood with 
chrome and brass findings and decora
tions, and Thomas says it is nice to take 
pictures with. 

"We've gone from the American Beauty 
to what I call the American beasts," said 
Thomas. Referring only to the looks of 
cameras, he said, "it's not as bad at this 
point as it was 20 y ears ago, and you are 
mainly concerned with the electronics of it 
(the instrument)," said Thomas. 

THROUGH HIS EXPERIENCE 
Thomas has found that Polaroid is not a 
collectible camera except for the very 
first-model 95. Thomas owns both 
Polaroids that were successors to the 
model 95, but says, "I couldn't give them 
away." 

Thomas also says that it would be 
impractical to collect Kodak cameras 
exclusively, because they are so numerous. 

It would be impossible, according to 
Thomas, for one person to collect all the 
Kodak cameras in a lifetime. "If you were 
devoted to collecting Kodak, you'd need a 
huge mansion to house them all," said 
Thomas. 

Thomas says the most highly collectible 
camera this year is a novelty camera made 
in the late 50s. The camera, called the 
Mick-a-Matic, is in the shape of a Mickey 
Mouse head. 

Although Thomas doesn't collect novelty 
cameras, which he says are a whole area in 
themselves, he has begun to casually 
collect camera look-alikes such as ceramic 
planters and decanters. Thomas says 
some of these look-alikes are actually toys 
which, when you push the shutter, fire a 
plastic bullet. 

Through his collecting experience, 
Thomas has also acquired a small collection 
of old photographs. He owns a lot of the 
tin type photos and some hand painted 
color photos. 

Thomas is a collector truly for the 
pleasure of collecting and his genuine 
interest in American camera technology. 
He hasn't even checked what his camera 
collection might be worth and says, "I 
couldn't even guess at a total price." 

(including Englishtown). 
"Any flea markets can be rich hunting 

ground, but you have to be careful. A lot 
of old cameras are worth virtually nothing 
because they're so common," said Thomas. 

For every camera he eventually buys, 
Thomas says he probably passes by 20 or 
30 others. 

THOMAS SAYS THAT all but about a 
dozen of h is cameras are in total operation
al condition, and when he buys cameras 
that need repair, he restores them himself. 

worked through the use of an unusual 
water-filled lens, took panoramic photos. 

THOMAS SAID THERE were only 10 
or 12 of th e cameras made, and every one 
known is in a museum or the hands of a 
private collector. The camera, which is 
unusually rare, is valued at $26,000. 

Thomas buys cameras at a price that will 
be to his advantage later on. "I would have 
to be considered a collector/dealer because 
I buy cameras so I can sell them for more 
and put the extra money back into the 

William Thomas [left] standing in front of a f 
DuBois, librarian and professor of media cc 

Thomas owns an American folding 
bellows Kodak that is a classic. It was the 
first camera in the world to have the 
unique feature of a rangefinder. However, 
according to Thomas, the rangefinder was 
hard to use and didn't sell very well. 

"I picked it up for about $20, switched 
the bellows, realigned it, softened the 
leather on the body, and restored the 
finish," said Thomas. The camera is valued 
at $120. 

Thomas said that among the most 
valuable cameras are the string sets. "You 
pull a string to set the shutter, turn a key 
to advance the film, and push the button," 
said Thomas. 

Although the original Kodak cameras 
are valued at $5,000 apiece, the most 
valuable camera, according to Thomas, 
was made in England in the 1860's by 
Thomas Sutton. Sutton was a panoramic 
photographer and the camera, which 

•tion of his camera collection with Dr. Paul 
munication science 
collection," he said. 

Collecting cameras can get quite expen
sive, and a camera, no matter what the 
value is, is only worth what someone will 
pay for it. 

"I don't recommend it (collecting) as an 
investment because you must find some
one who wants to buy the cameras," said 
Thomas. 

Thomas does not display his whole 
collection at home, though he does have 
shelving to display 60 or 70 of his 
instruments. The rest of his collection is 
packed away in boxes. The instruments on 
display are mostly American 35mm cam
eras and twin lens cameras. 

THOMAS KEEPS A personal catalogue 
in which he records each camera he 
obtains, any technical and historical infor
mation about each one, and a photo of the 
camera itself. 
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• ^11 hail Darth Aula." chain i'<l the 
others. White smoke billowed from 

They 'smashed*tradition 
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BY JOSEPH R. PERONE 

'Without feelings of our faces, 
without faces to caress, 
we walked across the fields 
to see the children of the west. 
We saw a ho st of dark-skinned warriors 
standing still below the ground... 
...waiting for b attle!" 

--Genesis, from "Supper's Ready" 

Late. The evening cried. 
Seven unsaintly men drifted across a 

prairie toward the Hall of Green. They 
walked slowly...a chorus of bagpipes 
sounded in the distance. This tattered 
group was all that remained of the 
Fighting Scottish Terriers. 

Dressed in the blood of past crusades, 
they knew one more battle remained. 

Tradition. 

rp ime had spoken, asking since 1855 for 
tradition's reinstatement. And when 

there is tradition, there must be a 
symbol-bottom of the ninth, one woman 
on, one out...this called for a sacrifice. 

They approached the steps of the 
ivy-covered hall. A mist rose from the 
Earth and circled the Moon's 50-watt 
shimmer. 

I hey stopped before the great columns 
which lifted the Green structure, still 
marching in place. Sir George, wearing a 
red bandana from the War of '(>8, p layed 
the pipes with majestic importance. 

I he breathy, whirring sound echoed 
throughout the marshes, wailing toward 
the long, erect tower near the steps of the 
great hall. 

Above, leered the Four Faces of Ewing 
with hands caressing their numbered 
cheeks. Inside the faces were the Evil 
Ones, men who rose to the septic tank's 
brim by s tepping on others. 

^11 w ere present...the Seven Gods of Hell 
...Erath, creator of s pineless jellyfish... 

Mills. Vicar of t he Asphalt Zone defense... 
Steinman. Sir Arthur of Airheads. The 
Great AFT Pretender...Lomax, High 
Priest of a udits and glue-covered parking 
funds..Tfeher, Bishop of Boring and Trus
tee of arrogance. Zorn, Field Marshall of 
the campus Gestapo...Bollheimer, Queen of 
the Powers and Fruit of the Loom. 

The Scottish Terriers knew the vile and 
filth of the Hall of Green, and they had 

"J^ominos. Dominos. Dominos. Et cum 
administration lickum rectum..." 

"Let us proclaim the symbol of 'lbe 
Signal." shouted Attila. He removed the 
cover from the lackoff-o'-Lantern. raised 
it above his head, cursed the blackened 
-k\ and smashed it upon the steps. 

Screams of a nguish were heard from 
the Tow er of B rower. 

"Cursed ye be who dare fucketh with 
(Children of the Hillwood Lakes,", cried 
Vttila. "I will w hither with December but 

one among you must carry The Signal and 
resurrect it from the sins of Gregor the 
I errible. a despot of inflated mirrors who 
wrote like a thousand toilet- flushing. 

'I lie one among you shall Is'...Dart It 
\ola. lie screamed, \ani-hing as the 
w ords e-caped him. 

She was dark beauty . . . 
T  m  your new weapon fellasshe said slyly. 

"PmII my trigger and 1*11 explode 

64rpake this and breathe it-all of you," 
preached Pope John, "for this is the 

body and blood of past Signal Editors." 
"What seedy characters," moaned Sir 

George. 
"Silence, fools," barked Attila, whose 

head became a German Shepherd's, his 
neck rising 50 feet in the air. 

"Arf! Arf T Then he shriveled to Earth. 
The smoke vanished quickly. Darth 

Vota motioned for The Plan. Peronicus 
read the proclamation: 

appeared and she slid from the sky, down 
the long stiffness of light. The Lord had 
sent HER only begotten daughter to 
mortal Trenton. 

She was dark beauty. Her crimson gown 
clung to curves of smoothness. She spoke 
with South Jersey seductiveness. "I'm 
your new weapon, fellas," she said slyly. 
"Pull my trigger and I'll explode." 

"We have help from above." exclaimed 
the Deacon. 

In thanks and praise, they chanted in 
I .atin. 

battled the administrative scum many 
times before. 

But they also knew, as did the brazen 
whores of Hillwood Lakes, that soon the 
Terriers would perish from the dreaded 
plague called "graduation." 

The Terriers were on their last binge, 
realizing vicious, cutthroat tactics would 
have to be continued by fresh corpuscles. 

The Terriers gathered in a circle of 
friendship before the steps of the Great 
Hall. All were present: 
* Sir George, feared Signal columnist who 
played with sexual synonyms; 
* Attila the Haacker, former Signal 
Emperor...nicknamed "Mad Dog" because 
his editorials foamed at the mouth while he 
barked at the gates of H ell; 
* Darth Vota, evil Managing Idiot and 
heterosexual hitchhiker; 
* Peronicus Rat, former Managing Idiot, 
nicknamed "Luca for saying: "Don 
Corleone, thank you for inviting me to the 
wedding of y our daughter..." 
* Antony, Keeper of the famed Signal 
Archives and creator of the Mirenda 
Decision: "Never borrow money needless
ly, but when you must..." 
* Pope John the Mitrano, out of focus 
Photo Editor and holder of long, hard 
telephoto lenses; 
* Deacon Baldizzi, who carried "The 
Signal" cross on his shoulders, burning 
copy with "super vision" eyes. 

^he moor of Quimby s Prairie was silent, 
except for a windy cathedral organ 

drone. 
The Terriers, all Knights of th e Layout 

Table, remained quiet in prayer. Suddenly, 
the bells of the Tower of Brower pierced 
the dark silence, playing first "Pumpkin 
and Circumstance" and then "Some Girls." 

"It's time," moaned the Deacon, as he 
raised the cross skyward. 

'The plans...where are the plans?" 
snarled Darth Vota, as his black cape 
rippled in the breeze. 

'The Plan comes later," said Peronicus. 

"S° can you," replied Vota. 

"First-the Holy Smoke," cried Sir 
George. 

Antony reached for his bag of magic 
tricks, revealing the Pipe of Peace for a 
high mass of J oint Con-Celebration. 

"The eternal flame," mumbled Attila. 
"We haven't much time." He caressed a 
velvet blanket, covering the Sacred 
Jack nff-o'-Lantern. 

"jfij peaking for editors past, present and 
to come, we old warriors do hereby 

establish tradition before our memories 
fade to The Seal and alumni reunions... 

'Hear ye, people of Trenton State 
College, that your voice must be heard, 
even if it does not come from your lips. To 
slay the dragons of the Hall of Green there 
must be a Signal, one if by hand and two if 
by knee, that castrates the syphillitic, 
unholy unions and Triple Administrative 
Alliances... 

"Let it be known that for tradition's 
sake, there will always be a Signal, a 
symbol of free expression and diverse 
ideas. Let The Signal act as a shield to 
protect students' rights during bloody 
battles with thine enemies: the administra
tion and faculty union..." 

"What shall we do battle with?" asked 
Antony, "swords, axes, femenine hygiene 
spray ?" 

"Nay." said Peronicus. "We shall battle 
with words and imagery...the strongest 
weapons against abuse of power. And on 
the first day of April, we shall create a 
LANGIS, a collection of frustration and 
cumulative criticism...it shall be a reversal 
of jo urnalism as we know it." 

66 A reversal.' called d6wn a voice from 
-'Wthe heavens. "How about a take

down?" 
All eyes searched the night for the 

frothy, feminine voice. A moonbeam 

the conclave and the College of Sa int Louis 
Cardinals was needed no more. He 
Terriers, except Vota and the Lady, 
melted like candles dripping towards Asia. 

Morning bumped the darkness and light 
stretched across the horizon, freshening 
the Earth. The Lady turned to Vota. 

"My name's Al, cutie," she said. "May I 
measure you in column inches?" 

Darth Vota nodded. "If you can h andle 
all my ink," he said. She kissed him and 
they walked toward the Student Cent er 
basement, holding hands. 

On the steps, the Orange Crush materi
alized into an old Royal typewriter with a 
sheet of p aper in its carriage. On the paper 
were the words: 

"Beat Montclair but let the Liars beware! 

Is 
I 
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WORLD WAR PHELPS 

4 Animal House' ala TSC 
*#! 

BY SUZANNE BONNICI 

0t" Animal houses are not only found in the 
* movies. A Trenton State College frater-

- _» nity threw a beer keg out a w indow before 
. the movie "Animal House" even came out. 

Glue (fictional name), a brother in the 
fraternity and a resident in the house, said 
one of the brothers could chug a quart of 
Jack Daniels just as John Belushi's 
character does in the movie. 

The brothers all have nicknames as do 
the movie characters: Zombie, Chin, 
Neanderthal, Pollution, Nocturnal Beast, 
Mole, Quail, Toaster, Zone, Cricket,Fox, 
Dog, Chief Rude Water, Bear, Tool, and 
Terror are all members of the fraternity. 

Terror, also known as Big Mac, is known 
for throwing spaghetti on walls and 

4kj ceilings after he's had enough to eat. Once 
"W when he had a "Big Mac Attack," instead 

of th rowing beer kegs out the window, he 
threw furniture, clothes, mattresses, and 
anything else he could fit. Glue said 
Terror did it because, "He was drunk. He 

a hard dav." 
THE NAME OF their house is "Acrop

olis." which according to Glue is the 
highest point in Greece. He said, "We like 
to party a lot. The word 'highest' has a 

special spot in our hearts." 
They have a picture of the Animal House 

movie characters hanging on their living 
room wall. There is a fishbowl full of pot 
on one of th e tables, a ceramic head of t he 
fraternity's founder dressed with a hat and 
tie, and each occupant's fraternity paddle 
is hung neatly on the wall. 

Glue said they all cook and sometimes 
clean up for themselves. Last Friday night 
the sink in the Acropolis was full of 
silverware, but the dishes were neatly 
stacked on th e drying rack. A sign on one 
of t he kitchen cabinets says, "Start doing 
your own fuckin dishes and pots. (Signed) 
The Acropolis. P.S. Guests count too." 

T'hey have a room off th e kitchen'where 
the garbage is stored until someone 
decides to take it out. 

Glue said they once did eight loads of 
wash between two people. When they get 
around to it, they do it themselves or bring 
it to their mothers to do if t hey are going 
home. 

THE BATHROOM IS complete with 
girlie magazines on the floor, a dirty toilet 
bowl, and a sink with hair in it. Glue said 
no one has any specific jobs. Whoever 
feels like cleaning does it. 

Beer bottle caps can be found anvwhere 

in the house including in the beds and the 
bathroom sink. 

Their furniture was mostly either dona
ted by f amily and friends or stolen. 

A typical week for the inhabitants 
includes seven days and nights of partying. 
Visitors come and go at all hours. Their 
most famous party was, of course the 
"Toga" party, which was a huge success. 

They sometimes drink out of fishbowls 
at their parties, Glue said. "Everybody 
brings a bottle and we pour it in." They 
call i t "rocket fuel." 

GLUE SAID THEY are not a violent 
group. He said, "When we get together we 
like to have a good time and nobody better 
bother us." 

About their landlord, he said, "Give him 
a beer and he is happy forever. As long as 
we pay him on time he doesn't bother us." 

About the condition of the house. Glue 
said, "If we wanted a clean house, we 
would have gotten married by now." 

A sophomore nursing major, was party
ing at the Acropolis last Friday night. 
When asked if she thought it w as anything 
like the house in the movie, she said, "Oh 
yes, I think they could be worse than 
' \ni mul House. And it was disgusting." 

BY DICK TRISMEN 

One of the most fearsome conflicts in 
which modern man can indulge is the 
awesome spectacle of a full-scale cafeteria 
food fight. This is the sort of battle waged 
between two groups of 10 or more 

participants, often fought with a ferocious 
intensity unequaled in any other manner of 
human encounter. Early in the 1970s, 
throughout many of the major New 
England colleges where food fighting is a 
way of life, there began a new trend in 
battle techniques. The old primitive 
"chuck and duck" styles gave way to 
newer, more advanced fighting proce
dures. These strategies, first used in the 
famous pea-soup fiasco at Kyler Hall, 
University of New Hampshire, soon be
came the groundwork for today's complex 
battle tactics. However, their complexity 
can be minimized greatly by the use of a 
simple three-point outline used widely by 
college strategists throughout the north
east: Starting, Winning, and Ending the 
battle. 

^ St arting a food fight is an art itself. 
J Critics generally agree that there are two 

major techniques-the subtle suggestion 
and the aggressive attack. The main 
advantage is getting the opponents to 
make the first assault. In using this tactic, 
oneusually couples some sort of insulting 
comment with a subtle reference to food. 
(For example, one might exclaim to one s 
opponent: "Boy, I wouldn't drink that soup 
if I were you. I heard your mother made it, 
and..." At this point, some sort of o bscene 
reference to the fellow's mother is very 
effective. His natural reaction would then 
be to agree not to drink the soup, instead 
throwing it at his antagonist. Of course, 
the experienced veteran would be prepar
ed for just such a response and would take 
appropriate caution against getting soup
ed. The second fight-starter, or the 
aggressive attack, is usually most effective 
when used by three or more people. For 
proper effect, it is suggested that all 
participants simultaneously stand, and 
heave large globules of fo odstuffs at their 
opponents while immediately beginning all 
manner of v erbal abuse. 

One way or the other, after a fight is 
started, it is expedient for each individual 

in involved and for the team as a whole to be 
the victor. First and foremost in the mind 
of the true battle strategist is defense. It is 
universally true that for the most part, 
there is very little cover to be found in a 
cafeteria beset by food-flingers. Therefore, 
the only practical protection that can be 
quickly fabricated is that of the overturned 
table. A couple of large rectangular or 
circular tables turned over on their sides 
will provide adequate protection during 
the worst of encounters. Once a reliable 
defensive structure has been established. 

the strategist can begin to confidently 
launch his own offensive. 

There are many methods of attack that 
have been invented over the many years of 
food fighting history. However, they all 
have their basis in the proper use of the 
three major types of foodstuff-solids, 
splatterers and liquids. The solids, such as 
apples and pork-chops are used almost 
exclusively as long-range ammunition, 
with the express purpose of inflicting pain 
on one's opponent. The splatterers, such as 
meatballs and scramble egg, although not 
as painful as solids, cause much more 
damage to clothing and are capable of 
harming a much larger area than the 
solids. Their main purpose is in producing 
both anger and fear over ruined apparel of 
one's opponents. The liquids, although not 
what Food Fighter Magazine calls the real 
"meat and potatoes" of the battle, are very 
useful in two respects. Firstly, they can be 
mixed with drier ammunition to make 
ghastly horror-producing mixtures that 
can be used effectively as splatterers. 
Secondly, when used at close range 
through straws, one can reach, by means 
of a highly-arched stream, directly behind 
the opponent's table defense. A good 
hairful of pea-soup is enough to discourage 
the heartiest of rivals. 

Most common Northeastern battle plans 
are the result of the logical use of these 
three foodtypes. The front row of attack
ers is usually reserved for short-range 
specialists like the soup squirters. Then 
come the splattermen, usually closely 
followed to the rear by the solids fiingers. 
Because of the ferociousness of the fight, 
participants rarely if e ver are advised to 
leave their tables, except in pursuing a 
retreating enemy, or in the dire emer
gency of utter defeat. Foods can be 
thrown, catapulted by means of sp oons or 
forks, or shot using rubber bands and 
slingshots. 

Finally, there are but two ways to end a 
battle. These two alternatives were best 
dictated by the late grt^t Dartmouth 

food-fighting general Brad "Meatball" 
Schlotz who, upon rushing enemy lines 
screaming "War is hell!" was mercilessly 
cut down by mashed potato crossfire in the 
famed 1973 Dartmouth Deluge. "I like to 
win," he said, "but you can't throw your 
cake and eat it, too!" The general went on 
to explain that ending a food fight is a 
simple matter, either way. Either one's 
team is the victor and chases their 
opponents from the battleground, or is the 
loser and gets chased in like manner. It is 
very important, as Brad Schlotz reflected, 
that one not be taken prisoner of a 
victorious fighting team. This torturous 
ordeal of digestive abuse is of such 
horrendous nature that it passes all 
possible description. It suffices to say 
that such victims have been known never 
to eat again. 

Victorious or no, the food fight is as 
much a part of th e American way of life a s 
apple pie. However, even with all of the 
advanced strategy and tactics, it is, at 

best, an immature brawl. Maybe it is 
because of this basic quality that food 
fighting still enjoys such and enormous 
popularity today. 



Trenton State's Undergraduate Concert Choir did an excellent job with its Christmas performance. 
StaffPhoto by Uurt/n Jone s 

Voices weave to form complicated fabric 
BY GWYN JONES 

The Trenton State College Concert 
Choir and Graduate Chorale were featured 
in a concert Sunday in the Student 
Center's multi-purpose room, and it was 
something that everyone who was 
involved could be proud of. 

Directed by Ruthann Harrison of the 
TSC music faculty, the groups performed a 
difficult and varied program. 

The first two pieces, "0 Filii et Filiae" 
by Leisring and "Hodie Nobis Coelorum 
Rex" by Handel were sung by the choir 
and chorale combined. One was immediate

ly aware of the way in which the voices 
blended smoothly. 

In the Handel the contrast between the 
two groups, the smaller chorale vs. the 
larger choir, was emphasized. The chorale 
and choir sang alternately much of the the 
time in a question-answer style. 

THE FOLLOWING TWO numbers, 
"Salve Regina" by Schubert and Page's "0 
Magnum Mysterium" were sung by the 
choir. Lisa Traina was soloist in the Page, 
a complicated piece full of dissonance. At 
times, one was left wondering whether the 
choir was singing the right notes, but, as it 

soon became clear, the music was 
supposed to be that way. 

The Graduate Chorale, which comprises 
16 voices, then presented several difficult 
numbers including "Quell Angellin" by 
Marenzio, "Agnum Dei" by TSC music 
faculty member Eugene Copeland, and "0 
Magnum Mysterium" by Rorem. 
Copeland's piece featured soloists Marilyn 
Robinson and James Mussachio. 

Although the two solo lines and the 
chorale parts seemed to have little to do 
directly with one another, there was a 
common thread throughout all of the parts. 
This is what makes the piece so beautiful 

The reference section does inner loans 
with the state library downtown as will as 
with Rider College. The community 
colleges often borrow from Trenton State. 
High school students must have a note 
from their school librarian if they want to 
borrow material. 

THERE IS AN extensive microfilm 
section, located downstairs, which stores 
periodicals. Microfiche is used for books. 
"I prefer micorfiche to microfilm because 
when it's copied, it is easier to read," 
Fradkin said. Microfilm gives off white on 
black, while micorfiche gives off black on 
white."1 

The science reference is also located 
downstairs. 

Although reference books are not to be 
taken out (hey can be borrowed under 
certain conditions. "Depending on who 
wants to take the book, and what the book 
is, sometimes we let them go out 
overnight, or we let faculty take them out 
during semester breaks," fradkin said. 

"1 don't like it when someone writes in 
the reference book, or tears a page out," 

Continued on vaoe sixteen 

and yet so complicated to perform, 
according to Harrison. 

The chorale finished on the lighter side, 
though, with three traditional carols, 
"Coventry Carol," "Fum, Fum, Fum" and 
"Pat-a-Pan". For these, the chorale sp lit 
into four groups and stood in different 
places around the room, creating a n ice 
effect. And, except for a little trouble 
starting "Fum, Fum, Fum" they perform
ed the carols with as much expertise as the 
three preceding numbers. 

The last segment of the program again 
featured the choir. They started with 
"Ideo Gloria in Excelsis Deo" by 
Kraehenbuehl, followed by three Spanish 
carols by E. Greenberg. In the first, "E La 
Don Don, Verges Maria," John Fish, 
Stanley Krzywonos, James Carter and 
Arnetta Stockton were soloists. 

THE SECOND CAROL, "Dadme 
Albricias, Hijos D'Eva," Tina DeSantis and 
John Boronow were soloists. This carol 
had a lilting melody, and the soloists' 
voices were well suited to it. Alan Cray , 
Steve Joostema and Kevin Glenn had s olo 
parts in the third carol, "Riu, Riu, Chiu . 

"Sinfonia Sacrae" by Pinkham was the 
final piece on the program. In this, the 
choir was accompanied by a double brass 
choir. A double brass choir is two groups of 
brass instruments (in this case trumpets, 
trombones and tuba) which play in 
opposition to one another, sometimes in 
two different parts, and sometimes an 
swering one another. 

"Sinfonia" was in three movements, the 
first a powerful, full-sounding one. Th e 
brass, suprisingly, did not overpower the 
choir, as might be expected. The overall 
balance and sound was very good. In the 
second movement, a slow movement, the 
one weak point of the concert became quite 
obvious. 

In short, the intonation of the brass was 
very poor and the brass was not together 
as a group. This marred the entire 
movement, which could have been very 
beautiful. Part of the problem lay in the 

Continued on page n* 0"* 

So you wanna write a paper? 
The reference section ot the Kosco L,. 

West Library is a busy place, especially 
during the end of each semester. Students 
come in with somewhat sketchy ideas for 
an assignment, and with help from the 
reference librarians, they are able to get 

information. 
The reference section is made up of 12 

staff members, all of whom have master's 
degrees, some double master's. They 
average close to nine years of se rvice and 
provide reference for students, faculty and 
staff. 

The readers' advisors staff members 
are: Mrs. Patricia Butcher, education; 
Nelson Evans, philosophy, government 
documents, and religion; Mrs. Ida 
Feryszka, biology, chemistry, physics, 
mathematics, nursing, industrial educa
tion, engineering technology; James 
Mahoney, social science; John Roberts, 
music; James Talaga, business and eco
nomics, and Avi Wortis, humanities. 

Staff members in o ther areas of spec ial
ization are: Mrs. Chatherine Cheng, 
periodicals: Miss Geraldine Bresler, inter-
library loans/reference; Mrs. Louise Frad

kin and Mrs. Patricia Beaber, reference; 
and Richard Matthews, circulation desk. 

AT THE REFERENCE desk the most 
common requests are for subjects dealing 
with television violence, health records 
from the nursing department, court deci
sions, equal rights amendments, psycho
analysis and biases of w omen, according to 
reference librarian Louise Fradkin. "We 
also get a lot of trivia questions," she said. 
"Sometimes we'll get a phone call from 
some guys in a bar who are trying to settle 
an argument. They get our phone number 
confused with the state library." 

The reference section numbers about 
15,000 books. "We plan to move to the 
other side of the building, the left-hand 
side as you enter, on the first floor," said 
reference librarian Geraldine Bresler. 

"We won't be able to do it yet, because 
of recent budget cuts," fradkin said. 

"In the section we are in now, which was 
built in 193 0, we are running out of room, 
and the wood paneling absorbs the light," 
Fradkin said. "The new area will have 
better lighting, as well as better traffic 
flow." 

The Peter 'Mills'principle? 
BY GRAYSON VAN CAMP 

Pete Mills seems too good to be true. 
Mills, vice president of administratoin 

and finance at Trenton State College has 
the reputation- among some faculty and 
students of being he . f air, intelligent, 
highly organized, .. above all, hard 
working. 

During an interview in his spotless Bliss 
Hall office last Friday, Mills was charming, 
witty, modest, warm and congenial as he 
chatted in his impeccable shirt and 
conservative tie. 

Is Mills for real? Possibly. 

ALTHOUGH IT IS rumored on 
campus that Mills is extremely powerful 
and that he wields that power with a swift 
sure hand, even those who may have 
reason to critize him have only words of 
praise for Mills. 

The only person who was willing to voice 
any criticism about Mills was Mills himself. 
I'm sure I've alienated some people (at 
TSC) over the years. Mills said. "Alter an, 
I cam in as a brash kid." (Mills was 28 when 

he assumed his present positions). 
He said he was "extremely fortunate to 

have worked with Brower and Goewev 
(Clayton" Brower, president of the college 

anu "Gordon uoewey, provost and vice 
president for academic affairs) . . . they 
taught me a lot about interpersonal 
relationships." 

Mills says he has "mellowed." "Not that 
my policies have changed, but my methods 
have," he said. Mills feels it is important to 
be highly visible in his position. "You can't 
let people think you are trying to hide 
something." 

Becaue of the nature of the job "you 
have to at least externally develop a hard 
shell," Mills said. "You're going to take a 
lot of shots." 

JOHN KARRAS. CHARIMAN of t he 
history department and a long-time 
members of the college budget advisory 
committee, agroup that works closely with 
Mills, agrees that Mills' position is a "tough 
one." "If we practiced teh custom of 
slaving the bearer of bad tidings, Pete 
Mijls would have been under the ground a 
long time ago." Karras said. "It s the 

nature of his job." 
Karras had many words of praise for 

Mills. "He is a totally honest person, but 
he's hard to deal with. He insists you have 
done you homework." 

Mills admitted feeling frustrated 
sometimes hv those less skilled in finance 
than himself. "It is such a technical field 
that it's a full-time job," he said. 

Karras said the budget advisory 
committee sometimes feels that Mills 
works too far ahead of the committee. 
Often the committee is presented with a 
policy that Mills has already worked out. 
You get the feeling that what he wants you 
to do is just rubber-stamp it," Karras said. 
"That's not a criticism, it means he's really 
doing his job." 

When asked how he felt about being so 
powerful, Mills paused and pondered the 
question for a long time. "People have the 
wrong impression," he finally replied. "I 
have the reponsibilitv to run the daily 
mechanics of the campus, like a city 
manager. The senior staff (the three 
vice presidents 'he dean of students and 
Broweri meets iwice a week to solve 
problems." 

Peter Mills Staft'photo by Nortmm Wrsght 

MILLS SAID THAT because most of 
the husines of the colleg epasses throug 
his office, most people assume he has some 

power over it. "That's just not true, 
said. Mills repeatedly praised his staff <m 
those persons with whom he works, 
like people to know I've got some grM 
people working with me." Mills said. 

Among the student leaders who joino 
in the litany of praise for Mills w as J°"n 
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'Mr. Sunshine' on school board 
BY BRIAN FARLEY 

Anyone who feels that young people 
don't want to get involved in government 
should take a look at the* record of 21-
year-old Les Katona, senior political 
science maior at Trenton State College. 

Despite his relatively young age, Katona 
was elected last year to the Lawrence 
Township school board for a three-year 
term. As one of four candidates who were 
running for three openings on the board, 
he received more votes than any other 
candidate. 

"People in the community felt that it 
was time to involve young people in the 
governing process," Katona said, "and 
they wanted a young person on the school 
board because the board deals primarily 
with the education of the young." 

Katona says that although there were 
some voters who "didn't trust anyone 
under 35," many others were convinced of 
his ability to serve by the record he had 
shown in the past. 

FOR OVER TWO years before he was 
elected, Katona faithfully attended school 
board meetings as a "concerned student" 
of Lawrence High School. One of his 
campaign flyers noted that his record of 
attendance exceeded that of many of the 
members of the board. 

Also previous to his election, Katona 
served as chairman of the township's 
human relations advisory committee as 

well as being assistant secretary-treasurer 
and a member of the board of trustees of 
the Lawrence Historical Society. He still 
occupies these posts and is also a member 
of the township's bikeways committee. 

Despite these various community activ
ities, Katona maintains that his youth won 
the election for him. 

"It really caused quite a stir," he said. 
"We had headlines in The Trenton Times 
and The Trentonian in addition to our local 
paper." 

As a result of his election, Katona was 
selected as "An Outstanding Young Man of 
America for 1977" by the United States 
Jaycees. 

SINCE TAKING OFFICE, Katona's 
fellow board members have given him the 
name "Mr. Sunshine" for his stand in favor 
of the New Jersey Open Public Meetings 
Act, often referred to as the "sunshine 
law." Katona says that he has made the 
board adhere to the law more than they 
have in the past. 

"There are a lot of g ray areas, so I feel 
that if w e're in doubt, we should make our 
meetings public," he said. 

Unfortunately, Katona says, his job as 
restrictions that prevent him from accom
plishing as much as he would like. 

"One restriction is that I'm a substitute 
teacher in Hamilton Township and I can't 
work in the district," Katona said. He 
explained that he would like to teach in the 
Lawrence school system Decause "you 
learn more about it by being in i t." 

Instead, he visits the schools on a 
regular basis, has lunch with students and 
staff, and, as a chairman of the school 
board's buidling and grounds committee, 
he personally checks on the physical 
conditions of the schools. 

ONE PROBLEM WITH the schools that 
concerns Katona is vandalism. 

"Vandalism is an indication of the 
attitude of the students toward the 
school," he said, "and when there's a 
grudge against the system by the stu
dents, the vandalism increases." 

According to Katona, school board 
members cannot always be active because 
they are supposed to be policymakers, not 
administrators. 

"Some of the things I do are often 
criticized as being administrative affairs," 
Katona said, citing his concern with the 
vandalism problem, "but it's my opinion 
that we're all there to serve the people, 
whether we're administrators or policy
makers." 

In response to criticism that the school 
board is "too indecisive," Katona said that 
each of the nine board members is 
"individualistic" whereas most school 
boards have conservative and liberal 
factions. 

"SOME PEOPLE THINK our individ 
ualism causes us to waste time," he said, 
"but I think it makes us do a better, more 
thorough job." 

TSC women speak out 
against sexual injustice 

What is sexism? Sexism (1) "A belief 
that the human sexes have a distinctive 
makeup that determines their respective 
lives, usually involving the idea that one 
sex is superior and has the rif*ht to rule the 
other; (2) a policy of enforcing such 
asserted right; (3) a system of go vernment 
and society based upon it." 

According to this definition, sexism 
finds expression not only in attitudes, but 
in institutional forms. There are many 
obvious examples of hos sexism pervades 
our major institutions. 

The rarity of female religious leaders 
appropriately reflects the male defined 
Godhead of the Judeo-Christian tradition. 

Women are virtually unrepresented on 
the Supreme Court despite the fact that 
this judicial body makes critical decisions 
affecting women's lives. 

IN THE POLITICAL arena we can find 
only one woman senator: Muriel 
Humphrey who took the position of her 
deceased husband and intends to relin
quish it. 

At the core of our institutions we find 
the family. Throughout our childhood we 
see and learn to adopt ourselves to sex-role 
stereotypes. And our educational systems 
enforce our family experience. 

The situation right here at Trenton 

State College unfortunately mirrors the 
society at-large. The total senior staff is 
male (and they make the decisions which 
affect a 55 percent female student popula
tion). There are far fewer female faculty 
and administrators, and departmental 
chairmen outnumber chairwomen by al
most three to one. 

Our typical curriculum does not teach us 
about women's history and lives. And 
most of what we do read are texts written 
by, for, and about male achievements. 

One student told of a textbook her male 
professor used for an Introduction to 
Poetry course. Of t he poems used in the 
book, 90 percent were written by males, 10 
percent by females. Those poems written 
by females were located in the back of t he 
book. 

THE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN 
professors and women students are also, 
often sexist. 

Many times, women students aren't 
taken seriously. Often, there is some sort 
of sexual harrassment directed towards 
women. A few years ago, a professor 
(male) told one of his women students that 
if s he didn't sleep with him, she wouldn't 
get a grade. This professor is still teaching 
on this campus. 

Another thing about sexism that 

bothers me is the generic use of "he." Did 
you ever notice that when men and women 
are talked about together, we are all 
"he's?" 

All of this may seem discouraging, and, 
in fact, it is, but the Women's Center 
(basement of Green Hall) is a good place to 
go to talk about the sexist attitudes you 
may have run into. You can receive 
support from other women students and 
begin to work on changing sexist attitudes 
and structures. 

Come see us. Let's work together. 

Vegas gambling in spotlight 
BY KIMBERLY SMITH 

While some of her fellow students were 
eating turkey dinner over the Thanks
giving holiday, Lori O'Mara, a sophomore 
sociology major was winning a small wad 
in L as Vegas. 

Her haul was $250. from playing slot 
machines and her favorite game, Roulette. 

O'Mara vacationed with her boyfriend 
and his family. They stayed at the home of 
one of their cousins, which was "only 15 
minutes away from the Las Vegas strip." 
Their trip lasted five days. 

"I'm not a big gambler," O'Mara said. 
"But mostly we went gambling. The 
casinos are unbelievable. You get obsessed 
with the slot machines, especially the 
dollar one." 

YOU COULD PUT in as much as five 
dollars at a time. You can win up to $300 to 
$500. There are slot machines in bath

rooms as well as supermarkets." 
Although she's only 19 years old and the 

legal gambling age in Vegas is 21, as is the 
drinking age, no one bothered her. The 
MGM casino and hotel was the only place 
that seemed to be asking for identification. 

The casinos, open around the clock, are 
more than a gambling paradise. The 
Stardust Casino and Hotel presents 
nightly shows, such as the Lido, a French 
revue, which O'Mara had a chance to see. 
The revue consisted of a topless dance act 
(which was "done very tastefully," she 
said), musical entertainment, and a magic 
show with tigers, elephants, and panthers. 
"The elephant disappeared before my 
eyes," O'Mara said. 

The two hour show was priced at $20 
which according to O'Mara included four 
drinks, "which were brought to the table 
right away." 

Inside Circus Circus, one of t he casinos, 
there were "trapeze and high wire acts 

above where the people gambled," O'Mara 
said. 

ACCORDING TO O'MARA, the 
casinos are gigantic and glow from an 
abundance or towering neon advertising. 
One of the casino authorities told O'Mara 
that the signes "cost millions of dollars to 
keep lit." 

During the severe energy crisis two 
winters ago, the state of Nevada came 
close to imposing restrictions on the times 
when the huge signes could be turned on 
for attraction purposes. Residents in and 
around the gambling city opposed the idea 
and felt that "it wouldn't be Las Vegas 
without lights," O'Mara was told. 

Once in the casinos, you will be urged to 
stay, she said: "Girls keep coming around 
with free drinks. None of the casinos have 
clocks, so you don't know what time it is," 
O'Mara said. 
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Les Katona, senior political science major 

Katona says he is "very likely" to seek a 
second term, but that he is unsure of his 
political future. 

"As an elected official in any level of 
public service, I want people to be able to 
come to me for help. That's what I'm there 
for," he said. 

But before thinking ahead to his future, 
Katona likes to consider himself partially 
responsible for opening the door for young 
candidates into the world of local politics. 

"The greatest change I've been involved 
in is that I see no problem in the future for 
the community to elect a young person to 
the school board," he said. "I think I've 
thoroughly convinced the community and 
even the strong critics that a young person 
can do as effective a job as anyone else, if 
not more effective." 

She didn't 
anticipate 
presidency 

BY ELIZABETH POLINSKY 
When Lahna Diskin went on a one-year 

academic leave this year, she wasn't 
planning on spending her time as president 
of t he New Jersey Council of T eachers of 
English. 

Dr. Lahna Diskin, associate professor of 
English, had other things planned, such as 
writing. Diskin has two book contracts to 
fulfill, both concerning science-fiction writ
ers. Diskin teaches science-fiction courses 
at Trenton State College. She has finished 
the first manuscript and is working on the 
second. 

Diskin also wanted to do some work on 
her doctoral dissertation. She plans to 
publish it, but "with the council work, I 
doubt I'll get to it," Diskin said. 

Diskin was nominated as president of 
the State Council of Teachers of English in 
November. "I had been a member of the 
New Jersey and National Councils of 
Teachers of English off and on since 1954." 
Diskin said. 

"I had been a faithful worker and 
attended meetings regularly. I was nomin
ated and won," Diskin said. "It's not right. 
The executive committee is too closed up. 
It should be opened up to the general 
members, so they can have a say in 
elections." 

This is one of the many goals Diskin 
plans to meet. "There is a gap between the 
executive committee and the members 
at-large," Diskin said. "I want to bridge 
that gap. One of my main goals as 
president will be to reconstruct the 
organization on all the levels of the 
council." 

Diskin said, "I want to increase member
ship and publication through bringing 
together teachers of all levels of educa
tion." 

Presently the council has about 600 
members, mostly high school English 
teachers. "This isn't too much considering 
the size and density of New Jersey," 
Diskin said. "We need more." 

When asked why there were so few 
college instructors in the council Diskin 
said, "We have nothing to offer them. I 
plan to change that." 

In order to join the New Jersey Council 
of Te achers of E nglish all one has to do is 
be interested and want to work voluntar
ily. There is a seven dollar yearly fee, 
however. "The National council of 
Teachers of English is $25 a year. I feel you 
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This Week 
BHI 

Merry Christmas 
Tuesday Wednesday 
December 19 December 20 

At Trei 
Happy 

Co-Op Jobs 

8:00 till 10:30 p.m., All Trenton State 
College Residence Halls - Sigma Phi Chi 
Fraternity will be sponsoring their 2nd 
annual hoagie sale. They will be selling 
Italian hoagies for one dollar each from 8:00 
until 10:30 p.m. A limited amount of cheese 
hoagies will be available for vegetarians. 
The brothers of Sigma Phi Chi would 
appreciate your support. 

11:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.. Student Center, 
Multi-purpose room - There will be a 
career day for Nursing Majors and all those 
interested in health related fields. It will be 
sponsored by the Professional Nursing 
Organization. All are invited to attend. 

12:00 p.m., WTSR 91.3 fm - Tune in to 
WTSR for The LaCosta Perone show. After 
midnight will feature a two hour long 

special featuring The Who. Listen to 91.3 
fm. 

7:30 p.m., Student Center, rm. 209 
Recreation meeting. Please attend. 

CUB 

8:00 p.m., Student Center, rm. 210 --
WTSR will hold a general staff meeting. 
Since this will be our last meeting of the 
semester, we urge all staff members to 
attend. 

8:00 p.m., Kendall Hall - The Inner City 
Ensemble sponsored by Union Boricua. 
Learn about the Puerto Rican! Tickets on 
sale now $3.00 with I.D. 

Thursday 
December 

2:00 - 3:3 0 p.m.. Ill Green Hall - Co-op 
Resume Seminar. Draft your resume in one 
hour according to a proven format. Get tips 
and Ml"letters-'ntfviewing, preparation 
and.follow-up. F.nd out about Trenton 
Mate s growing co-op program. Don't miss 

Attention students with children. Child 
care referral service is doing need-survey to 
find out what the real need is for a center 
on campus. If you would like to see a center 
on campus pleae fill out this survey. 
They 
to Office for Women or Brigitta 
Paddack, Child Care Referral 
Service, student Center, 
Student Activities. 

4:30 - 1 2:00 midnight - Christmas Ski 
Party leaving Trenton State. Trip includes: 
bus, lift, wine and cheese. Info available 
intramural office. Sign up now. Call 
Farragut travel - (215) 788-0822. 

December 20, 3:00 p.m. 
S ^'aE^I ' N T A R Y  p r e - s t u d ' e n t  
TEACHING MEETING. The pre-student 
teaching meeting for all third quarter 
Elementary student teachers will be held 
:>n W ednesday, December 20 at 3:00 D m 

iin EB 132. " 
We will discuss student teaching, you will 

meet with your college supervisor and you 
will be given additional student teaching 
material at this time. 

Every Wednesday, 4:15 - 5:0 0, Chapel -
Protestant Worship/Fellowship. 

Every Wednesday, 11:00 - 3:00 p.m., 
Campus Ministry Office, Phelps Hall ~ 
Office hours of Protestant Campus 
Minister, Evelyn Thompson. Campus 
telephone: 771-2614. Home telephone: 
771-0556. 

Third Quarter Early 
Childhood Student Teachers. The 
pre-student teaching meeting for ALL 
THIRD QUARTER Earlyg Childhood 
Education student teachers will be held on 
Wednesday, December 20 a t 3:00 p.m in 
EB 348. F 

We will discuss student teaching, you will 
meet with your college supervisor and you 
will be given additional student teaching 

material at this time 

8:00 p.m., Student Center, rm. 209 - The 
Student Center Programming Committee 
will be programming several diversified 
activities in and around the Student Center 
next semester. WE NEED YOUR HELP to 
organize and innovate these activities. So 
why not come to our meeting and bring 
your ^eas! If you can't make the meeting 
contact Rob (394-0662) or Bob (882-0335) or 
leave at message at the CUB office. 

December 18-22, Student Center 
Information Desk - The Student Center 
will be cleaning out its Lost and Found 
cabinet on December 22. If you have 
lost any personal property this 
semester, please check the Informa 
tion Des before December 22. 
Hours of Information Desk 
operation are from 8:00 a.m 
throug 12 midnight on 
weekedays. 

Happy Ckanukah 
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Week 
hristmas 

At T renton by Colleen Crocker 
••• 

dnesday 
cember 20 Co-Op Jobs 

:00 midnight - Christmas Ski 
g Trenton State. Trip includes: 
ne and cheese. Info available 
office. Sign up now. Call 

avel - (215) 788-0822. 

December 20, 3:00 p.m .  
ELEMENTARY PRE-STUDENT 
TEACHING MEETING. The pre-student 
teaching meeting for all third quarter 
Elementary student teachers will be held 
an Wednesday, December 20 a t 3:00 d m 

iin EB 132. H 

We will discuss student teaching, you will 
meet with your college supervisor and you 
will be given additional student teaching 
material at this time. 
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listry Office, Phelps Hall -
•s of Protestant Campus 
velyn Thompson. Campus 
771-2614. Home telephone: 

ATTENTION: Third Quarter Early 
Childhood Student Teachers. The 
pre-student teaching meeting for ALT, 
THIRD QUARTER Early Childhood 
Education student teachers will be held on 
Wednesday, December 20 at 3:00 p.m in 
EB 348. p 

We will discuss student teaching, you will 
meet with your college supervisor and you 
will be given additional student teaching 

material at this time. 

at Center, rm. 209 - The 
-ogramming Committee 
ling several diversified 
Kind the Student Center 
NEED YOUR HELP to 

'ate these activities. So 
our meeting and bring 
?an t make the meeting 
62) or Bob (882-0335) or 
it the CUB office. 

Happy New Year 

tudent Center 
Student Center 

Lost and Found 
If you have 
•rty this 
Informa 

>er 22. 
;k 

Happy Chanukah 

There are still 4 spots available on the 
trip to Jamaica over Christmas break. If 
you have not yet made plans for Christmas 
break join the 40 TSC students that are 
already going to Montego Bay, Jamaica. 
The cost of the trip is only $262.00 and that 
price includes everything except ioou. n 
you are interested call Steve at 
771-2580/2350 or Ron 771-2245. The price 
will never be lower. 

Mercer County Dept. of Public Safety 
iabil 2 jobs - Rehabilitation Intern 

Criminal Justice, Psychology, Sociology, 
Modern Language 

N.J. Dept of Environmental Protection 
2 jobs - Student Accounting Assistant 
Business Administration (Accounting) 

Close to 500 Trenton State students 
co-oped in 1978. According to recent 
government reports, these students can 
expect both short and long term benefits 
that are bound to catch your eye. 
Immediate benefits include good pay and an 
opportunity to "try out" a career field, 
working alongside professional employees 
in that field. Co-op students are able to 
relate their previous and future classroom 
work to the realistic demands of their chose 
n field. They also receive academic credit 
for their co-op experience. 

Long range advantages of c o-op are even 
more impressive. Co-op students can 
anticipate shorter postgraduation periods 
of un employment as well as higher starting 
salaries than those not involved in the 
program. Co-op graduates usually have a 
more direct relationship between their 
college majors and their postgraduation 
employment than their non-co-op peers. 
Cooperative education may thus be said to 
provide a better understanding of career 
objectives and enhanced life time earning 
power. 

It is easy to see why 1979 promised to be 
a year of continued growth for the Trenton 
State Co-op program. Our program is 
already the largest and fastest growign in 
New Jersey. One large reason for co-op's 
success here at Trenton State is the high 
quality ot the positions available. 

Over 150 excellent co-op positions are 
still open for Spring semester. These jobs 
are in most of t he 28 majors that now offer 
co-op at Trenton State. As you see by those 
listed below, these positions offer excellent 

opportunities. 

McCarter Theatre Company 
1 job - Administrative Apprentice 
Business, Speech Communication and 

Theatre 

N.J. Power and Light Company 
1 job - Systems Operations Analyst 
Engineering Technology, Mathematics 

Better Beginnings Day Care Center 
2 jobs - Teaching Assistant 
Elementary Education, Early Childhood 

Education, Psychology, Sociology, Health 
Education. 

Bridgewater Township 
1 job - Social Welfare/Recreation Trainee 
Social Welfare, Recreation, Psychology, 

Sociology 

Hospital Audiences 
1 job - Artist 
Art, Speech Communication and Theatre 

N.J. Dept of Transportation 
1 job - Student Assistant 
Industrial Arts 

New Jersey Marine Sciences Consortium 
1 job - J ournalistic Intern 
English (Journalism) 

The Pennington School 
1 job - Assistant Manager of Student 

Center 
Recreation, Health/Health Education 

How to take advantage of th e benefits of 
Co-op? Time is getting short. Stop in at the 
Co-op Center, Green Hall room 111 
TODAY!!!!! 

Spring Semester '79, March 1 - J une 30, 
Australia - Full academic credit for all 
majors. Cost $990 complete (tuition, room 
and board), low student airfare, Latrobe 
University m Melbourne, Victoria; Univer
sity of New England in Armidale, New 
South Wales; University of Wollongong, 
Wollongong, New South Wales. Complete 
information and applications available in 
Office of International Education, Green 
77^ 007, n PaJU,1. Cruser' Holman 305, 

" 277. Deadline for applications -
December 15. 

Ill II HI 
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Diskin 
Continued from page thi rteen 

should start at home first," Diskin said. 
The seven dollar dues go a long way, 

helping tund conferences, workshops, 
quarterly newsletters and a monthly 
monogram. 

"A monogram is a single volume of five 

Write a 
paper? 

Fradkin said. "It's not fair to the other 
students who need the material, and it's 
also expensive." 

Most of the requests are for reference 
materials, but "sometimes we just direct 
traffic," said Mrs. Patricia Beaber, 
reference librarian. 

FROM JUST A number, the librarians 
can tell what the book is about and where 
it can be found. 

When asked if co mputers will ever take 
over the job of a reference librarian, 
Fradkin indicated the outlook seemed 
unlikely. "A librarian is needed to 
program the computer," she said. A 
controlled vocabulary is needed in order to 
make it work. Our computer center is 
used for statistical things, whereas the 
library needs one with banks to store 
information for each subject. 

"Princeton University, Educational 
Testing Service, jRutgers, and the New 
Jersey College of Medicine and Dentistry 
have the N.J. Occupational Research and 
Development centers used for searching 
out material. At first these computers 
contained information for medical and 
science material. Now, almost all subjects 
including social sciences and humanities 
are stored." 

Telephone numbers for these research 
centers are kept at the reference desk for 
anyone with questions or requests. 

Sometimes request are denied because 
the subject is too easy to research," 
Fradkin said. 

RATHER THAN HAVING the 
computer programmed, it may be easier 
and faster for the students to research the 
subject on their own. 

Telephone numbers of area radio sta
tions are also kept at the reference desk. 

"Sometimes we get questions about 
current songs or recording artists, so we'll 
call the station to find the answer," 
Fradkin said. 

"Working at the reference desk is good 
because you acquire a variety of know
ledge," said Fradkin who has been there 
since January, 1967. "You are aware of a 
number of su bjects rather than a speciali
zation in one concentrated area. I like the 
college situation because it's a good way to 
keep up with the new trends, current 
studies and culture." 

to six lenghty articles on how to teach," 
Diskin said. "This is only the opinion of t he 
authors and works as a system of 
consultancy." 

Conferences are held six times a year. 
The next conference will be Nov. 2 at 
TSC. This will be the first meeting Diskin 
will a ttend as president. 

"I have lots of plans," Diskin said. 
"There are a lot of o utstanding people and 
talents within this state but we are too 

much by ourselves." 
Diskin would like to have all the 

members able to contribute to the opera
tion of t he council. This may prove to be a 
problem because "people aren't too crazy 
about driving all over the state," Diskin 
said. 

"We need better lines of c ommunication 
and a closer liason with parent groups," 
Diskin said. "I want to involve people with 
leadership and people with like interests." 

Gambling 
Continued from nage 

Two or three dollars will buy you an 
early-morning buffet, called a champagne 
breakfast, because champagne is served 
with it. Other breakfasts are 79 cents. 
Huge dinner buffets cost slightly more 
than breakfast. 

The Nevada climate is dry and O'Mara 
said "we were constantly thirsty." Bars 
(other than in casinos) sell mixed drinks 
for 50 cents. 

ALTHOUGH THE CASINO O'Mara 
described could be described as ornate and 
olush, there was no dress code, she said. 
"People get really dressed up or they just 
wear jeans," O'Mara said. 

"Unless you're a real gambler, which I'm 
not, you won't stay in a casino for too 
long," she said. "I like to go other places." 

O'Mara took a short trip to the Hoover 
Dam which supplies energy to all of 
Nevada and large parts of surrounding 
states. "The mountains were gorgeous," 
she said. "They were snow-topped." 

It wasn't O'Mara's first gambling scene. 
She gambled in Puerto Rico last January, 
also with her boyfriend and his family. 
'They like traveling," she said. 

Florida trip 
Continued from page two 
most likely get beyond Washington, and 
possibly as far as Richmond, Va. The 
second day you should make it through the 
Carolinas, and end up stopping somewhere 
in Georgia. On the third day you should 
cross into Florida and arrive at your 
destination by dinnertime. 

Whether you plan on stopping for the 
night or not, the trip is made faster both 
physically and mentally by the use of a 
citizens band radio. By simply monitoring 
Channel 19, you can get "smokey reports" 
for a whole state. 

THE FIRST CAR trip I can remember 
taking with my family was nine years ago. 

At that time, very few sections of 
Interstate 95, the main north-south 
thoroughfare on the east coast, were 
completed. Motorists had to use narrow, 
overcrowded roads, such as U.S. 301 in 
Virginia and the Carolinas and U.S. 17 in 
Georgia. 

Now, there are only a few missing links 
in the highway. Starting from North 
Jersey, where some of you may be 
originating your trip, Interstate 95 runs on 
the New Jersey Turnpike and turns off a t 
Exit 10, where it follows the Middlesex 
Freeway (1-287) to Metuchen. It is pro
posed to turn south towards Trenton from 
there. 

The turnpike, which is faster, costs a 
toll, and links up with Interstate 95 again 
just south of W ilmington, Del., via 1-295. 

For those of y ou who want the sport of 
following route 95 the whole way, take 
U.S. 1 to the familiar Quaker Bridge area. 
From here you have two choices. 

YOU COULD TAKE Route 295 south, 
which bypasses Philadelphia and links 
with the Turnpike traffic at the Delaware 
Memorial Bridge. It is complete except for 
about five miles in Hamilton and Borden-
town Townships. The alternate route is 
either U.S. 130 or U.S. 206. 

Turning from Rt. 1 toward the college 
and Pennsylvania, 1-295 north (they call it 
"to 95 south" to confuse you) will become 
1-95 south just past Federal City Road. 

Interstate 95 is complete from this point 
to Center City Philadelphia. The alternate 
is Delaware Avenue along the river. The 

highway is complete for a mile past the 
stadium complex, then it ends amidst 
airport traffic in South Philly. Follow sings 
on Pa. Route 291 back to 95. Philadelphia is 
by far the worst part of the entire trip. 

Leaving the Philadelphia area, you are 
home-free to Wilmington, Del., where 
highways are complete, but you must 
make a choice - either continue on 95 
through the city or take 1-495 to bypass the 
downtown section. Just past Wilmington is 
a congested intersection where traffic 
from 295 and the Turnpike joins the 
highway. 

From this point to Baltimore, the road is 
a toll road, costing 25 cents in Delaware 
and $1. in Maryland. 

IN THE BALTIMORE area, 1-95 is 
incomplete. Either you can take route 695, 
the Baltimore Beltway around both sides 
of the city or the Harbor Tunnel Thruway, 
(75 cents toll) which is shorter. Both 
alternates link with route 95 south of 
Baltimore. 

Take 95 south to Washington, where it 
has been rerouted recently to run on the 
Capital Beltway (1-495) to the eastern side 
of the city. The road continues south to 
Richmond, Va., where it becomes a toll 
road to St. Petersburg. 

From there the road is free, but you 
soon encounter your first traffic lights 
since Philadelphia. A 30 mile section of t he 
superhighway is incomplete to Emporia, 
Va., on the North Carolina border. U.S. 
301 is a dual highway. 

A forty mile detour in Rocky Mount and 
Wilson, North Carolina, on U.S. 301 may 
not be necessary as that section of 95 has 
neared completion and may very well be 
open now. If it i sn't, expect minor delays in 
these towns. At Fayetteville, N.C., again 
use route 301 for another 15 miles of 
unfinished highway. 

I am glad to say t hat Interstate 95 is now 
complete from Fayetteville, N.C., to Vero 
Beach, Fla. The alternate route is either 
the Florida Turnpike or U.S. 1 to West 
Palm Beach, where the final segment is 
complete to Miami. 

If you are going to Orlando, Disney 
World, or Florida's West Coast, leave 
route 95 at Daytona and take Interstate 4 
west. 
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T alent show 
(ontmved from page iwehe 
the American Cancer Society." All o f th e 
performers received certificates form th e 
American Cancer Society for their partici 
pation in the show. 

Lavis first thought of the idea as part of 
his public relations class. Convinced that it 
was a good idea, he decided to see if h e 
could really go through with it. 

First, Lavis had to get the fund ra iser 
approved by CUB. That done, he booked a 
date in the Rat to have the show. 

Next, so that more money could be 
raised for the Cancer Society, Lavis went 
to SFB to get permission t raise the 
admission price from 25 cents to 50 cents. 

Lavis took it from there, getting fliers 
printed up and distributing them, advertis
ing on radio stations and interviewing 
contestants. 

HE CONTACTED THE American 
Cancer Society to let them know of hi s 
venture, and they sent him the certifacates 
to give the contestants. 

Lavis also had to be sure he could b ook 
three dates in the Rat for next semester so 
the three winners would be able to 
perform there. 

"I think it went fantastic," Lavis sa id 
after the show. "We had a packed crowd. It 
went over really well. And the money we 
cleared ws some of the most we ever made 
in the Rat." 

Choir 
Continued from page twelve 
fact that with the piece scheduled last, the 
brass players were not warmed up. This 
movement also reflected what was not a s 
apparent in the other two: that the brass 
ensemble and choir hadn't rehearsed 
enough together. Nevertheless, the into
nation was the result of a lack of 
concentration on the brass players' parts. 
Doreen Derr, in her soprano solo, did an 
admirable job, however. 

COLLEGE CHOIR PRESIDENT Jim 
Smith invited any graduates and ex-choir 
members to join the choir in "Verge Jesse" 
by Bruckner, which they had done 
year. Barbara Yulick conducted and 
Harrison took her place among the 
sopranos. 

Harrison was beaming afterward as 
people congratulated her on a fine concert. / 
Her only criticism was of the brass choir. 1 
"They just don't practice the music 
enough," she said, somewhat disappointed. 

"I did this piece a couple years ago and 
the same thing happened," she said 
vowing, "Never again." 

But Harrison was obviously pleased 
with the concert. The choir and chorale are 
two-sounding groups who put together a 
difficult concert. 

HARRISON WAS ABLE to communi 
cate what she wanted to the choir through 
her fluid conducting and they responded, 
resulting in some very expressive music, 
that varied in tempo and dynamics. 

Most of the concert was done a capella, 
or without accompaniment, which is dif fi
cult in itself. First, the singers have to 
know their parts well, because they don t 
have an accompaniment to listen to for 
notes. It's almost imperative that when a 
section makes an entrance, they make it on 
the right note or they run the risk of 
throwing the entire choir off. 

Second, and perhaps most difficult, the 
choir or chorale as a whole has to maintain 
pitch and not go sharp or flat. The 
tendency, in most a capella singing is for 
the group to go flat, or lowere, than the 
pitch they originally started on. However, 
neither group seemed to have that trouble 
on Sunday. 

The choir rehearsed twice a week and is 
open to arty student by audition only. The 
Graduate Chorale rehearses two hours 
once a week. 

The Peter 'Mills' principle? 
Wandishin, business administration major 
and SGA president. "Mills is one of the 
very few (administrators) to call me into 
his office," Wandishin said. "He informed 
me of the tuition situation, facilities on 
campus, room and board . . . He's alwasy 
on top of things. For instant.ce he knew 
where to call for generators during the 
recent power failure." 

Ex-editor of tThe Signal, Bill Haacker 

said, "he's one of the few administrators on 
campus that I r espect." Signal editor Greg 
Baumann said, "I must have written ten 
anti-Mills editorials, but when it comes 
down to it, he does a good job. 

So is Pete Mills ford real? The evidence 
says he is. The campus is running fairly 
smoothly, and those few people Mills 
feels he alienated as a "brash kid" are not 
speaking out. 

When told he was called the "Boy 
Wonder on Campus," Mills threw back his 
head and laughed heartily. "Now that 1m 
getting bald I don't geel much like a boy. 
he said. 

Peter Mills seems to be all the positive 
things people have been saying about him 
If he keeps up the good workd, he might go 
right beyond "Boy Wonder" to take the 
"Superman" title. He may just deserve it 
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Christmas: 

The Bad Side... 
BY JOHN BLUM 

. I ve come to the conclusion that Christ-
bdchilH1" relfouslanatics. businessmen d children. Yes, that s right, and I don't 
quite know where I fit, Every year at this 
time, for the last ten years, my struggle to 

From early shopping sprees in the gaily 
decorated malls to the sounds of the "Little 
^lYn,mer 1 am only further alien
s'™, T Z m0st joyous of seasons. 
Even the first snowfall becomes an 
inconvenience instead of a sense of 
direction. 

f nU/e\We a" know tbe historical meaning 
of Christmas, and, indeed, as every fanatic 
and Encyclopedia Britannica will tell you 
it is the celebration of the birth of Jesus 
Lhrist, the Savior. Furthermore, in honor 
of t his holy event, love and brotherhood 
and understanding are not only to be 
emphasized but promoted and nurtured in 
| all people. 

I h °i PP' THOUGH, H0W many people go 
back to their biases and prejudices when 
the new year arrives. It's a sad situation 
when the real meaning of Christianity 
becomes a seasonal fetish and the holiday 
II *UTCed to historical reference, like 
the 4th of July or Arbor Day. Indeed, love 
and brotherhood should be the issue 24 
hours a day, 365 days a year, instead of a 
mere week or so. 

Madison Avenue only complicates the 
matter for me by obscuring the Christmas 
spirit with the most incredible buying 
promotions of the entire year. Not only am 
I told to purchase my ass off in gifts and 
services, but everyone has their fingers in 
the pie - the clothing industry, the food 
industry, the toy manufacturers, the pet 

1 stores, the post office and of course the 
liquor stores, just to mention a few. Buy! 
Eat! Drink! Send! Entertain! All to the 

I tune of the Almight (buck, that is!) It's 
really nauseating sometimes. 

So what is the meaning of Christmas? Is 
it the celebrated history of a near 
2000-year-old event? Or is it an excuse to 
run laughing all the way to the bank? 

I You an d I know that's bullshit. 
, Christmas in these contemporary times 
. is a season of emotions and feelings that 
| are the essence of our natures as human 

beings. And what better gauge to 
measure such a unique phenomenon than 
to watch children. 

Ah, yes, the children. That lost 
wide on'" 3nd "aivete of ^ldren! eyes 
p"L îhT2?„„"dSted I"anfw 
cake* tL season. The cookies and 
Silv- il'iT Z the warmth of ^e tamily, iSn t this what it's all about? 

were a11 children once, and 
weren t the °D T PSt Christmases. 
aTdTwl h,7t,Pe/10dS of t0tal excitement 
"big dlyrf And thS C°Unted d°Wn t0 that 

Dig day. And the preparations for that 
morning, from the good ol' tree to lying 

faTlls'leen Y°n Eve' unable 

qpiite vividly. remember those days 

9,^aybe 7° vi,vidiy' because I'm almost 
4 years old, and to behave like a child now 

would seem a bit out of c haracter, to say 
the least (if not totally immature), but, you 

SmC g' ' lhink lhal's the "•< 
People are afraid to let their basic 

fah°l d""- ; Pe°ple are afraid of being 
labeled immature and childish." 

How absurd. Even the word "maturity" 
is so vague its almost funny. I can only 
equate maturity" with something called 
common sense," another vague term that 
WhT^ lntU,!tiv.e and rational actions. 

• * ,,• IS real'y "common sense?" Is it 
intelhgence? Poise? Creativity? Charac
ter. Charisma? I ve met. many "older" 
people who still have difficulty in crossing 
a street safely, so age (or childishness) 
sense necessarily guarantee "common 

High Society 

th ^ MATTER of f act, many children, 
^wUg i !" ,nh.erent inquisitive natures, 
hon T f sltua*Ions ln 3 more real and 
thev h T I mine' Probably because 
they haven t been indoctrinated to act 
otherwise (namely, structured, "accep-
ted, social behavior). 

Why can't we all drop our social facades, 
A4W fn h? 3t least for the holidays? After all, there is a "child" somewhere in 
each and every one of us. 

I hope you can see my point. I am not 
advocating a total return to pre-adoles-
cence, but a departure from this regiment-
7' fu6 Su concept of th e social individual 
to the basic human condition, one of 
lnTPa™0?'' und®rstanding, and,of course, 
love. That s really where it's at. 

If you don't believe me, instead of 
running to your priest or librarian or 
accountant, just go to the chiidren-they 
really have the answer. 

by Jeff Urban 

.. .the Good Side 
Virginia 

Signal is 

"Come now, surely you didn't really believe all that crap about 
little elves making all those toys for me. did you?' 

OB»& ŷ,ThXwSASh"\P"bli'W a ,etl» "•« la te 
< • - S S i . & a a S ? s t m a s c l a s ™ -  T h e  

Dear Editor: 
I am 8 years old. 

fpijVS: 'ztxzsr.-s-
ease tell me the truth, is there a Santa Claus? 

VIRGINIA O'HANLON 

IS THERE A SANTA CLAUSE? 

skepticism of a^kepticalVe^ThVdo no[reheveThey 7*7 been affected by the 
"ft8 be which is no comprehensible bfthe^S They think that 
mere insect! Sl™"^ UmdV,erSe m!n is a 

^Yes^Virei th6 'nte"lgCnCe capable of â®P'^ the^hole o?^!ft^an!?k!!ow!ed^.' 

and devotion exist!'and'y^uTnow tTat theVSund and^77 '°Ve a"d generosity 

beauty and joy. Alas! how dreary would bethe w«Smf'7 ° y°Ur life its hi&he^ 
would be as dreary as if t here were no Virginias Ther 77"° "ta CIaus! 11 

then, no poetry, no romance to make tolSc 7°Uld 7"° chi]dlike faith, 
enjoyment except in sense and sight The eternal liVhtXISvLnC7- sbould bave no 
world would be extinguished. ' eternaI light with which childhood fills the 

your papa to hire^en to watch In alHheTh™6'1 n<>t believe in fair>es! You might get 
w 77 bUt 6Ven if they dld not see Santa corrdne- T Cbnst™as Eve to catch Santa 
Nobody sees Santa Claus, but that is no s gn hTfh '"' Whc.at WOuId that prove? 
real things in the world are those that neither children™ " "0 3 ClaUS' The m°st 

fain?? dancing on the lawn? Of co urse not bm?hT men Can/ee' Did -Vou ever 
there. Nobody can conceive or imagine ah'the i "° P[°°f that they are not 
unseeable in the world. g the wo"ders there are unseen and 

veil C°v,erifn^the unseen7wS'^Cla^ot^he ^0^ '7 n°'Se 'nS'de' but there is » 
strength of all t he strongest men that ever lived conlrff ma"' notrieven the un"ted 
poetry, love, romance, can push aside that curtain i!h 3Pj y faith' fancy, 
beauty and glory beyond. Is it all real? Ah Virginia ,n7mTv P'7Ure the supe™al 
else real and abiding. Virginia, in all this world there is nothing 

now. Virginia! nlTv. ^"im^telTthous'and'i116 ''7' forever- A thousand vears from 
Rlad the heart of childhood  ̂VearS fr°m now' he continGe to mTe 

FRANCIS P. CHURCH 
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FEMALE ROOMMATE 

NEEDED 
LOST 

609-890-0779 weekdays or 
201-499-9344 weekends J- Geils tickets row F -

Two bedroom apt. full Thursday night in Pub - face 
kitchen, living room, and value reward if returned. 
bath fully carpeted, semi-
furnished. Nice area $120.00 
month available for spring 
semester 

Bob [2011356-5229 not 5224 
Thank you 

FOR SALE 

Car stereos, tape players, 
all name brands at ridicu
lously low prices. Jensen, 
Sanyo, etc. Installation a-
vailable. See Gordon Auto 
Radio, 831 Parkway Ave. or 
call 883-1934. 

Advertising Design Majors-
Sue S., Kathy K., Norma, 
Rick, Mark H., Joanne S., 
John F., Paul S., Hal, etc..., 

Have a nice vacation. 
Enjoy the rest from the 
pressure of all our projects. 

Laurie H. 
P.S. Hope I didn't leave 
anybody out. 

Travers 1st, 
Hope you all have a great 

holiday season. Don't work 
too hard over break...See 
you next semester! 

Love, 
Laurie and Lynn 

Regina, 
FREAK OUT! 

Gale 

C L A S S I F I E D S m  
To the Polish Princess's 
Italian Roommate, 

Here is to a great week of 
skiing without the Polok. 

Philo love and mine 
Tyrolia 

Frank-Chuck any 
moons lately? 
Maria-Do shots! I love pain-I 
live for it. [bruise cruise[ 
Scott U Robert Goulet's 
gotta go. 
4'H"-WeH talk about it 
later. 
Jerry-5 times! 
Kathy-Do you own a pair of 
clogs? 
Steve-You didn't really, did 
you? 
Tc.-I mean, don't you ever 
shut up? 
Chris-Ah, c'mon now. Ill see 
ya later. 
Haley-Read between the 
lines. 
Nor-We've run out of pe anut 
butter again. 
MGM- Wh en's the last time 
you went to church? 
John- The fuck pigs are 
finally gone! 

Dear Chicken legs. 
Sorry you lost. 

From an anonymous 
FLYlomaniac 

Nancy [Travers 225], 
I hope your holidays are 

filled with sunshine and 
smiles, just like you. 

Thanks for the health 
notes. With any luck, maybe 
I'll wa ke up by next semes
ter. 

RMc 

Nusas, Twitty and Merky, 
What a semester! From 

emotional crises to drug-re
lated discos. Keep in prac
tice over vacation so that 
our team will be HI next 
semester. See you then. 
"Gonna miss you." 

Love, 
Japper 

Dear Foosball Man, 
Where did you learn such 

fast wrist action? What 
technique, how you score! 
Don't worry if the girls 
stare. It's because "they 
know". 

Love and Kisses, 
One who knows everything 

Lemon Pie, 
Merry Christmas and 

Happy New Year. Try and 
be a good pie over vacation. 

Love and Kisses, 
Japper 

Louis, 
Just couldn't forget to 

wish you a super special 
birthday [12/30]. Nothing 
but the best for the best. 
Keep smiling and have a 
happy, you handsome devil! 

Wouldn't you like to 
know who? 

Dear Irene, Barb & Lynne, 
You guys are the best 

friends we could ever have. 
Have a Merry Christmas 
and Happy New Year! We 
love you! 

Love, 
Barb and Tammy 

Doreen, 
When you least expect it! 

Mike 
Ken, 

Wish we'd known about 
your birthday before it came 
around! Happy late birth
day. We'll have to celebrate 
yours with ours... 

NeNe and Turkey 
eileen, 

Do you believe it yet? 
Love, 

Your Wird and Kinky 
Roommates 

P.S.-We always believed it!! 
1 be lieve it but I still can't 
bear it! 

Beth, 
Did you buy your sun oil 

yet. 
Joe 

Someone's knocking at the 
door 

Somebody's ringing the 
bell 

Do me a favor, open the 
door, 

And meet The Pack. 
The Pack 

To the boys in the Band, 
Hope you all pull through 

OK on your exams --can't 
wait to celebrate with you 
when they're all over! You 
guys are the greatest. 

Merry Christmas to all of 
you [and Happy Hannukka 
to you, Louis.] 

Love ya! 
Ne Ne and Turkey 

Joe-blue eyes and dimples, 
Happy anniversary Hon

ey! These 33 months have 
been great. I'm so happy 
with you. I want you to 
know I'm going to miss you 
very much next semester. I 
love you now and ALWAYS! 
Merry Christmas! 

Love, 
Sharon 

Pat, 
Happy birthday! [12/22]. 

Hope you have a great 
vacation. I'll miss all the 
laughs we had, and I hope 
we have a lot more. You are 
crazy! 

Love, 
Carmel 

P.S. I'm still waiting for the 
dance we were supposed to 
have. 

To the 6th floor Traver gang 
and my roomie, 

You guys are the best!! I 
hope everyone's Christmas 
is terrific and that you enjoy 
the time off in Jan. I'll miss 
youallalot. See you in Jan. 

Love, 
Kristi 

Mo, 
Better late than never... 

Happy Birthday [12/9]. 
When are we all going to go 
out again? It seems like 
years since the last time... 

NeNe and Turkey 

Maria, Kathy and Nor, 
I don't wanna get rough, 

but what about last night 
with all that cussin' an' 
swearin'? You lie like a rug. 

Signed. 
Makin' Bacon 

12/19/78 
Haacker, LaCosta and 
Perone, 

Gentlemen: It has been a 
while since Dec. 1. All w e 
have gotten is abuse. Must 
we become violent? It can't 
be that difficult to pick a 
date for one small dinner 
between the five of us. Must 
we do everything for you [ 
as we have done in the 
past[? We will be waiting 
for your reply. 

Love & Kisses, 
Gale & Nancy 

To Ogden, 
Since Laurie never put a 

personal in The Signal for 
you I decided I would. I 
hope your Christmas is 
enjoyable. Have fun in Jan. 
See you on the 21st. 

Love, Kris 

Dear Carmel, 
I hope you have a super 

vacation during Christmas & 
New Years. And I can't wait 
to see when you come ba ck 
in January, but I think yo u 
should have your CA oik the 
springs in your bed over the 
holidays!! 

P.J. 

Marty, 
Good luck in wrestling 

this year. You have the 
potential so go out and use it 
at nationals. 

Tammy 
P.S. Half the fun was 
writing this and the other 
half was telling you I wro te 
it. 

Auw, 
Haven't seen you use your 

glasses lately. How are 
things up close? 

"Neffy" 
We knew you would!!! 

Love, 
B-l & Sharon 

is having a Gala 
New Years Eve Party 

Featuring Live "Money" Plus the best 
in recorded music between sets 

Tickets are $25. per person and include: a giant Smorgasbord 
featuring . Roast Beef cut to order . Lots of noise-makers . 

a split of Champagne per person . PLUS an Open bar from 8 to ? 
Call for more info and reservations 799-8188 

Tuesday Singles Mixer 
$4.00 gets you an all-you-can eat buffet, 

and drinks at outrageous prices (a real budget saver for students) 
a start your week off right at Duke's 

Wednesday is Ladies' Night 
Between 9-1:30 ladies their drinks at Happy Hour prices. 

Mike > >n  the  U uakerbndae  Mal i  o f f  R t .  1 a nd  Quakerbr idao  
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Fred, 

Give h im a beer and give 
him a shot and Wilma's Fred 
will puke on the spot. 
The Fearless Five minus one 

Kim, 
Thanks for being a lovely 

roommate. I'm goiing to 
miss you, but will expect to 
see you over in Englasnd 
soon!! 

Take care, 
Love, 
Julie 

P.S. Don't forget to write. 

Dear Pinto [Alias Lisa] 
Well, it's been 3 years of 

friendship. Our New Year's 
Partys [2 in a row] and all 
the other great times we 
shared. Well, half pint 
Happy Birthday you hit the 
big 19, only a year to go 
before you git the roaring 
20's. Celebrate buddy, only 
2 more weeks before I hit it 
too. 

Love, 
Kizzy 

Sue, 
Haven't seen you use your 

glasses lately. How are 
things up close? 

Roberta, 
Keep dancing with those 

towels! It's a show they 
cAN'T RESIST!!! 

19 
Ken, Wendy, 

Thanks so much for the To a great roommate, 
delicious dinner Saturday. Take out the garbage. 
Everything was perfect. Love, 
Now we owe you one. How Squash 
about it — say, the beginning 
of next semester ... 

Well be loking forward to To Elf Laurie [Ely 101]-
it, although your superb Song time! Your first clue 
cooking will be awfully hard is where the buffalo roam 
to match Loye 

1 hanks again, 
Ne Ne and Turkey 

Mike V. is a good. 
Yours Truly, 

A fellow member 
of the newly-formed 

TSC Goof Society 
Susan, 

You are still a barrel with 

Rory, 
Since I owe you one car 

wash, why don't we make it 
double or nothing for 
Christmas, but not from the 
same one. 

Jane 

Mary, 
Even no legs. Tell the real K.B. I ™ though we're not 

said hello. PT? to be nufs.es together, 
let s keep our friendship like L.C. it is, very special. 

Einstein 

Rabbit, 
Did you do your exercises 

last night? 
Roomy 

Patti, 
You're terrific! Even 

though we've had our 
problems, its been a great 
semester. We are a lot alike 
but yet very different. And 
for that I love ya. 

Sue 
tyrajjwli ill ii m h, ii ii EnaEtaniQtm.qiQaptaDiJuoioLiQainOHcani^nlrMHHtH^if-^biricvni-iif-iHHoiHHirtririi- hi1 'h imi nffWfgnai 
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Barb, 
Congradulations on your 

engagement. Lots of 
happiness in the future. 

Decker 5 

"Bert" 
I don't want to hear about 

how you never get a 
Personnel because here's 
one. It's been great working 
with you! 

Robin 

Thanks everyone for your 
birthday gifts and cards. 

Valerie 

Rich from 4th floor 
Cromwell, 

Are you REALLY a Elem. 
Ed Major??? 

A concerned friend 

Pooches-
I want to thank for the 

wonderful Thanksgiving we 
spent together. I had such a 
good time in N.Y. and I hope 
we can do it again sometime 
soon. Maybe to go skiing???! 
Also, I want to say thank 

you for being there to 
comfort me on Sunday. I 
needed you - sweetheart -
and you were there. Take 
care of yourself and keep 
smiling, we'll be together 
soon. 

With All My Love, 
Your Angel 

Macia, 
Love, from the boys of 

N.B. 

Gwen, 
I hate to see you leave, 

but I wish you all the luck in 
the world. Thanks for being 
more than just a friend. At 
least you won't have to 
listen to my screams of 
anguish anymore. Ill miss 
you terribly. 

Love, 
Bridget 

Routee-face, 

Go to bed. 
Love, 

Your perverted friend 

Faggot, 
You do know to whom we 

are referring. Yes, You!! 
Since you think that the 
grass grows greener in 
Pennsyltucky. We also hope 
that green grass is full of 
women-eating ticks. You 
are a woman, or aren't you. 
Good luck to the queerest 
faggot we know. Well miss 
you much. 

Love 
Don, Don, Lary, Lenny 

» •  
College Union Board 

PUB Productions presents: 

By popular demand 
Wed. Dec. 20 

HOLME: 
at our last Happy Hour 

3 - 5  p m  

* 
i % 
• I 

After Happy Hour 
PUB will close for the semester 

Tues. Dec. 19 
Last evening of the PUB 

come party with "Seat" 

To King Goof, 
LCongratulations! You 

finally made it! You are now 
officially a Spartan. Keep 
your chin up and remember 
to salute your fellow 
brothers and sister. 

Signed, 
Co-founder of Spartan 

Frosty, 
Thanx for putting up with 

all my shit for the past three 
years. Do you still think I'm 

Buzz, 
You are a creep but are 

still going to marry Lucinda? 
Guess Who? 

crazy.' 
Your suitemate 

Blabbermouth and S.C. 
Whoever you are, mind 

your own business. No 
cigars, and there are enough 
uncles already [Tony, Pete, 
John and Auntie Lydia] 

Mark 
Fish, 

Is the "Incredible Hulk" 
unfixable? You should know 
for sure. Right? 

Let me know soon! 
T.C.C. 

Jay, 
You bad boy! Just one 

more time and no more 
"foosing" around with me 
anymore! 

Guess who! 

To the Grease Painters, 
Wonderful show. 

Kim and Karen, 
I heard there's a great trip 

to Puerto Rico over 
Christmas Break for only 
$83.50. Are you interested? 

Love, 
Beanie 

Sandy, 
Let's eat lunch again. It Phenomenal performance, 

was great. Love, 
Tina Toots 

Sue & Debbie-
You've been great? 

Behold, we have a whole 
other semester. Party 
Hearty!! 

Richard A. Sperm, 
You don't know baseball 

and are a D.B. 
"Short Italian" 

Barb, 
These two months have 

been great and they can only 
prove to get better. 

Love Always, 
Jack 

A A A A A A A A A A At A A A A 

HOLME 
for the Holidays 

December 22 - 23 The Final Exam 
. Sussex Tpk, Randolph Twsp. Saturday night. 

December 23, is our annual Christmas Party -
Don't miss it! 895-3243 

Christmas Night 
Rt. 23, Wayne, N.J. 

Mothers 

Tuesday December 26 The Stone Pony 
At the Shore, Ocean and 3rd Ave., Asbury 

Park, N.J. 988-7177 

Wednesday December 27 Dizzy Duncan's 
"A special Holiday Party. Ridgedale Ave,' 

Cedar Knolls, N.J. 539-5086 

Thursday December 28 Royal Manor North 
Rt 1 no. Brunswick, N.J. 

New Year's Eve 
Rt. 23 Wayne, N.J. 

Mother's 
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Jackie and Dave, 

Happy 8 months. 
Su 

Dear Chicken Legs, 
I said to my self, self 

should she or shouldn't she 
get the tree. 

Signed a kind duck 

To All of the 9th floor 
deviants, 

Have a happy holiday and 
a great vacation. 

Love, 
915 

Dear Nancy, Chris & K athy, 
We will have to get to

gether over Christmas 
break. 

Love, 
Beth 

Lori & P atty, 
Merry Christmas and 

Happy New Year! We hope 
you have a nice vacation. 
Take care. See you next 
semester. 

Love, 
Kathy & Nancy 

Dear Maryann, 
Have a Happy Holiday. 

Anytime you want to talk, 
you know I'll listen. Take 
care of yourself and keep 
smiling. 

Love, 
Beth 

Dear Nancy, 
I hope to hear from you 

and see you over break since 
we live so close to each 
other. Wish a Happy Holi
day to your family for me. 

Love, 
Beth 

Dear Mary T., 
I think that you should 

take a trip to a warm climate 
over vacation to thoaw out 
your legs. 

Love, 
The Mad Hatter. 

Abbe and Sue, 
Here's to a geat little next 

semester. 
Love, 

Your Little 

Dear Santa E. C. Boxer, 
Thanks for the tyrolia. 

Too bad I was to drunk to 
drink it. 

Signed, 
Driven to Drink 

J.M. 

Dear Hillbe Clepto, 
You say you are retiring 

but I doubt it. What will we 
do without our pumpkins 
wood and trees. 
Signed you Partner in Crime 

To the alumni of the D.C. 
cLAN FROM LAST YEAR* 

Happy Holidays and 
have a great vacation. 

Signed, 
Judy Ann Chan 

To the Philo Ski Team, 
May yo u al l see plenty of 

snow this vacation. And 
many liquid lunches. 
Philo love - Suzy Chapstick 

J.M. 

Dear Checken legs and socks 
turner, 

I hope during vacation you 
get what your after. I can't 
take much more of this 
perversion. 

Signed, 
Up and coming perverted 

To the 3 in 929, 
Mele Kalikimaki and freak 

out. 
Love, 

Guess who 
To Haron, Shorty, Flicker, 
IT, and Suzanne, 

Have a Happy Holiday, 
and a great vacation. 

Philo Love, 
9th floor Philo and Grif 

To all the seniors of Philo, 
May your last semester be 

a great one. 
Philo Love 

The upcoming classes. 

Drugs & Jam ie, 
I've got to hand i t to you, 

neither of you are light
weights, but how could you 
be, you eat so much pork!! 
You can't retaliate till next 
semester. 

Later, 
A True Music Lover 

with the best sound around 

To the man born in Passaic, 
N.J. who has never received 
a personal before, 

I'll take a dozen of your 
clones! 

The other 1/2 of the 
Mutual Admiration Society 

To Ginger Rogers, 
Hey Ginger, you were just 

wild on the dance floor Sat. 
the 9th! Keep those dancing 
shoes clicking and remem
ber Joy To the World! Just 
keep fox-trotting! 

Love, 
J.T. 

Bedi Duck-
I love you 

Snuggles 

Mac, 
I had a good time at 

"Happy Hour" last week, 
and I'm looking toward to an 
even better time this Thurs
day night!!! 

Pat 

P.S. I guess maybe you're a 
little hyperactive . . . but 
that's o.k. with me. 

Dee, Lor, and Pat, 
This semester has been 

good, but next semester will 
be the best, proveded we get 
rid of the tumbleweeds. 
Have a great vacation and 
I'll see you back at the g. 
"pad" in Jan. 

Love, 
Your resident senior 

To my "old" roomie Lyn, 
I wish you and Rick the 

best of luck a lways. Never 
forget the laughs we had at 
TSC. You're one of the best 
friends I could ever ask for. 

Love, 
Bern 

P.S. Take it easy on the cars 
used in your bridal 
procession. 

K.C. 
Happy Anniversary. 

Looking toward to next year 
... I hope Santa treats you 
good. Merry Christmas! I 
love you! 

J.B. 

To the Sisters of Philo, 
May next semester be 

even greater than this one. 
Here is to a Great Christmas 
D.D. and an even greater 
spring D.D. 

Love, 
Daisies Do Tell 

Allie, 
Have a great Christmas & 

a happy new year. 
Rory 

EZV. . M .^ChnSW.... 
a Happy New Year, & a B g 
Bulge, BABY! 

Breeze 
Dear Cheryl, 

I don't know how you 
made it, but you're done! 
Congrats! 

Love, 
Nina 

P.S.-Just remember i have 
to do it next semester. 

To my Faggot Roommate, 
Sorry! You're wrong this 

make 2. It's been up till 
now. I am even considering 
coming back. 

Love, 
Your part-time roommate 

To the West State Street 
after the party, 

WHAT HAPPENED!!! 

SIGNED* 
Amnesia 

P.S.~It was a great party 

To Delmorr B3, 
Have a great vacation and 

see you on the slopes. 
Signed, 

The Wandering Italian 

To Heffers Quack and 
Heffer, 

merry Xmas and Heff 
drink your milk over vaca
tion or I will have to come 
over and get quack. 

Philo Love 
Pediaquacktric Nurse J.M. 

To 2 K-mart turtles, 
It was nich getting to 

know you. Have a great 
vacation. 
Rosanna Rosanna Cosmetics 

Dear Bader this ones for you 

Santa said all you want for 
Christmas is a truck load of 
Gelusil. Hope next semester 
is just as much fun. Only on 
more Daisies do tell to go 
through. 

Love, 
Murph 

To the best Philo family, 
Have a great vacation and 

see you on the slopes. 
Love the newest generation, 

J.M. 

To Becky, Bert & Mag, 
Great Times!!! 

Ely 105, 
Good luck on your exams! 

Why don't you stop over 
some time? 

Your secret admirer from 
Traver's 3rd 

Peggy, Eileen, Geri & 
Kathy, 

It's been a great semester 
guys! Enjoy your vacation 
and don't forget to stop by. 

Love, 
Suev 

Kathy, Chris & Beth, 
I'm going to miss you over 

the break. Take care of 
yourselves and be happy. 
Come v isit me! 

Love, 
Nancy 

! o the Rookies. Mom, B uns, 
ind the Girl who never 
Avars a bra, 

Happy Holidays! 1'his 
•semester's been great! 

Love. 
C.C. 

I ravers 3rd football. 
Thanks for all the hard 

work guvs! We finally 
showed them who is really 
number 1! 

Coach 
Mag. 

Have a great time in 
England and don't forget to 
come back! Enjoy. Enjoy, 
En joy. 

Smitlv 

Chris, 
Have a grat time in 

Florida. Be good and don't 
worry about Walter. Merry 
Christmas and Happy New 
Year! 

Love, 
J.B. 

Dear Nancy, 
You will have to stay up 

with all of us one weekend. 
You don't know what you 
are missing? 
Beffer, Chickie Pooh & Kaf 

To my man who always has a 
song line for everything, 

Here's what I'll be singing 
in January: "I've been 
holding out so long. I've 
been sleeping all alone. 
Lord, I miss you." I love you. 

Schnookums 

Dear Chris, Kathy & Nancy, 
Have a Merry Christmas 

and a Happy vacation. We'll 
have to visit. Just think, no 
more singing together for a 
whole month. Will we ever 
last? Be happy and keep 
smiling. I love you all. 

Love, 
Beth 

Liz, 
Happy Birthday [12-27-78] 

& hav e a Merry Christmas. 
Rory 

P.S.-No more hamsters, eh? 

Terrie, Diane, Pat, Lori, 
[Asshole] Lori, Pam and 
Valerie, 

Thanks for being friends. 
Have a great vacation-Party 
Hearty!! 

Aloha, 
Sue 

Dear Kath & Chris , 
It was really nice with the 

two of you here this week
end. You will have to stay 
again soon. Maybe we will 
even get some work done. 

Love, 
Beth 

Dear Mary, 
Have a great vacation. I'm 

really glad we were in 
Design together and hope 
we keep in touch. It was 
always nice talking to you 
and 1 hope we do it again 
soon. Good luck with every
thing. 

Love, 
Beth 

Net, 
Don't you dare be bored 

[or "moody"] over the holi
days. I'll keep you busy. If I 
could, I'd give you a portable 
beach but..."This 'n that 'n 
the other thing" would get in 
the way. Dukes way back 
when, the H.H. and the 
soaps in between all mean so 
much. Have a Merry Christ
mas and New Years. Leave 
me some wine, for when I 
come visit and practice the 
ol' backgammon. I need a 
challenge? 

Love, 
Patty 

Hillby, 
Thanks for the lovely gift. 

If I'm ever in trouble I'll feel 
safe knowing there's a thou
sand little green men back
ing me up. 

Love, 
A Soon to Be Roasted Duck 

Terrie, 
Welcome back to school 

kid - it's good to have you 
back. Keep on wailin [with 
Bob Marley] 

Aloha 
Your Roomie 

P.S.- Go for it -Ter-when-
ever possible. 

Sol and Styx, 
Even though you two 

stink, your room is great to 
get high in. Endless bong 
hits. 

Right tackle, 
out of University of 

Oklahoma, 
Ron Jaw 

Dear M.B., 
You've helped me through 

thick and thin this year. I 
will always treasure your 
friendship! Good luck in 
Student Teaching and visit 
us! 

Love, 
Terry K. 

Dear Joanie, 
You're the best CA in the 

world. You always seem to 
brighten our day with your 
never ending smile. Keep it 
that way. Merry Christmas. 

Love, 
Tammy 

and 
Barb 

Sweets, 
Just a note of love and 

thanks for all the good times 
we've shared. May there be 
many more. It's been beauti
ful. So much more to say and 
can't but you know. 

Love, 
Teddy 

Phil, 
Merry "12 Days of 

[Italian] Christmas" [what 
do those words mean?!], and 
a Happy new Year! 

M.O.'s and T.W.'s 
Janine 

Dawn, 
It's just been great these 

past few monthe! Thanks for 
helping me thru all those 
shattered times, when I 
found myself in tatters 
[especially around exams]-
"ohh-shee-doo-bee!" 

Love, 
"Bogus Barz" 

HiJdy, 
Your're cut. Can I smell 

your belly button? OH 
Well!! 

Love, 
You Know who 

To the guy who steals 
spastic beavers: 

But stop signs don't cry. 
[Neither do movie cameras] 

Diane 

12/IV7H 
Beta Omega 

X-Mas Wishes, 
Love Suzy 

To Helen, 
A disco boot of you r very 

own, filled with happiness 
To Meg, 

My striped vest and so 
much of my love-
To Beth, 

Our very own adventures 
over vacation, and pea ce-
To Judy, 

A brand new sense of 
humor [you deserved that!!-
To Val, 

A complete set of no tes 
from CG & L and many 
thanx for helping me 
through-
To Judy G., 

A Sunday you can slee p 
through-
To Dorleen, 

A whole month of pa rty-
J)!! 

T „ Chris, 
;faff' ,. You're so ushy. You're so 

wJliT JV ,0n and a damn ushy- Yes- this is the well deserved rest personal you never got. 
A Travers O.A. Merry Christmas! 

Hey Silver's JPE'ers, 
It was a bitch, but we 

made it. 
Cheryl 

To Cromwell 3rd, 
Have a Merry Christmas 

and a Happy New Year! 
A floormate 

To the cute little cheerleai 
er on Decker 1st, 

Is your name Van? 1 lo ve 
you. 

An admirer 

To Cheryl C.A., 
Thanks for being the 

super person you are. You 
have really helped me th is 
semester and I hope you 
have a good vacation. 

Someone on your floor 

"Bakes" and "Stoney", 
My X-mas present to you-

wishing that your holidays 
will be filled with multiple 
orgasms! 

Love, 
Janine 

Dear Michael, 
This is no bogus note , nor 

is it bogusly intended. I jus t 
want to wish you a Merry 
X-mas and a Bogus Ne w 
Year! 

Love, 
Your Bogus Friend 

Dear Dave [Buzz], 
You've got to model 

"them" for me~don't forget! 
It still holds true what 1 
wrote in that note! 

Love always, 
Janine 

Dear Beth, 
WeU, we've made it 

through aB those classes this 
semester. Just wait till neat 
semester. Won't it be fun-
We'B have to keep in touch 
over the vacation. Have a 
Merry Christmas and I know 
you'll have a Happy New 
Year. 

Love, 
Tammy 

1st Floor travers [S.O.M.F.]. 
Thanks for the welcome 

wagon. 
JON 

$100.00 p er m onth 
Female P rograms 
Also A vailable 

Attention Males 

Join Our 
Plasma P rogram 

Somerset Laboratoratories, In c. 
941 W hitehorse, M ercerville R d. 

Trenton , N.J. Phone 58 5- 8600 
Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a. m. - 5 :00 p .m. 



Love, 
Two small but 

not small friends 

12/19/78 
Chris, Mary, 

C is for the Costello way Should we send Bobbi Dr. Rosenblum, 
about you. sausages & milk or coleslaw Thank you for the time 

H is for your Hiefarchy of or both? Which do you and effort you put in to make 
"SMall people that follow prefer? our decorating contest suc-
your footsteps. Lori cessful. 

R is for your "small" the Decker Women 
Reputation. Dear partiers of Delmorr B., 

1 i s for the Interest you Have a happy holiday, 
have for the small things Don't get too wasted. 
'n If®- ^ Philo love and 

S is for the "smallness" especially ours vj_ perone 

you've given to us all. The campus Philos This is i„ reply to our 
conversation the other day 

To Delmorrs top crew B7, 'n the SGA office. You will 
Hope your holidays are get your bound editions [in 

John, great and our next semester leather] of The Signal whe-
Congratulations!! [Photo even greater. we get a date for our dinnt .. 

editor '79]. Now that you've Philo love and ours Ms. swiskey 
proven you can do it all with The on campus Philos 
your cameras, why not focus 
on the better things in life!! To the texas crew Bezot & Ron, 

Get the picture? Crafty, June seems too far a way. 
Welcome back and glad to 

Masked Moo and Moodelyn, see you. We are going to braintrust 
Have a very Merry Christ- have to make up for lost 

mas and I'll see you next time. Bean, 
year. Love, Hope the holidays are 

Love, The sisters of Philo happy in every way. Behave 
Jackie yourself at least half the 

To the K mart crew, time- Next year will be 
Michele, Hope you have a happy brand new, so no more old 

Wanna go fishing soon9 holidav and may we all get thoughts. You know what I 
I'm sure you could get a raises. mean. I'll be wa iting to hear 
better catch than you have... Signed, all your adventurous tales 

L & M Cosmetics, Rosanna when we get back. 
Rosanna Donna Love, 

Kent, Patty 
VfirrR true„l.he "infamous Dear Jeffrey, To Michene Mary Ellen, 
\larc Brown is really your Happiness to me is you! Bern and J oyce, 

r°ther* Always, j0 ^he craziest, greatest 
Chris, , ladies ever, have yourselves 
Happy one year anni- I eddy s owner a Merry Ch ristmas and one 

versary, Happy Birthday, hell of a New Year. So far, 
and have a Merry Christ- Hatti, this semester has been 
mas. Keep up the good work really "intense", but great! 

Love, with you know who. By the You really learned how to 
Jackie way have you had any party and survive on 3 hours 

LONG break s lately? sleep. Until all of us meet on 
Dave, Your Break New Years Eve, have a 

Happy belated eight PARTNER fantastic vacation. We'll 
month anniversary. Also, toast the new semester and 
have a Merry Christmas. hope it's as much fun as last! 

Love always and ever Foosball Bob, How can we LOOSE! 
plus 3 days Don't you ever get tired of Your partying buddie, 

Jackie "playing around?" Headly 
P.S.-l love you!! an admirer 

Karen and Mary L ynn, 
Marc, _ This coupon entitles yov 

ear Julie, It s be kind to animal to one free ice cream. 
It's been great having you week, but thats ok. You've M.V. 

right across the hall from us. already spoiled me. 
We've really enjoyed it. A spoiled rabbit Dear Mack, 
Sorry you-"have to be going To a wild and crazy wo 
back to England so soon. Dong, man. Looking forward t< 
Hope you'll always remem- One day we'll laugh at the Thursday. You really d< 
ber Trenton State and all of past, with a smile on our remind m e of someone. 
us. We'll miss you around, face!! You do it all! Love, 
Please write if you get a Love, Jeff 
chance. We'd love to hear Ding Dear Sh ar, 
from you . Merry Christmas. P.S.-Be glad I didn't nail Good luck at IUinois State. 

Love, va!!! Remember all t he fun times 
Barb & Tammy Joe at TSC: "The Hall," Cuisine 

I've really been a bother Unlimited, S.O. with 3, your 
To the 3 on West State to you these past few weeks. ^00I?mate1>® catl in.^' 
Street Thanks for caring, but Goodyear Blimp, my Santa, 

Happy h olidays, don't get mostly for understanding. toenails, etc..A ouve een 
too was ed and have a great Love ya, the best roommate. I m 
luu ® going to miss you a lot!!! 
vacation. - ^u e p i 1..-1, 

Philo love P.S.-Merrv Christmas! Good luck. 
, . .;_c Love and Friendship, 

thecampusalcohol.cs ^ sherry 
Merry Christmas! Hey 

l o all you T ravers 9 weirdos ( on do j sti|j get a burger Dear Carolyn, Sue, Karen, & 
It's been one helluva sem- wRb that shake next Donna, 

ester! You guys are Great. semester? See, short wing is sending 
I've ne ver had so much fun j orj long wing a personal. We're 
in my whole life. Hope you not as snotty as everyone 
all have a wild and crazy Fran and Joanne S., thinks. Let's get together 
vacation, and I'll see ya on Wallace, W allace, over the holidays and have a 
i he 22nd for round 2. Happy vacation!!! ver>' Merry C hristmas. 

Lots of love & loonieness. Love, Love, 
Reg Bern Barb & Tammy 
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Call Collect 

DeKALB PIKE AND BORO LINE ROAD 
KING OF PRUSSIA,  PA 19406  

To the owner of Polly Dear Mrs. M. To the Bede House gang, 
Hotpot, Those mac's were great Thanx for some terrific 

The next all nighter we with those beers. Keep dinners on Wednesdays, 
should try wheat thins and Rufur in line. Let's keep on doing it. 
"natural!" "Second Son" Sue P. 

Aloha Dr. Bob J., 
P.S. Keep those windows Thank you for settjng ug 

°Pen- "free to learn". 
To the instructor, Educational Statistics 

Joame, I'm learning the shots so I 
Thank you for sharing can 8COre on my own. Keep r„ c„„„ f_„m 

your singing talent with us-I the balls rolling. To Suey from Scooby 
enjoyed it. ODD Y°Ure the sweUest' the 

Love, 9esV 
janet To a fellow cag, Like me and the rest, 

High! Sherry - thank s for Eileen, Peggy, Kathy and 
trying to get me arrested Geri, 

Dear Barb, ^ chick, although things didn't But not like the pest... 
Looks like we ve made it workout. Gotta voot - Just thought I'd write 

so far. Can t say these past Aloha To say that I love you 
three months haven't been With best wishes from 
unique. I've had nothing but LW and D, ne, Sue 
the best times with you and It has been brought to my And from, of course, 
I know the times to come attention by an un identified Scooby Doo. 
will be even better. I'm Dead Head last seen floating 
really looking forward to it. away in the Cosmic Space of fiergie [the coach| 
You're really the best room- Terrapin, that you have Sorry to say, you haven't 
ie.n the world. No one else been consuming entirely too been much help this 
would put up with my shit. much pork. Take , t easy on semester. Maybe next 
So here s to 3 1/2 more fun the bacon. It s not good for semester wiU be better w 

filled years. What have I your image! appreciate learning more 
gotten myself into? Have a S"»«r,e,y- perverted things than in the 
very Merry Christmas and a 923? t When does the next 
Happy New Year! Dont Xoe.Knee 
worry I will be up to see you You [ »Big" pillow 

over the vacation And you back but bewarebecause 
can take that to the bank! Snoopy cou,d be next Eddie, |The Sex and Driving 
You re the best. The Phantom Kidnapper Maniac] 

Love always and Congratulations! Good 
roonues forever, Alida 'uc"£ a^ter graduation. Thank 

V You alcoholic! Too much God ™ don t have to drive 

c„„ beer last Thursday! That m ™th y.°UuTT, aga,n or 

Have the be,test time « "k« ,ny d 

student teaching. You bet ex-suite-mate to me! Mary & Lori 
ter stop by and tell us youi 
pearls of wisdom Let me Mafk Dear Mrs. Z 
know gently what have to Hey Hope your stay here Yes a star is born!! By the 
look forward to when grow wjth ug on c ,, j t way, do you have a piece of 
up. The prime time soaps „.. , „ , ,, , . " „„m? 
became too real this semes- a g0°d °"e' We re g0,ng to gUm' 

session begin? 
Me! 

ter. But Im thankful, Ms. ; c, ,. ,„ . , ,  t a a i  L o v e ,  S h o r t i e  [ S u e ]  Gravezas, I got to know you 

Sue 
P.S. - You say Virgina and I 

alot, alot better, because of D c r. , ,. say • • • P.s.--l>on t worry, I won t 
sell England for a Pound. 

Patty 
Big Ken, 

Donna C. K"* ass! Phil « still 

Dear Miss Sparta, EXjU?u me' ,^t0re ,S q Little Lou 
Wednesday was really closed. [How snotty!] 

fun, let's do it again soon. Guess Who Haley, Karen, & T. C., 
You're still in the running. P.S.-I like your belt.. Here's your personal! Are 

Love, you happy? 
Jeff Roberta, J()N 

Keep dancing with those 
Dear Sue, towels! It's a show they Sandi, 

I'm ready to nibble oi cant resist. We support "Be kind to 
your cheese. Michele animals" efforts-it's nice that 

Love This is your 3nd Santa. I 
want to thank you for being 

Katie & Mike, *uch a terrific roommate and 
Congratulations on your Jo Ann and 5th floor, 

engagement! Best wishes for Congratulations on Deck-
a happy future together! er Decorating Contest. 

Love, Sleezy, Great job! 
Mary Congrats on the back- Love, 

handspring! Janet 
Nancy, E.Z. 

Good luck Nancy in your Suzy, 
new apartment. Happy life Sandi, There are friends, and 
to you. We support "be kind to then ^ere are friends, then 

Love, animals efforts". It's good there s you. 
Janet that someone cares. 

The deviant 
someone cares. 

Love, 
Janet 

Love Janet I.m. M.B., 
I'd just like to say that To Beth, Regina, Jason and 

typewriter and shaking did Mazz, all other TSC United fans, 
bother me. But, because you Hey, what are you doing Thanks for the support 
bought me a pin, I won't say looking in here. Do you think this season. We all appreci-
it. I lie! ated it. 

Your favorite neighbor Wench Joe 
Ka-Been, Lightweight. John, 

Don't forget what you said What a stud!$ Takes me We're planning a party 
about me or the Dooleys ot,t and J?e*s so®e !Pr's" and we are low on entertain-
because I haven't . number. Miss ya!" ment. Can you wear your 

Jack Dooley ^ Ta La ^ ^ ^ shoes?! 
Rob & Laurie 

Oh La La 
BiHy h From a lighter weight 

Even though we have our Sallv, r« p , „ 
differences and hardly speak Tn'my kid, have the 
any more I want to wish you merriest Christmas ever & Hanuv New Year Onlv 
the best of luck after gradua-Hapov New Year ew rear. Unly 
tion. I hope everything iTsee ya over the vaca- l° PUt ya over the vaca- w;tb 
turns out the way you want tion. It has been en excellent Signed 
,ttl" semester and next semester the interregator 

Love, W1U be even better! I love ya 
MTP an{] wish you the best! Miracle Worker, 

P.S.-What can one do with a Love your mom, ' can't thank you enough 
major in hard drugs and a Mary Ellen for Ketting my car started 
minor in sex? [Or is it the for me. You're a real 
other way around?] To Delmorr B2, sweetheart. I'd never have 
Diane & Julie, Hope vour holidays are °Tv - ?ySe'f 

Thanks for that egg happy and may your New !"n m * mechan,c s dau8h" 
whatever. It was great. Year be great. v. * i «i . 
Julie's mother is a great and Philo love and i about a little Lam-
beautiful chef • n brusco sometime this week . beautiful chef especially ours .. oh> wow! 

, ove' Campuses finest 
Louie Ne Ne 
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Dear Spartan Brother, 

It has come to my 
attention that we must do 
something about that awful 
sensation of cusine revenge. 
Imean, isn't it a pain in the 
ass when every piece of 
toilet paper you use seems 
to feel like sandpaper. Also 
it stinks the mens room to 
high heaven and all you 
want to do is get out of there 
as fast as possible, like 
Skynyrd said, oooh that 
smell can't you smell that 
smell, the smeel of cusine is 
around you. Don't worry I'll 
come back next semester 
just like Cusine Revenge, it 
just sneaks up on you. 

Signed, 
Girl you really got me now! 

Hank and Hunk: 
Behind every great man, 

there is ONE great woman!! 
We love ya, 

Your better halves! 

To Joyce, 
Thanks for being such a 

good friend! We're Hell!! 
I love you 

Lib 

To Centennial 2nd 
Lakeside: 

Thanks for understanding 
and being such a great group 
of wom en. Happy Holidays -
looking for a great semester 
next year. 

All my love, 
Lib 

Peseux, 
DC is glad we have our 

very own C.A.S.E. Keep up 
the good efforts with P.P. 

Love Janet 

Donna, 
Congratulations for AKA! 

Love Janet 

Jo Ann, 
Youll be getting an addi

tional wall built on your floor 
for Christmas so you have 
room for more signs. 

Love Janet 

Joanie, 
Thanks for sharing your 

singing talent at Admini
strators Night. 

Love Janet 

V. T., 
To the wealthy lady who 

likes big bruteish looking 
men-be careful with the 
organic glue-youll get a 
warning letter. 

J.W. 

Pam, 
Thanks for all the 

personals. Thought I'd se nd 
you one this time. Glad I met 
you - even if you are a 
freshman. 

Love, 
Valerie 

Aunt Helen: 
Want to sit together at 

the semi-formals? 
Basketball Jones 

To all the Bores: 
Thanks for the party. 

Even if a lot of the gang 
couldn't c ome I had a great 
time. 

Love, 
Valerie 

Miss [?] Little Red, 
That haircut looks like a 

raccoon's. How was the beer 
shower? You are not a 
surfboard, but close. Where 
is Mr. Massachussetts? 
Goob-bye, good loo kin'. 

Love, 
Baby or Snot 

L. Mck. 
From one true sibling to 

another, L.G. is not a sister 
of ours, she isn't even a 
foster child. She is a mission 
baby! 

Your "Brother," 
M.G. 

Fuee Bunny, 
I'm looking forward to 

tonight. Be ready for some 
ac-shone! Better bring your 
club with the dowels; you 
might need it. Look o ut, I'm 
shooting for the number one 
spot. 

Love, 
#2 

Dumb Bunny, 
My Christmas Balls are 

reasdy the Christmas Bush. 
Little Cat 

To Charlie, 
I see you everyday in 

anantomy, I want to get into 
your pants. Let's have sex!! 

Your devoted 
Loving Mystery Lover 

Lynn, 
Good to have you back! 

Wasn't the same without 
you. Don't come eating my 
cookies or ice tea. 

just kidding 

Dearest Coach, Talking 
Head, Big Chesse, Sheehan, 
and Floyd, 

Thank you for the 
company and the alchohol. It 
was great seeing you all 
dressed up, you really 
looked sharp. Thanks again, 
we love ya. 

Love & sloppy kisses, 
Merle the Pearl 

Doobie 
Stagg-baby 

Jaeger-Beast 

Spartans are 
The very Best 

To Avon's one and only 
"Crazy Man," 

111 miss wet willies, sex 
fantasies, darts, fighting, 
and you. So, "Feel My Ass!" 

Incestuallv yours, 
Ma 

Ute-
Thanks for being a good 

friend. See you in Germany 
in the summer when I 
expect to hear good English 
and not American Happy 
Christmas. 

Claire 

Harv & Desort, 
Keep it up Harv and you'll 

have no balls. Maca after 
you. Reggie, you have them 
all. 

"Probation 
Rick, 

I'm glad that we can be on 
the line with each other. 
You've got a friend. 

Joann 
"Veets" 

No more of "those" jokes! 
Mare 

P.S.-Where is my lasagna 
dinner?? 

Patrice, 
What can I say except, 

next time know the sex, age, 
and occupation of those you 
interview! 

A fellow classmate 

Marco. 
Thanks for all the good 

times and the taxi service. 
Gracias por ser un buen 
amigo. Amor de Aileen, 

Julie, and Claire 

Chris, audrey and Steve, 
Thanks for everything. 

We're going to miss you. 
Hope to see you in England 
soon. 

Love from Aileen, Julie, 
Claire 

To the Housing Office Staff 
and all OA's, 

I hope you all have a very 
Merry Christmas and a 
Happy New Year! I had a 
great semester working 
with you guys. See you next 
semester! 

Love, 
Sandv 

To my two partners in 
crime, 

What a semester!! 

Dear Marybeth, 
Happy belated birthday! 

Chuck 

To Christopher Sullivan, 
Although I haven't seen 

you as often as I did last 
semester, 111 miss you over 
the break. Hope Santa is 
good to you. Merry 
Christmas-and tell your par
ents the same for me. 

Chuck W. 

To Cromwell 6, 
I'll ne ver forget the good 

times we had this semester. 
Don't forget the night of 
P.S. when I abused Lori. Get 
Down! 

Limbo 

To Barbara Dunn, 
You're a fox, the best I'VE 

SEEN IN A LONG TIME. 
Don't let it go to your head. 
Gonna miss you after this 
semester. You're the fox of 
T.S.C. 

Tim-Cromwell 6 

Mike, 
Do you relize that with 

everything we put up with 
this semster, we should con
gratulate ourselves that we 
put up with it? There were 
the good times. Merry 
Christmas-and lets see what 
we can do next semester! 

CW 
Vince, Paul C., Paul S., 
Donna, Joe P., Joe K., Jan, 
Sue P., Mary Ellen, 
Paulette, Terry, Mike B., 
John S., John H., Janice, 
Barbara, Joanie, Geri, Rich, 
Tony, Gloria, Renee, Pam, 
Sandy, Marybeth, Bill, 
Diana, and anybody I m ight 
have momently forgotten, 

With you as friends [I 
hope] what else is needed? 
Its been a fantastic semes
ter, Merry Christmas, 
Happy Hanukkah, Happy 
New Years, [and happy 
everything else], and see 
you in January. 

Chuck 

The sisters of Alpha Phi 
sorority would like to 
welcome our pledges into 
the sisterhood. '.Ve're g lad 
you decided to join us and 
we're proud of you. 
Congratulations! 

The new sisters are: 
Nancy Travers 

Donna Hart 
Terrry Pujat 

Tammy Graham 
Helen Ward 

We hope you find 
everything with us that you 
are looking for. 

Fate is one our side. The 
vast and free-running exper
iences that have induldged 
in our existence has come to 
a very extensive and fulfil
ling end. These are the 
boyages of the starship 
enterprise. Her five-year 
mission is to explore vast 
knew continents to seek out 
new life and new civiliza
tions: to go where no man 
has gone before ? 

There is a fifth 
dimension which is vast and 
exxplainable a place consist
ing of time nor space. A 
place where man has no 
surving intelligence along 
with a sense of judgement 
for himself to seek out and 
solve. This place has come 
to be known as the Twilight 
Zone 

Frank-
Don't be 
despndent 
It's not the 
size-it's the 
quality. 

Felicia 

John and Steve [5th floor], 
Have a really nice Christ

mas. I hope Santa brings you 
everything you want. See 
you next semester. 

Lori and Sandy 

Dear Kathy, 
Have a happy day. Tell 

Kevin "Hi," for me. Enjoy 
your vacation. 

Beth 

Attention Lightweights, 
This semester's been 

great but second semester 
will be even better! Have a 
good holiday! 

King Lightweight 

To my hiccuping roommate, 
1 love ya anyway-even 

when I wake up with pillows 
in my face at 10 a.m. "Thank 
you for being a friend." 

Love always, 
Judi 

Hi there Ellie, 
Molest any moles lately? 

To Bob "R.J." Conklin, 
Welcome to TSC! The 

semester is over, let's relax 
together. Have a Merry 
Christmas sweetheart. I 
Love You. 

Terrible Cheryble 

Dear Moe, 
Thanks for decorating my 

room Wed. night. It looked 
so pretty. One of these days, 
when I'm not so fat and lazy, 
I'll catch you on the stairs 
and get even. You're the 
greatest, Moe! 

Love always, 
Judi 

To Beth, 
Hoping for a future with 

you that is filled with as 
much happiness as the love 
we share. 

Love, 
Blue Eyes 

Delta Phi Dooley, 
Go for it and have a 

happy! 

Dear Jack, 
You're the best friend a 

girl could have. I can't tell 
you how much better my life 
is since I met you. We've had 
lots of great times. Hoping 
for more. I'll drink to that! I 
will see you over the vaca
tion. Remember, we have a 
common interest up north. 
Have a very Merry Christ
mas. 

Landy, 
It's been a tough semester 

but kiddo we made it. 
Forget the bad times and 
just remember the laughs. 
Merry Christmas Roomie!! 

Love Your roomie, 
Sori 

Chris, 
I hope you have a GREAT : 

Christmas and an even j 
GREATER New Year. Don't • 
worry, things will work out.: 
Take care of yourself. I'll j 
miss you a lot. ; 

Love, 
Kathy 

Sweetie, 
Congratulations to the 

new "sports editor." Now I 
guess you'll want to move 
your bed out. Why don't you 
change your name to Laurie 
Signal. 

Seriously, lots of luck and 
remember you're always 
welcome back. 

Love ya, 
#1 Sweetie 

[I hope] 

Karen [you fag], 
Something Jewish, huh? 

Maybe a lifetime supply of 
chicken soup? I give up! See 
ya for Christmas. 

Love, 
Jeff 

Walter [FB], 
Better brush up on your 

pool if you still want to be an 
honorary editor [four games 
in a row?] 

Your partner in crime, 
Donald 

Christmas Greetings, 
To Bubba, a bong and a 

fresh pair of socks. 
To Limbo, a bottle of 

peppermint Schnapps. 
To John, a box of assorted 

eff rolls. 
To Mark, a new receiver, 

the old one sucks. 
To Z, some gas for his car. 
To Jay, hopefully a new 

roommate unless I can 
"straighten" my act up. 

Signed, 
Lightweight 

To whom it may concern, 
Still wanna spit in my 

mouth? Talk about kinky.... 

Becker, 
Better let the secretary 

worry about the typing next 
semester. All you have to 
worry about is a little copy-
editing here and there. 

Later, 
Fagen 

Dear Lori, 
You'll recover. Have a 

great holiday and vacation! 

Libo 

Donna, 
Have a nice vacation and 

holiday! 
Lib 

Tom, 
Merry Christmas. Good 

luck on exams and I can't 
wait for January! 

Love, 
Joan 

[MWGU] 

:To some very special ladie s: 
on Wolfe 4, 

Have a Happy Holiday,: 
and I'll see you next: 
semester!! : 

Don j 

Travers 2, 
Happy Holidays!! Enjoy 

the vacation and we'll see 
you next semester. 

Love, 
Kathy & Nancy 

Beffer, 
Have a Happy Hanukkah. 

Enjoy the vacation. I w ill be 
seeing you sometime over 
the break. Take care. 

Love, 
Kathy 

Mike & J erry, 
Hope you guys have a 

great vacation. Have fun 
skiing and we'll see you next 
semester. Take care! 

Love, 
Kathy & Nancy 

Mike, 
You had better stop by my 

house over vacation, watch 
out Medowlands here we 
come! Second stop is 
Mother's and we'll end up at 
"Shenanigans" if we ever 
find it. Beware of people 
who play pool for money, 
they may not always pay up! 

Remember, "laughter, joy 
and holiness" and as much as 
you can get. 

What a goof, keep on 
rolling with or without all 
your wheels. 

The Man 

To Mr. Novik [a.k.a. D. H. 
Lawrence's biggest fan]: 

It's been a whole semester 
and still you can't pronounce 
last names!! Didn't you 
learn anything about ph one
tics?! 

Signed, 
A student who's last name 

is easy to pronounce if you 
really set your mind to it! 

Kathy-
Do you still want to rob a 

bank? How about Thu rsday 
night? 

Mom 

Mary & eileen 
How's Chicago? 

From, 
Your Other Partner 

In Crime 
P.S.-Is it windy in the 

Orient? 

Dear Chris, 
Happy birthday a little 

late. Have a great year. 
Enjoy yourself. 

Love, 
Beth 

Marilyn, 
Pedidle, Pedidle, Pedidle. 

Pedidle-
Nancy 

Pharmaceutical Research 
Testing Program 

Male Volunteers Wanted 
Pay Involved 

We have an on-going pharmaceutical 
reseach testing program involving a variety 
of short-term prescription drug research 
investigations. If you are in good health and 
would like to participate in these physician-
supervised clinical studies, please contact the 
Clinical Pharmacology Unit in Princeton, 
New Jersey, at 609-921-5000 between 9:00 
a.m. and 5:00 p.m. Participation includes a 
complete physical examination at no charge 
with results made available to your doctor if 
requested. Must be 18-55 years of age and 
willing to reside in Clinical Pharmacoloarv 
Unit for 2-3 d avs. 
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Anne, 

I ain't the only one who 
has class. Have a "Happy 
Holiday" and come up to 
"Chino" and "Alarmin's" turf 
over the vacation.. 

Later, 
Greg B"oss" 

P.S.-Better it was before, 
rather than after Christmas. 

Sharon and Anne, 
It was a real piss writing 

"DDT" with you guys. But 
this Spring. Please have 
someone else run off the 
dittos!!!! 

Philo love and mine, 
The Other Eidtor 

Adrienne, 
Hey babe, take a walk on 

the wild side... I'm feeling 
mighty low cause I won't see 
your ug ly face for a month. 
You'd bet ter come visit me 
over break or I'm gonna cut 
off you sex! 

Signed, 
OldMan Riv -

23 
Turkey, 

Good Luck on your exams, 
too~can't wait 'til our party. 
So more teens for you and 
me. Ill finally hit the big 
"21" Wowee! 
Merry Christmas and Happy 
Birthday [12/23] to you, 
early as it may be. My 
birthday wish is that you 
and I will always be the 
"bestest of friends." 

Always with Love, 
Ne Ne 

Evan, 
In case I don't see you this 

week, have a really nice 
vacation! See you next 
semester. 

Sandy 
Hon, 

Thanks for letting me stay 
over and study, but I don't 
think it helped. At least you 
gave me a "SURE CURE" 
for studying depression. 

Love ya, 
Me 

Dear Brian, 
January 9th, '79 means so 

much to me. Happy 
Anniversary! Thank you for 
making this the best year of 
my life. I love you. 

Lisa 
Jeff, 

Surprise! It's a pesonal! 
And you'd never get one. 
You do mean a lot to me, and 
don't let my sarcasim give 
you any doubts. 

Love ya, 
and I'll see you at Christmas 

U-Know-who 
Hatti, 

It's been a great semes
ter, especially towards the 
end, with those memorable 
coffee breaks. With two 
Leo's together how can we 
miss, Right? Have a really 
nice Christmas and 1 hope to 
see you over the holidays-

Love, 
Sandy 

P.S.-I wish your roomies a 
Merry Christmas also. 

Linda, 
Thanks for b eing a great 

roommate. Hope you come 
over to England soon. I'm 
going to miss you. 

Love 
Aileen 

FRM: 
Her's your Christmas 

present! Your very own 
initials in print. And 
"there's more where that 
came from." 

B 
Rich, 

I've has a great time 
knowing you this semester. 
I hope this continues. Have 
a very Merry Christmas and 
I'll see you in January. 

Jackie 

Merry Christmas to all 
you 10th floor goons! Be 
good, and I'll see you's in 
Jan. 

Love, 
Burl 

To my roommate, 
Thanks for putting up 

with me all semester. You've 
been great. I'm glad you 
finally gave the green light 
on the decorations. I h ope I 
didn't overdue it. Have a 
wonderful Christmas and a 
great time in Canada. 

Love, 
Kathy 

To Jim, 
It was great being your 

S.S. Have a good vacation in 
Camden. 

To every one who made my 
)irthday so great, 

Thank you. Gruggs will be 
>n me! 

Becky 

Dear 4'11, 
No more delusions; I love 

you. 
Your B. 

I [PERSONALS 
To My Weird and Kinky 
Roommates, 

Thanks for everything. 
Always remeber; "Monica, 
The Secret the No One Else 
knows," and The tragedy of 
the Extention Phone!!" 

Thanks for putting up 
with me - what would I do 
with out you? 

Love, 
Your Blue-Eyed Quaker 

With the Sick Laugh 

Celine-
Thanks for being such a 

generous roommate. Come 
to Bromley one day and 111 
come to Rhode Island [when 
I'm rich] Happy Christmas 

Claire xx 
Dear Diane -

You get what you get 
when you go for it and when 
you don't well... 

Aloha 

P.S. - How's life in general? 

Molly, 
Merry Christmas! And 

speaking of Christmas, how 
about giving me a call over 
vacation? It will be boring 
up here with no one around, 
so if you're not too busy with 
Alex-

Rene 

Muppet, 
Merry Christmas and 

have fun on New Year's. 
What can I say to the "little" 
guy who is so special to me -
you're the best and I love ya. 
Well, I guess you're right 
again-

I.M. a Nerd! 

Dear Kathy, 
You've really been a 

caring and understanding 
roomie this semester. 
Thanks for everything! 
Have a great break, keep up 
with your "singing career", 
and come visit me! 

Love, 
Nancy 

John, 
Happy Birthday to my 

favorite photographer who's 
at the in between stage of 
not too old to play with 
cameras and not too young 
to fool with girls. 

Love, 
Laurie 

L.B., 
Hang in there! Things 

aren't as bad as they seem. 
Have a great vacation. 
[Keep in touch]. Merry 
Christmas and Happy New 
Year! 

Love, 
J.B. 

To the great sign stealer on 
Brester 3rd, 

Keep up the good work. 
I'll meet you on Kennedy 
Way sometime. [Where?] 

Your Associate, 
"Sign of the Week Club 

To My Pooches, 
I am so excited about this 

Christmas!! I ca n't wait!!! I 
know it will be extra special. 
I love you, hon!! Can't wait 

til Wednesday. 
Love and Kisses, 

Your Angel 

Lori and Sandy, 
I couldn't possi ble end the 

semester without including 
a personal for the two of 
you. It's truly been an 
experience living down the 
hall from you, and I'm 
looking fo rward to it again 
next semester. I only ask 
that you grant m one small 
wish - when you're thinking 
about what resolutions you 
might make for the New 
Year, think carefully about 
how much I a dore the quiet 
of the evening hours and the 
calm start of the a new day . 
... Merryh Christmas girls. 

Love you both 
Rene 

B. Leigh, 
Merry Christmas, Happy 

New Year and let's do it in 
J.P.E. 

Love, 
Joan 

Leesa and Laureen, 
Hope we can pull this 

thing off on Friday. I don't 
know about you two but I'm 
nervous!! It has been fun. 

Love, 
Kris 

Randi, 
Thanks for a terrific 

semester! We've been 
through a lot, good and bad. 
Have a nice vacation, but 
don't forget, I'm not that far 
away. 

Love, 
Sue 

E.C. the boxer, 
We can't believe you were 

with a tooch either! 
Guess who 

Alternatives 
ct 

01] TP A TIENT ABOR TION CLINIC 

We want to help YOU . . . 
. A Private Clinic licensed by the N.J 
Dept. of Health • Abortions performed 
up to 12 weeks gestation by a gynecolo
gist • Local & General Anesthesia • Pro
fessional Counselling • VD Testing 
. FREE Pregnancy Testing 

All contacts strictly confidential 
1616 Pacific Avenue, Atlantic City, N.J. 08401 

609/344-4554 
24 Hour Answering Service 

Tom, Jack & Murph, 
Goodbye to three great 

guys. Trenton State will 
miss you and your crazy 
antics. Always remember 
our great year on Cromwell 
1st and al l of the escapades 
that occurred. We know 
we'll see you back here 
visiting. Congratulations 
and best of luck always. 

Love, 
Cromwell 1st girls 

Gerhardt [the pool 
champion], 

Thanks for the terrific 
times [from all the M.O.'s 
thru the serious moments]-
have a Merry Christmas and 
Happy Birthday! 

Love, 
Dawn and Janine 

To the four theaters in 
Grannatt's class, 

I can't believe you had the 
answers and questions 
before the test day, and 
you're still too stupid to get 
100's! 

Signed, 
An Intelligent Student 

To all the occupants of 
Cromwell 4th short wing-

I'U miss you. Have a great 
vacation. See you in Jan. 

Su 
P.S. Richard A., I love 

you, too. 

I'o the girls of Wolfe 6 
High-Side |, 

Our | hopefully | soon to be 
sisters. 

You've got that Omega 
partying spirit. Don't lose it. 

Love, 
R and R 

Shar, 
Life is a game and you've 

just had a change of fi elds. 1 
hope that you reach all of 
your "goals" at ISU. Keep 
your defense ready for any 
offensive situations that 
might occur while playing 
the field. Sportingly yours, 

Lois 
John, 

I don't know why you 
think we all hate you be
cause I certainly don't. I'd 
really like to be friends. I 
guess we started out on the 
wrong foot. Why don't we 
start all over again next 
semester? Hope you have a 
Merry Christmas. 

I'vndy. 
I'll fin d the ID. Thanks for 

being so understanding. 1 
love you for it. 

Love, 
David 

Dear Dave [of th e 7th], 
I love you. 

Yours forever, 
JoAnn 

Rick, 
May you have a beautiful 

Christmas and a Happy New 
Year. This semester went 
by so fast, but it's been a 
real day at the beach. 

Love, 
Lori 

P.S.-You do have nice legs. 

To my Sunshine amid all the 
rain, 

Times were good this 
semester, too bad its got to 
end. Maybe IH catch you 
next semester, and we can 
embark on some wild ad
ventures. Long live summer 
partys and midget doormen, 
but beware fo fragile coffee 
cups. Getting small in Wash
ington Square Park is tops, 
but excursions into the city 
can become bummers! 

Keep on being yourself 
and maybe IH catch up with 
you on some distant planet 
one day. 

Love, 
Daddy 

Mark, 
The market is increasing 

for pommegranite holders. I 
got three orders today. 

Diane 
P.S.-Caterpillars don't like 
pommegranites. 

To my lab partner, 
Sorry I'm not all there at 8 

on Wed. mornings. But, 
what do you expect from a 
space cadet. Thanks for all 
the help and have a beautiful 
Christmas. 

Love, 
Space Cadet 

P.S.-Oh! My God!!! It's 12 
o'clock. 

Laverne, 
Hey DiFozio, the semes

ter is over and we have one 
more left. Next semester 
will be the greatest, with a 
roomie like you how can it go 
wrong. Merry Christmas 
Kid. 

Love, 
Shirl 

l'o the tenth floor painters: ^ jealous crazed 
Beware! I don't appreciate wo®™' 

having green paint tossed on You re a sic chick, 
me when I am showering. 
Never forget mud fights and 
mud c logs. Hope you gusy 
find time to study for finals. 

Liz - forgive us, we're 
exceptional children. 

Love, 
Maryann G. 

P.S.-I fartz all the time! 

From 
Squeeeeky clogs 

D.P., 
Let's have another P.J. 

party. 
J.W. 

To the Signal Staff, 
Thanks for all the help 

this year on my G.A. You're 
all special people and it was 
a pleasure working with 
you. 

"Twat Girl" 
Boss, 

Sometimes the fart comes 
out in all of us. Sorry. 

A mild mannered reporter 
Half Brain, 

Well we made it through 
Geog. Thanks for all the 
help, I couldn't h ave done it 
without you. Enjoy your 
vacation and don't forget to 
write me one of your crazy 
letters. 

Love, 
Your "Better Hair 

P.S.-What is the difference 
between latitude and longi
tude? I forg et. 

To all Towers Residents and 
staff. 

Have a great vacation. 
Looking forward to a great 
semester when we come 
back. 

1 owers Residents 
Association 

To Jeff, 
Thanx for not minding 

that I'm constantly there 
and you never have the 
room to yourself. Keep 
trying and m aybe you'll ge t 
a good sound system one ot 
these days. Try to keep your 
hands out of th e cookie jar. 

The Phantom Roommate 
P.S.-Merry Xmas or what
ever you people do. | God
dam Black people, can't get 
away from them.] 

Lori the Raobit, 
Figures you couldn't park 

my car! Typical rabbit! Be 
good and remember I have 
that blackmail lis t! 

Me 
The weird hahnegan 

"Bert" 
I don't want to hear about 

how you never get a 
Personal because her's one. 
It's been great working with 
you! 

Robin 

To 3rd floor Cromwell, 
You all are a C.A.'s dream. 

Thanks so much for being 
the floor you have been. I 
love each and everyone of 
you in a special way. Have a 
really fantastic break and 
come back ready for more 
good times. 

Love, 
Cheryl 

To IMmortally Small, 
I t hought it was time for 

me to fill about 12" of "copy" 
under that well-known cap
tion as hundreds have done 
before me. [Gotta love that 
signal terminology]. You 
sure shrank down for the 
20th occasion, however, it 
was nothing that a good 
nights [and day] sleep could 
not cure. My mother always 
told me to beware of kidnap
pers and old men, as of W ed. 
you fall into both categories. 
But, I never did listen to 
Mom's warnings. Glad to 
get a quality stamp. (Al
though I have deserved it 
for centuries.] 

Whatever's yours 
Boss 

P.S. Tootskv 
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Lori P., 

Where the hell are you 
hiding yourself? Will you 
PLEASE call or stop by-
now? Sue and I want you to 
celebrate with us this week. 
If you want to know any 
details, you'll just have to 
call! 

Rene 

To the brother of P hi Alpha 
D e l t a ,  . . . . .  

The Dledges of Phi Alpha 
Barb Light, 

Merry Christmas! It s| 
been great having a class, 
with you. Let's do it again, 
have the best holiday ever. 

Love, 
Joan 

Dave, 
Have a great vacation. 

Just don't spend the whole 
thing in Bayonne. I'll be 
watching for you on the 
Turnpike. 

Dr. Bob, 
Thank you for "setting us 

free to learn." 
Ed. Statistics 

Mr. Foo s, 
We sure like the way you 

play. We hear you move as 
well under the table as you 
do above it. But don't 
forget, "we know every
thing." 

Love and Kisses 
Your favorite teammates 

Scott, 
What time's the next 

showing? I'll bring the pota-
toe chips. 

5 times 

Becky 

Michelle and Nancy, 
Don't eat any bologna. 

You might forget to call us. 
Enjoy 30 school-free days. 

Becky and Marilyn 

Marilyn, 
I won't miss you over the 

vacation, and that's great! 

Love, 
Becky 

To all Tenth Floor Travers, 
Merry Christmas, Happy 

New Year and God bless you 
all. 

Frank B. 

Wlecome back to school Tom 
Juan! 

Cindy, 
Beware of Spartans bear

ing Trojans! 

Lori, 
Good luck on my test and 

hopefully thanks. You look 
much better. 

Love, 
Louis 

Dave, 
I'll drink a cup of tea to 

you over the vacation! 

Nanc 

Dibs, 
$100 for you in your 

underwear! I saw you for 
free! 

Rich 

Manny, 
We'll miss your smiling 

face over the holidays, but 
we'll bring back apples! 

Love, 
Becky and Marilyn 

Rich, 
Do you haye my under

wear? 

Dibs 

To the old and new Signal 
Editors and the rest of the 
staff, 

Happy Holidays. 
FPB 

Jamie, 
Do you still have my 

sweatpants? 

Robert 
Bayonne, 

You are the best. Thanks 
for being you. 

To R.R. from R., Beta Omega, PARTY!! 
With friends like you, who [Hey!] Merry Chr istmas, 

needs friends?! Have a mer
ry Christmas! See ya New Meg 
Year's? 

THE LEGEND 
D.H.213 OF TRAVERS THIRD 

Forever, 
Meggum 

Chris, 
You guys really know how 

to throw a party! We'll miss 
you! Maybe by Jan., TSC 
will have transsexual sports! 

Love, 
Becky 

Sue, 
Hope-That foul, deceitful 

thing. 

Meggum 
"The Loser" 

Nancy, 
Good luck in your new 

apartment. Happy pro
gramming for your room
mates. 

love, 
Janet 

Becky, 
They say "Home is where 

the heart is." I sure hope 
Dumont still is "home." I'll 
miss you much. 

Love ya, 
Suzy 

Susseata, 
I'm gonna miss you while 

you're in Dumont. Since we 
don't see each other here, or 
there, I'll see you some
where. 

Beckitta 

Donna B., 
Congratulations on mak

ing AHA.' The Rosebud is 
blooming. 

Love, 
Janet 

Mac, 
I'm not going to say 

where, but you know [blank] 
is a sham! Holidays mean 
party! 

Love, 
becky 

Spartan Men, 
Sure hope "my friends 

come around, flat-top, flat
top, flat-top." Have a great 
vacation! 

This here's the story of« 
floor, 
of which no doubt you've 
heard, 
a mighty, brutal awesome 
floor, 
It's Travers Fuckin' Third! 

Their football team is 
dominant. 
Their antics quite absurd. 
They knock opponents on 
their ass 
They're Travers Fuckin' 
Third! 

When time to party comes 
around 
be sure to spread the w ord, 
'cause no one throws a 
better bash, 
than Travers Fuckin' Third! 

Our music blaring lou d 
and clear 
I'm sure you all have h eard 
the sounds of Lightnin' 
Hopkins 
from Travers Fuckin' Third! 

legends Love ya, There's many 
Suzy 'cross the land, 

and four have been inferred. 
^r|ene There's baseball, hot do gs, 

I'm so happy for you. Tres apple pie 
chic and Travers fuckin Th ird! 

Meg W.D.I.A. 

Heaven 
Continued, from page two 

Two hours later and the call to parade 
ground trumpeted again. 

There were several mutters of "damnit!" 
this time. 

When they returned to their barracks 
the next time some eight hours later, the 
Captain checked the faces of his company 
more closely. 

WHEN THOSE WHO could fall to sleep, 
fell asleep, he got up and went around to 
the bunks of those whom he suspected did 
not sleep. 

"If there is no call to parade tomorrow at 
noon, meet me at the gates to Heaven at 
the western end of town," he said. 

"I'll be there, Captain Lucifer," was the 
usual reply. 

Several months later. There was a call 
to parade. Half the angels in Lucifer's 
company marched forth with a quiet look 
of de termination. There was a half dozen 
or so Seth's company who shared that grim 
feeling; there were a few in Peter's; some 
in Saul's. 

It was rumored among the lieutenants in 
Lucifer's inner circle that there was even a 
couple of the Brotherhood in Michael's 
company, who was of archangel status. 
And there was an apprentice in Gabriel's 
trumpeter corps. 

The phalanx formed. Gabriel gave the 
call to praising. They marched and 
countermarched, shouting "Hallelujah!" 
Thunder crashed. Lightening flew. 

The parade only lasted two hours. 
"Damnit," Lucifer thought. He was 

counting on the praising to last at least five 
hours. The opposition wouldn't be 
sufficiently stoned out on all the praising 
so that they could be rolled over before 
they even knew what was happening. 
Neither, shuddered Lucifer, would the 
Almighty. 

People were still a little too much alert. 
The Lord of Hosts stood up to make his 

usual one-liner. 

THAT WAS THE signal. 
The apprentice in Gabriel's corps blew a 

series of rapid, high-pitched notes. 
The entire phalanx was stunned. Even 

God looked taken aback. 
All along the length of the phalanx, a 

startling sight appeared. Lucifer's angels 
unfolded their wings and rose above the 
length and breadth of the phalanx. 

Angels in heaven normally kept their 
wings folded and never flew in the face of 
the Almighty. The only time they ever 
deployed their wings was when they went 
to visit the Other Place. 

Lucifer's followers summoned up their 
occult powers and sent bolts of lightening 

into the Almighty's midriff. He doubled 
over, and for a moment His glow was 
subdued. 

Next, they fired upon the most loyal 
leaders, Michael and Gabriel of the angelic 
host, and laid them down. 

"Forward, Brothers!" cired Lucifer, and 
they rushed the throne. 

And it came to pass that that which 
Lucifer feared would happen, happened. 
The phalanx was not stoned out enough 
not to react fast, and neither was the 
Almighty. 

From below, loyalists opened up a 
barrage that cut down lagging members of 
Lucifer's Brotherhood. And from the 
throne, God recovered, and his glow 
turned to a bloody crimson. Shafts of h eat 
poured from his eyes, and burnt to a crisp 
those that were nearest him, their ashes 
floating below. 

MICHAEL AND GABRIEL were only 
stunned. "Attack call!" Gabriel directed 
his corpsmen to sound, and Michael 
ordered his troops aloft. 

Lucifer's troops were caught in deadly 
crossfire. The battle was already lost. 

"Retreat!" he ordered, "to the right 
flank, wheel and retire by sections!" 

Lucifer's army moved laterally to the 
right, and his left flank, thereby being the 
longest under fire, took a severe mauling. 
God and His loyalists closed the gap 
between them and charged their new 
front, now at a right angle to the old front. 

"You traitorous bastards!" the Lord of 
Hosts roared. 

"And who is Our Father?" jeered 
Lucifer. 

"Where will we go, Lucifer?" his 
lieutenants asked. 

"There is a place where God will dare 
not pursue us," Lucifer replied. "He has a 
pet project down," he gestured, "there. If 
we take refuge beneath it, God will not 
dare attack us lest he destroy his pets in 
the process." 

"You don't mean...the Other Place, do 
you?" gasped his lieutenant. 

"That's exactly where I mean," Lucifer 
said,"Let's go.!" 

LUCIFER LOST =? percent of his 
effectives in the retreat. True to Lucifer's 
prediction, God halted his Host above the 
land called Earth and dared not approach 
further. 

In the years that followed, Lucifer built 
a c itadel beneath the surface of the Other 
Place, and proceeded to make the puce a 
fortress against any possible future attack. 

One day, an angel whose duty it was to 
guard the entrance to their world came 
rushing to Lucifer. 

"Captain!" he cried "God stands fast on 
the surface of this world!" 

Lucifer jumped. "How many is with 
him?" 

"He comes alone," repeated Lucifer in 
astonishment, "to talk to me? Very well, I 
shall see him." 

And so saying, Lucifer departed for the 
surface. 

God hovered in a cloud, his face breaking 
into a grin when Lucifer emerged. 

"Lucifer!" He cried "how nice of you to 
come out and talk with me." 

"THE PLEASURE'S MINE," Lucifer 
responded. 

"You know I can destroy you any time," 
said God. 

"What? And destroy all this lush 
beauty," replied Lucifer, gesturing around 
him. 

"Verily I say unto thee, Lucifer, the time 
shall come when I shall do just that," God 
warned. "I have a plan for the meanwhile, 
however." 

"Oh?" 
Are you familiar with the creature of 

this world whom I call man?" 
"Yes, I've seen him. Very funny He 

looks just like you." 
Don t laugh. As long as he dwells on 

the surface of this world, I shall not 
destroy it." 

"Why?" said Lucifer laughing, "don't tell 
me you love him?" 

"I do." 

"THE WAY YOU 'loved' us?" 
The face of God darkened. "It doesn't 

matter. Lucifer, you and I are going to 
have a little contest." 

"Really?" 
"Really. I'm going to give man Law. I'm 

going to forbid him some of his most 
natural and pleasurable appetites, and you 
Lucifer, are to encourage him to indulge in 
those same appetites, anyway." 

"That's the most ridiculous thing I ever 
heard," replied Satan. 

"It's perfectly legitimate. This war of 
ours has provided me with considerable 
amusement. I haven't had this much fun 
since I created the universe. I thought 
that by involving man in the game things 
might be prolonged for awhile longer yet." 

"Why," asked Lucifer, "should I want to 
have anything to do with Man?" 

"Because he shall be your only ally," God 
replied gravely. "Besides, when you hear 
what I have in mind for the creature, you 
might feel, well, sorry for the poor beast." 

"What," said Lucifer, "do you have in 
mind?" 

"As I said, I am going to endow Man 
with some very powerful and extremely 
pleasurable drives. Among these drives 
will be a desire for Truth and Knowledge. 

"Then I'm going to punish Man De cause 
he disobeyed me, thanks to you. I will 
make his world an evil place to dwell in, so 
that every next generation of man is also 
evil." 

"I take it I am to the Evil One, the 
Prince of Darkness?" inquired Lucifer. 

"Yes." 
"Then," concluded Lucifer, "I've already 

won the game." 
"Pardon the expression, but oh hell no. 

You see, I'm going to offer man Salvation." 
"From the very world you yourself 

created?" asked Lucifer, increduously. 
"And from You, Lucifer." 
"I don't think this Man creature is al l 

that stupid." 
"He's not. He is however, a very lonely, 

desperate, and highly emotional creature. 
When his mind will not bend, his heart will 
break." 

"This is monstrous!" 

"YOU SEE?" OBSERVED God, "I told 
you that after you knew what I had in mind 
you'd take an interest." „ 

"Just one thing more, 0 Lord of Host s. 
"Yes Satan?" 
"How are you going to Save Man from 

the world and the devel?" 
God grinned broadly. "I will demand a 

sacrifice." 
"I imagine you want some of their 

animals and maybe every once in awhile 
one of them?" 

"For a time," replied God, "but then 111 
want something more." 

"What?" 
"Me." 
Lucifer's eyes went wide and his mouth 

dropped open. 

"BL T I'M GOING to deny Man satisfac
tion of these drives. The only way Man 
shall acquire Knowledge is if yo u, Lucifer, 
tempt him to obtain it. White I suspect 
you will. 

"RATHER AN INCARNATION of My 
self, whom I shall call My Only Begotten 
Son, or something equally ponderous. It 
will be," God closed his eyes, "a perfect 
sacrifice..." 

"And then shall all of mankind be 
saved?" asked Lucifer. 

"Yes," continued God ignoring Lucifer s 
question, "it will be a glorious thing. 
They'll celebrate the day he was born by 
cutting down trees and buying each other 
all sorts of expensive gifts. Hmmm. 
They'll probably move the date to the 
middle of the winter so that at the same 
time they celebrate midwinter they can 
also celebrate Him." 

"Will all of mankind be saved?" repeated 
Lucifer. 

God opened his eyes and came out of his 
reverie. "Oh hell no. Only those that 
choose to believe all this horseshit." 

"You're raving mad!" Lucifer railed at 
the Lord of Hosts, "I'll fight you to the end 
of time! I'll enlist as many of mankind whc 
shall join my cause! 

"Raving Mad I may be," replied God 
"but I'm also all-powerful." 
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They stand United 
and undefeated 

... Staff Photo by Dennis uempsey 
TSC UNITED SOCCER CHAMPS — United boasts a 15-0 record in two consecutive 
IM-Rec championships. Joe Knowles, Eric Lewis, Pete Sanches, Don Kelly, Emil 
Lomburo, John Cane, Milt Douglas, and Mike P elland 

IWolverines finally 
are number one 

After six semesters of consistently 
being in the running for first place only to 
fall short at the season's end, the 
Wolverines are finally the champions of 
the Im-Rect Co-Rec Bowling League. 

They did it by defeating Remote 10, three 
games to one in the season final. Dave; 
Silverstein rolled a 577 series, including a 
210 g ame to lead the Wolverines to their 
long-awaited championship. The 
Wolverines, also including Rich Jackie and 
Tony Gizzi, finished the season at 30-14, 
their best record ever. Remote 10 finished 
the season at 27-17 in third place. 

The Panthers held on by six pins to split 

FINAL STANDINGS 
1. Wolverines 
2. Panthers 
3. Remote 10 
4. Travers 3rd 
5. Bear & Co . 
6. Mudeaters 
7. High Hopes 
8. Three's Company 
9. T.A.K. 
10. Power-Hitters 

their match with Travers 3rd, two games 
apiece, to wrap up second place. After a 
horrendous start of 1-11, the Panthers, 
consisting of Art Runyon, Kris Patten, and 
Laura Kleber, came roaring back to win 26 
games and tie one in their remaining 32 
games. 

Travers 3rd finished the season at 27-17, 
but they showed their best effort ever 
throughout the entire season. 

In other action, Bear & Co. won three 
games from High Hopes. Sonny Horn 
rolled a 597 series, which included his 
seventh 200-game, a 231. The Mudeaters 
took three of f our from Three's Company, 
and T.A.K. swept the Power-Hitters. 

Men's High Average Sonny Horn 192 
Men's High Series Sonny Horn 606 
Men's High Game Kevin Bergen 254 
Women's High Game Kris Patten 221 
Women's High Series Kris Patten 580 
Women's High Average Kris Patten 164 
Most Improved Bowler Dave Silverstein 

A quality 
season 

"Quality, not quantity is what counts," 
seems to be the idea behind TSC's men's 
indoor track team. The Lions opened their 
season on Saturday, as participants in the 
City College of N ew York (CCNY) Relays. 

The Lions competed against fourteen 
other colleges and took third place in the 
long jump and also third place in the 
two-mile relay. 

Bill Grenger and George Marchuk led 
their team to their third place position in 
the long jump. "Biii Grenger had a nice 
jump, 20-8," said Rich McCorkle, men's 
indoor track coach, "that's good for so 
early in the season." "I was also pleased 
with George Marchuk's performance, as he 
is a freshman." 

John Bayliss, Gary Johnson, Bill 
Jochem, and Tom Dougherty ran the 
wo-mile relay in 8:26 flat, also capturing 

third place as a team in this event. 
CCNY won the meet, with Wagner 

College taking second place. 
"We hope to have more fellows out for 

the next two meets," said McCorkle. The 
Lions are working to get ready for their 
lext meet, which is a tri meet, to be held 

at Queens College in New \ork. on 
Jan. 13. 

Lady 
cagers 

don't 
miss 

On their home court the lady cagers •„ 
can t miss. Against LaSalle College Coach 
Stacey Vincon's Lions ran up a 27-21 first 
half lead that their opponent would never 
overcome. 

Debbie Ongaro led the Lion attack with 
16 points while hauling down 11 rebounds. 
Judy Finch and Linda Hamilton also swept 
the boards for 11 rebounds for the TSC 
cause. Nancy Muniz backed up Ongaro's 
scoring binge with 14 points of her own. 

LaSalle's Maureen Kramer led the 
sharpshooters with 20 points and also 
pulled down 11 rebounds for her alma 
mater. Ellen Malone ran of 1 9 points for 
LaSalle but despite her and Kramer's 
efforts her team would be denied by the 
Lions. 

The 61-57 win over LaSalle boosts the 
Lions record to 4-2 and opens up their 
conference season against William Patter-
son Thursday Dec. 21. 

Staff Photo bv Dennis Demps. y 
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Sigma Phi Nothing watch out, cause 
you're not the only intramural power on 
campus. TSC United for the last two years 
has gone undefeated in its • q uest to 
Im-Rec's soccer champions. 

TSC United only returned six starters 
from last year's championship team but 
still managed to Dull it all together. It was 
a long road for co captains Joe Knowles 
and Eric Lewis who started their recruit
ing drive back in September. 

"They've really added depth," said 
Knowles about Pete Sanchez and John 
Kane who were once part of the TSC 
soccer program. When a team logs 15 
straight wins, the job of recruiting is a bit 
easier. 

United's record looks even better in 
light of the fact that they had an 
impressive 4.5 goals per game average. 
TSC United's defense was also made of 
quality stuff as the defense gave up a 
sparse 1.3 goals per game while logging 
four shutouts. "If they can't score they 
can't win," sighted Knowles. 

THE TWICE-A-WEEK practices that 

Knowles and Lewis demanded of their 
players seemed to have paid off. Or so it 
seems for Don Kelly who led United in 
scoring in both of their championship 
teams. Kelly had to sacrifice a little more 
than he planned at the beginning of the 
season as he sustained a cracked cheek
bone scoring the second goal in their 4-2 
victory over P.R.S. 

"No one was going to get through our 
D," Knowles stated proundly. And the 
defense of Knowles, Kane and Milt 
Douglas were impregnable while they 
protected their goalie Mike Pelland. The 
United defense went so far as to deny two 
opponents a single shot on goal. 

Knowles also praised the efforts of 
teammates Ricardo Saboyal, Tom 
Makowski, Ken Walsh and Jim Schuck for 
their ability to come off the bench in clutch 
situations. 

"We were confident from the start," 
concluded Knowles, and Joe, from the 
looks of it you had every right to be. 

Sigma Phi, make room in the intramural 
limelight for another champion--TSC 
United, Im-Rec's 1978 soccer kings. 

Staff Photo b y harry Owners 

LET'S TRY IT AGAIN - Travers 3rd flag football team [pictured above] is the 1978 
Im-Rec B League football champs. Travers 3rd destroyed Travers 10th, 20-6 to take the 
crown. Top Row — Drew Hafetz, Fran Yusko, Scott Hann, Dave Leibowitz. Middle Row 
— Miles Rosser, Phil Olshevski, Richard Walker, Rich Grzanka, Mike Langone. Bottom 
Row - Joe Maddock, George Garabed, Guy Shultz, Kenny Kristopovich, Gary Baresse, 
Harry Srolovitz • • • Sports shorts 
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On the 
rebound 

BY STEVE WILLIAMSON 

"You can't always get what you want, 
but if you try sometime you might find you 
get what you need."-Rolling Stones 

Too often this semester we watched, in 
dispair and amazement, the Lions lose 
close games to questionable calls by both 
referees and ECAC-NCAA officials. 

Soccer coach Gary Hindley, his players 
and fans, were denied a shot at the 
NCAA's but for some reason Glassboro 
State, who Trenton State had little trouble 
beating in New Jersey State College 
Athletic Conference games, was invited to 
compet with the top colleges and universi
ties from across the country. 

What can one possibly say to head 
football coach Eric Hamilton and the Lion 
football squad to make the nightmare at 
Montclair go away. 

At last report, the game films from the 
27-26 Montclair-Trenton contest were go
ing to be reviewed by the ECAC although 
the cance of a reversal of the referees 
ruling is very unlikely, in fact, there is no 
chance of a change. 

SO IT GOES down in the books: 
Montclair State 27, Trenton State 26. A 
Trenton victory, which at one time during 
the game was assured until the boys in the 
stripes stepped in, would have thrown 
TSC. Montclair and Glassboro in to a tie 
for first place in the NJSCA Conference. 
Fart of the pie would have been better 
than none at all. 

In recent weeks it has been brought to 
my attention that there is another group of 
students who did not get what they 
wanted. Apparently some of the students 
in various Im-Rec teams have felt neglect
ed because they have not received cover
age of varsity intercollegiate sports, 
can say is you got what I could give you 
and it was more than you deserved. 

Only in the past semester has the sports 
staff been able to boast of a staff large 
enough to ensure proper coverage of 
varsity intercollegiate sports. 

F- / Signal department is under
staffed. You may have heard that sob 
story before, but it is true. Any Signal 
department would consider any story 
written by a student, after all it is your 
newspaper. 

So handcuffed to our priorities, we must 
focus our time and energies on the 
intercollegiate programs. Fortunately, in 
the past few weeks the Im-Rec department 
and myself have set up an information 
exchange service. But with any new 
system many of the bugs have yet to be 
worked out. 

And when we spell your name wrong, 
print the wrong picture or overlook you 
entirely, write the information down 
yourself and give it to Bert Davis or Dan 
Bogacz. They in turn will relay it to us and 
we will print it if a t all possible. All I can 
say is don't knock us until you've spent 
some time in our shoes. 

IF I COULD turn all the energy that 
was put into the complaints I received into 
intramural stories no one would feel left 
out and I would be busier than hell. I 
wouldn t mind. So all you bitches out 
there, do me a favor, shut up and do 
something about it. 

Just try sometime and you might 
tind. you get what you need. 

Wouldn't it be nice if w e all got what we 
needed? A Division III school very 
seldomly gets what it needs. There is no 
money and there are no scholarships but 
the athletic department still goes out and 
brings in qualitv coaches and athletes. 

And now I take my leave (not soon 
enough for some of you, eh?). My short 
Signal career comes to an end and I'm 
filled with mixed emotions. When I 
started to work here I had a lot to learn 
and now I have even more to learn. 
Undeniably I f ell short on many ocasions 
but hopefully I was a service to someone 
somewhere. 

ON MY CH RISTMAS wish list I have 
included many undefeated seasons for Mr. 
Van Ness, Dr. Walker and the Trenton 
State Athletic Department. For Bert 
Davis I wish continued success for his fine 
program. And finally, I wish Laurie 
Maclnnes, next year's sports editor, all the 
luck in the world. 

Merrv Christmas. 
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LaSalle sinks swimmers 
BY SUE DOAN 

Seven members of the women's swim
ming and diving team swam their best 
times, but it wasn't enough as the Lions 
were defeated by La Salle 63-50 in last 
Tuesday's home opener. 

The Lions were down 23-3 after the first 
three events, as LaSalle captured first and 
second place in all three. In the 500 
freestyle, the second event, Rosie 
McLaughlin beat her best time by nine 
seconds, but was edged out by two LaSalle 
swimmers. 

Trenton State began a comeback after 
the 100 freestyle, but according to coach 
Brenda Campbell, "We just couldn't re
cover. That was the big difference against 
Villanova. We didn't let them go one, two 
in any event. The first three events really 
killed us." 

Jean McGoldrick won the 50-meter 
backstroke to give the Lions their first 
victory of the meet. Nancy Weaver 
followed the victory with a win in the 
50-meter breastroke. Weaver pulled out 
ahead early in the race and was able to 
ward off a threat by a LaSalle swimmer to 
maintain her lead. McGoldrick took second 
in the 100-meter butterfly sprint with a 

time of 1:06.48. At the end of the first half 
of the meet, LaSalle was leading 35-17. 

MCGOLDRICK AND KAREN Connors 
swam for the Lions in the 100-meter 
backstroke, one of the most exciting races 
of the meet. Connors took the lead after 
the first 50 yards but McGoldrick caught 
up, putting them in a virtual tie after 75 
yards and held on for the win, just edging 
out Connors by .04 seconds. 

Lions swimmers placed second in the 
next four events. Janet Mangan was 
second in the 100-meter individual medley 
with a time of 1 :09.14. McLaughlin had a 
time of 2:13.95 in the 200 freestyle, which 
was good for second place. Cindv Bookman 
placed second in the 50-meter butterfly 
sprint with a time of 29.81. Denise Molnar 
was second in the 100-meter breaststroke 
with a 1:18.16. 

The Lions redeemed themselves in the 
200-meter freestyle relay, winning with a 
time of 1:48.29. Swimming the first two 
legs, Connors and Bookman kept Trenton 
State even with LaSalle swimmers. 
McLaughlin gave the Lions about a half a 
body length lead after the third leg, and in 
the anchor leg, Weaver held on to give the 

Liions the victory. 

Last season the one meter diving board 
was removed. This was because Trent on 
State's pool is too shallow for safe diving. 
Consequently there are no diving events at 
home meets. Campbell said, "We had to 
remove the diving board because the 
minimum depth requirement is 10 feet. 
We're lucky to get 8V2 feet at any one spot 
in the pool. A lot of divers from visit ing 
teams were getting hurt because they 
weren't used to pulling out of their dives so 
soon." 

Campbell was pleased by the efforts 
turned in by her swimmers, but disap
pointed that it was not enough to win t he 
meet. "It's frustrating from my standpoint. 
LaSalle had some outstanding swimmers 
and tremendous depth. We did all we could 
but it wasn't enough. LaSalle is one of 
those schools that is taking advantage o f 
its scholarships and it's paying off. My only 
concern is that my swimmers don t lose 
their confidence. They are swimming well 
and should beat most of the teams in the 
(NJSCA) Conference." 

The next home meet is against Will iam 
Paterson this Thursday. 

Case goes the distance 
BY LORI O'MARA 

Although she teaches at the Jordan Day 
School in Princeton, coaches the women's 
cross country team at Trenton State 
College and runs in distance races and 
26.2-mile marathons, Jill Case still finds 
time to run daily, about 60 miles a week. 

Case said, "Running has changed the 
way I feel about what I can accomplish. It 
is something I can work towards that no 
one else can take away. I'm addicted to 
running now. If I don't run one day I feel 
terrible." 

Case has become a semi-vegetarian since 
she has begun distance running. She 
doesn't eat meat, though she eats fish, 
eggs and cheese. 

Case, a spring 1978 graduate of Trenton 
State College, began running sprints, or 
short fast distances, when she attended 
Hopewell Valley High School in Penning
ton. "I wasn't a very good sprinter," Case 
admits, "I only ran during the season." 

AT THE END of her freshman year at 
Trenton State College she began running 
longer distances with the women's cross 
country team and kept on going until 
today, at 22, Case has collected trophies 
from her many outstanding performances 
through college and in outside races in the 
ares. 

"Long-distance running is more relaxed 
to me," Case said. "I have more time to 
think. Sprinting is over too fast. I feel I 
can work more at getting better at 
long-distance running then I could at 
sprints." 

her tirst experience with marathons 
began a year ago at the 26.2-mile Shore 
Marathon which she recalls with a smile, "I 
was so excited. I was jumping around and 
couldn't wait to start! I thought I could do 
it and I d id." 

But her second try this year at the 
Jersey Shore Marathon on Sunday, Dec. 3, 
was much tougher to finish. Case had 
expected a cold day and so she wore tights 
under her shorts, socks and shoes. But as 
she ran it b ecame warm and she decided to 
remove the tights. 

Case explained, "I ran behind some 
bushes. I had my shoes double knotted 
too, so you can imagine how much trouble I 
had getting everything off then back on 
again. So I lost some time and then started 
back running really fast. I got so tired I 
almost had to stop but I finished in 3 hours, 
11 minutes. 

THIS PAST FALL Case was the first 
woman to finish in the Trenton Run for 

Freedom. She ran the 12-mile race in one 
hour, 19 minutes, and 32 seconds. In the 
Princeton Half-Marathon, a few weeks 
before, she was the third woman to finish 
at one hour. 30 minutes, and 55 seconds. 

In April 1978, Case ran for the first time 
in the famed Boston Marathon, coming in 
the 41st woman out of over 3,000 finishers 
from all over the country. She plans to run 
in it again. 

After graduating from TSC last year, 
Case became the part-time women's cross 
country coach. "I thought it would be a lot 
of fun when I started out," she said. "I 
didn't know how much work it would 
be. 

In the beginning Case had some prob
lems with the job. She used to run the 
course with the women on the team "but I 
found out I couldn't do that," she 
explained, "especially since I was on the 
team the year before. It didn't distinguish 
me as a coach." 

After that she stopped running with the 
students but encountered other problems. 
Case felt the women weren't self-moti
vated, as she had been while on the team. 
"I always used to go out and run on my 
own because I wanted to, but a lot of these 
girls don't seem to enjoy the running as 
much," she said. "You have to really push 
them to go out. They don't have the push 
in them." 

CASE FELT THOUGH, that the team, 
of seven women, had improved over the 
season. 

Case is a certified special education 
teacher at Jordan Day School in Princeton. 
She began there in September, where she 
teaches neurologically impaired and hyper
active children. 

Case has lived in Titusville with her 
parents and sister, Suellen, all her life and 
enjoys running in the area, especially in 
Washington Crossing Park, Titusville, and 
in the town of Pennington. 

Suellen Case, 21, says the family 
supports Jill's running, and is very proud 
of her. 

"She fills our mantelpiece with tro
phies," Suellen said, "so at the end of the 
year we stash them all upstairs and it (the 
mantel) gets filled again soon after. She 
has done the majority of her training 
herself because she never had anyone to 
train her." 

Although Case has tried taking tennis 
lessons once, she never got involved with 
any other sport. "I'm a klutz when it 
comes to anything else," she said. 

STILL RUNNIN' STRONG TSC's 
Women's Cross Country Coach Jill Ca se, a 
1978 TSC grad, continues to perfect the art 
of a long-distance runner. 

RUNNING, ALONG WITH teaching, 
takes up most of her time, but she ais 
enjoys "the typical female things 1' e 

sewing and cooking." 

Case said she spends a lot of tim e with 
her boyfriend, Paul Leestma, at his 
running equipment store, The Running 
Start, in Pennington. She met Leestma, a 
Trenton State College graduate, on the 
college track about two years ago, where 
he was also on the cross-country team. 

A recent story in the Sunday Times 
Advertiser revealed Leestma's remark
able recovery from a gunshot wound and 
his return to a top runner. Today he runs 
daily and is the proprietor of th e Running 
Start, where he lives with his roommate, 
Tom Doughterty, a Trenton State senior 
and top cross-countrv runner. 

Leestma has also run in many races and 
marathons, including the Boston Mara 
thon, which he ran with Case. She sain. 
"but he goes much faster than me so we 
couldn't stay together." 

Uase finds both her teaching and 
running the most satisfying things in her 
life now. 
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Small ta lk 

LET ME TAKE YOU DOWN --Trenton senior Phil Godbolt [right] maneuvers for a takedown with antside" ^ * *""" 
hookup. Georgia s Joe Birmingham beat him 5-2 in this 158 contest. 

Winning is the answer 
Continued from page twen ty eight 
senior Hal Bell. 

Bell was awarded a questionable take
down with three seconds remaining even 
though Aikens appeared to have countered 
with a whizzer. 

Trailing 2-0, Aikens tried a roll off the 
whistle but couldn't budge his opponent. 
He also reached behind dangerously 
instead of working from his stomach and 
gave up two backpoints with 1:20 left. 

Losing 4-0 in the third, Aikens threw 
legs and reached a stalemate at 1:53. Later 
in the period, he was penalized for locked 
hands as he went off the mat. He rode Bell 
the remainder of the period and lost 5-0. 

Trenton's early lead in the first four 
matches deceivingly signaled a rout. 

Freshman Andy Zuckerman, a two-time 
N.J. high school state finalist, pinned his 
opponent in 55 seconds during the 118 
bout. 

At 126, three-time All-America and 
defending Division III national champ 
Mike Rossetti, won an 11-5 decision while 
134-pounder Mike Jacoutot triumphed by 
forfeit. Gerald Johnson won an 8-2 v ictory 
in the 142 class over junior Mark Reeve. 

"That was the best match Gerald ever 
wrestled in his life," said Icenhower. "That 
guy Reeve beat a kid from Bloomsburg 
that's five times better than Gerald." 

Icenhower also praised his lightweight 
strength. 

"Those first three weights are unbe

lievable," he said. "No one has given them 
a match vet." 

TAKEDOWNS-Rossetti ranked sixth 
nationally, and Jacoutot are 10-0 and 9-0 
respectively...Dinicola is still out with an 
ankle sprain and Schweder was yanked 
from the lineup due to a pulled muscle-
Most of Georg ia's wrestlers are freshmen 
and sophomores who graduated from New 
Jersey high schools. Only two wrestlers on 
the team are from Georgia...The Bulldogs 
were on a tour and lost to Montclair, 
Trenton and Bloomsburg while defeating 
Kutztown... 

Record stalled by Rider 
Continued from page twenty eight 

And with 16 seconds left in the game, 
McCorrv instructed Doint guard Tom 
Higgins to give the ball to Lewis for the 
final shot, but Lewis was covered tightly 
and Higgins hit Kulhawy at the top of 
the key instead. The "Goose" drove up the 

lane and was fouled, setting up the 
winning: foul shots. 

"It was a good week, our best yet," said 
McCorry. "We played three good games." 

The Lions next contest is on January 4, 
against Bloomfield College in Packer Hall. 

HOOP SCOOPS-TSC played well in 
the Governor's classic despite the absence 
of co-captain Tom Higgins, who was 
nursing a bruised left thigh...Kirby was 
selected to the All-tournament team along 
with Rider's John Higgins and Dwayne 
Kelley, Cortland's NickWharton and Jim 
Cronin of King 's Point...Tom , the 
Lions 6-3 forward, is probably the most 
improved on the team this year. Especially 
impressive was his 12 point, 9 rebound 
effort against Glassboro—Boro's Frank 
Hudson scored his 1,000th career point 
against the Lions last Tuesday...Last 
year's all-conference guard Bill Aromondo, 
who failed out of college, was at the 
Glassboro game, but did not seem too 
eager to say hello to his former coach... 
McCorry on the team last week: They 
played their butts off, and I'm proud of 
'em...TSC' announcer Seymour Nowicki 
was the chairman of t his year' Governor's 
Classic. 

Small 
Xmas 
wishes 

BY CHRIS D'AMICO 

Okay here we go. In the spirit of 
Christmas here's a list of th ings I'd give to 
people if it were possible. 

JOE PERONE AND BILL HAACKER 
Associate Editors of The Signal-I would 
give these two gentlemen lifetime passes 
to The Signal elections. 

1DM MCCORRY-head basketball coach 
and 1977-78 Signal Coach of the Year-For 
this present I would travel to the fourth 
floor of Holman Hall and get one of my 
famous art major friends to draw me 
lifesize portraits of Jose Oakley and Dave 
Roberts. Then I would go out and buy the 
record, "They Were the Good Ole' Days.' 

ROY VAN NESS AND JUNE 
WALKER-Athletic Dirctor and assistant 
AD-This one would be a bit harder but I'm 
sure after many phone calls up and down 
the East Coast I could find the perfect gift 
for these two administrators. It would be 
the Dhone number of t he one person God 
put on earth for the sole purpose of 
coaching fencing at TSC. 

BERT DAVIS-head of the Intramurals 
program-a newly released book entitled, 
"1,001 Reasons Why Varsity Sports Is, and 
Always Will Be More Important Than 
Intramurals." 

DR. COLE-Technical Advisor to The 
Signal and my professor in Editing-An 
I.O.U. for all the work I owe him and a 
Polaroid camera so someone can snap the 
picture of the shocked look on his face 
when he learns The Trentonian has 
surpassed The Trenton Times in the 
critical circulation area. 

LAURIE MAC INNES- 1979 Signal 
Sports Editor-a lot of luck and a lot of 
Excedrin, she'll need a lot of both. 

STEVE WILLIAMSON OR IS IT 
WILLIE STEVENSON- Signal Sports 
Editor- A hearty congratulations for a job 
well done and a new left arm. For Wille, I 
present the first annual "Smallest Season 
of the Year" award. Willie's career on The 
Signal All Small basketball team lasted 
approximately one and a half minutes. 
Although on the injury list, the team has 
voted to still honor Willie's contract and 
give him his three cookies a week. 

BOB LILY- ex-Dallas Cowboy All-pro 
and who now can be seen on Black and 
Decker commercials- For the man who 
seems to have every tool you need, we 
have created a new one. A b uzzsaw which 
needs only one arm to operate. We also 
give Bob a cloth so he can use his free hand 
to polish his bayonet. 

Of course I can't let the semester end 
without mentioning that THE 
PHILADELPHIA EAGLES ARE 
PLAYOFF-BOUND. 

Staff Photo bv Tony Mirenda 
EASY TWO! - Lion forward John Kirby scores on a layup in TSC's Governor Classic win 
oyer King's Point last Saturday. Kirby finished with 22 po ints and was named to the 
all-tournament team. 
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.500 record stalled by Rider 

answer 
said Icenhower. "Marty is in as good 
condition as anybody else and he loo ked 
good against Army. But this was the worst 
match he ever wrestled at TSC. 

"And Phil let Birmingham go to his 
style. Birmingham wrestled smart and 
seemed to tie him up real well. Good th ine 
we had that pin by (Britt) Mock. Th at 
really saved us." 

Mock is a transfer student from Weber 
State College and was a Big Sky Op en 
champ for that school. He red-shirted fo r 
one year due to NCAA rules and be came 
eligible for competition T)ec. 14, jsut t wo 
days before the meet. 

in nis lirst match as a TSC wrestler, the 
sophomore totally dominated Georgia's 
Bob Kyff. Mock gained two points with 

1:40 len in ine nrst period on an ansie inp 
takedown. He also picked up a near f all 
with five seconds left to lead 4-0. 

He elected top position in the second 
period and immediately tied up wrists and 
used a Turk, stepping into Kyffs legs, to 
ride him. 

Mock worked for a cradle, applied it 
loosely at first and almost fell over, the n 
distributed his weight more evenly an d 
decked Kyff 54 seconds into the period. 

Mock's fall and the strong lightweight 
performances were Trenton's strength. 
But the Lions were disastrous in the upper 
weights. 

Icenhower shuffled his lineup because of 
injuries to Dave Dinicola (177) and Bu ddy 
Schweder (190). Kevin Walzak, scheduled 
for the 190 event, stepped in to fill the 177 
pound slot and was pinned later by senior 
Dave Landis. 

TSC freshman Chris Holcombe, entered 
at 190 and gave up a take down in the first 
period. H.e gained a neutral position in the 
second but fell to his back after a Georgia 
takedown. The ref slapped the mat with 18 
seconds to go. 

TSC (5-0) led 24-18 into the heavyweight 
match and all Mickey Aikens had to do was 
stay off his back. 

The Lion sophomore attempted some 
Greco-Roman upper body maneuvers in 
the first period but couldn't throw Georgia 

Continued <m p age tw entyseve* 

BY GREG BAUMANN 

One point was the difference. It cost the 
Trenton State basketball team a possible 
championship in last weekend's Governor's 
Classic tournament and a .500 record for 
the first segment of the still-young 
season.However, the Lions still managed 
to turn the week into a success by winning 
their other two eames. 

But still that "point" will probably stand 
out in coach Tom McCorry's mind for some 
time. It's not that TSC (4-5) had a basket 
cancelled or a foul shot nullified, or 
anything so controversial. It's just that the 
Lions lost to Rider College in the opening 
round of the Classic 44-43. And what 
McCorry will probably remember the most 
about the heart-breaking defeat is the stall 
the Broncs used to cool off-and subsequent
ly beat-the Lions. 

After trailing by three points at half-
time, TSC and Rider exchanged leads for 
most of th e early going after the intermis
sion. 

But then there was Rider, the defending 
champion, the NCAA Divsion I school, 
freezing the ball against the much shorter, 

much less talented Division III school, 
Trenton State, changing a once-exciting 
contest into a dull, slow-moving stalemate. 

Even McCorry was confused by Rider 
Coach John Carpenter's tactics. "I couldn't 
see a Divison I school using a stall against 
a Division III school, a mediocre Division 
III school at that," said McCorry after the 
game last Friday. "If we were better than 
mediocre, we'd win 20 games this year." 

And what made the loss even more 
painful was that Rider went on to crush 
Cortland State 67-53 in the finals after 
Cortland had edged King's Point in 
overtime on Friday. 

"Hey, we could have easily won the 
thing," McCorry said. "A 13 minute stall 
by Rider was the difference. I still can't 
figure it out. I don't know why they used 
it." 

Regardless, the Lions found themselves 
in yet another consolation game (TSC won 
its consolation game in last weeks 
Bridgeport tournament and was in the 
consolation round of last year's Classic). 

And again the Lions won the consolation 
this time by downing King's Point, despite 
the box and one defense King's Point used 
to control TSC's Kevin Kulhawy. "Goose" 
Kulhawy was the tournament's high scorer 
the night before with 16 points against 
Rider. Cortland held Kulhawy to six points 
but that cleared the way for teammate 
John Kirby, who totaled 22 points on a 5 
for 7 shooting effort from the floor and a 12 
of 16 clip from the foul line. Kirby was 
later selected to the all-tournament team. 

Earlier in the week, the Lions defeated 
conference-rival Glassboro State 60-58 on 
Kulhawy's dramatic free throws with two 
seconds remaining in the game. The Lions 
had come back from 10 points down with 
12 minutes remaining to tie the score and 
set up the dramatic ending. McCorry made 
a key substitution down the stretch by 
sending 5-foot-10 freshman Mike Lewis 
into the game for 6-3 center Craig Miller. 

And although Lewis had to match up 
against Boro's 6-6 forward, Joe Weegand, 
it was his hustle and presence on the court 
that seemed to be just the spark the then-
slumping Lions needed because they went 
on a 22-6 scoring spree immediately after 
Lewis entered the game and led 50-44 with 
four minutes remaining. 

"Hey, he's a heck of a player for a 
freshman," said McCorry of Lewis. "He 
takes the ball to the basket better 
than anyone on the team. That's just what 
we needed at the time, some driving to the 
basket . Continued on page tw enty-seven 
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PULL IT DOW N, CRAIG — TSC Center Craig Miller grabs a rebound in the Lion's 60-58 
win over Glassboro last Tuesday. However, the Lions lost a heartbreaker to Rider in the 
Governor's Classic before winning the consolation game against King's Point. Tom 
McCorry's cagers [4-5] will resume action on Jan. 4, against Bloomfield CoUege in Packer 
Hall 

Grapplers have winning 

at ii - . 
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THE VISE - Kevin Walzak [top] hooks a leg and applies a reinforced half-nelson to ride senior Dave Landis of Georgia. 
Landis eventually pinned him in this 177 pound bout. 

extending the Lions winning streak to five 
matches. 

But sitting in the bleachers after the 
heavyweight bout was an ex-Lehigh star 
without a smile. Victory wasn't good 
enough. 

"Well, I should be happy and I guess I 
am," said Icenhower. "Georgia is a 
Division I school with scholarships and my 
guys are Division III wrestlers and they 
don't get a penny. 

"But we were so hot last week against 
Army and Buffalo (defending Division III 
champs) that I was disappointed in our 
aggressiveness. I should be happy but I 

thought we could have wrestled better. I 
thought we were in control." 

Trenton was in control during the 
opening bouts and Granby Rolled to-an 
18-0 lead after the 142 match. 

But Georgia (2-4) returned with two 
decisions at 150 and 158. At 15U, TSC 
All-America Marty Breithoff dropped a 3-1 
match to freshman Matt Skove of Long 
Branch N.J. 

Another Garden State wrestler, Joe 
Birmingham of Westfield, gave the Bull
dogs a 5-2 win by defeating Trenton's Phil 
Godbolt at 158. Georgia trailed 18-6. 

"T H iHn't PYnppt Phil or Mart.v t.o lostf " 

BY JOSEPH R. PERONE 

Dave Icenhower couldn't explain it. 
"I wish I had an answer," said the 

Trenton State College wrestling coach. 
"We wrestled so well last Saturday but we 
looked so bad today." 

Icenhower's remarks followed Satur
day's 24-21 victory over the University of 
Georgia, an NCAA Division I school 
(Trenton is in the smaller Division III 
class). 

It was the first time TSC had beaten 
Georgia, evening the series at 1-1, 
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